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Abstract

Innovation in Software intensive Systems is becoming relevant for several

reasons: software is present embedded in many sectors like automotive,

robotics, mobile phones or heath care. Firms need to have knowledge about

factors affecting the innovation to increase the probability of success in their

product development and the assessment of innovation in software products

is a powerful mechanism to capture this knowledge.

Therefore, companies need to assess products from an innovation perspec-

tive to reduce the gap between their developed products and the market.

This is even more relevant in the case of SiSs, where real time, timeliness,

complexity, interoperability, reactivity, and resource sharing are critical fea-

tures of a new system.

Many authors have analysed product innovation assessment and some schemas

have been developed but they are not specific to SiSs; in addition, there is

no consensus about the factors or the procedures for performing an assess-

ment. Therefore, it has sense to work in the definition of a customized

software product innovation evaluation framework.

This thesis identifies the elements needed to build a framework to assess

software products from the innovation perspective. Two components have

been identified as part of the framework to assess Software intensive Sys-

tems from the innovation perspective: a reference-model and an adaptive

and customizable tool to perform the assessment and to position product

innovation. The reference-model is composed by four main elements char-

acterizing product innovation assessment: concepts, innovation models, as-

sessment questionnaires and product assessment.

The reference model provides the umbrella to define instances of product

innovation assessment models that can be assessed and positioned through

questionnaires in the proposed tool that also provides automation in the

assessment and positioning of innovation.

The reference-model has been rigorously built by applying conceptual mod-

elling and view integration integrated with qualitative research methods.



The tool has been used to assess products like Skype through models in-

stantiated from the reference-model.

Keywords: Innovation, Product assessment, Product innovation assess-

ment, Software intensive Systems, Innovation assessment tools.



Resumen

La innovación en Sistemas Intesivos en Software está alcanzando relevancia

por múltiples razones: el software está presente en sectores como automóvil,

teléfonos móviles o salud. Las empresas necesitan conocer aquellos factores

que afectan a la innovación para incrementar las probabilidades de éxito en

el desarrollo de sus productos y, la evaluación de productos sofware es un

mecanismo potente para capturar este conocimiento.

En consecuencia, las empresas necesitan evaluar sus productos desde la per-

pectiva de innovación para reducir la distancia entre los productos desarrol-

lados y el mercado. Esto es incluso más relevante en el caso de los productos

intensivos en software, donde el tiempo real, la oportunidad, complejidad,

interoperabilidad, capacidad de respuesta y compartción de recursos son

caracteŕısticas cŕıticas de los nuevos sistemas.

La evaluación de la innovación de productos ya ha sido estudiada y se han

definido algunos esquemas de evaluación pero no son espećıficos para Sis-

temas intensivos en Sofwtare; además, no se ha alcanzado consenso en los

factores ni el procedimiento de evaluación. Por lo tanto, tiene sentido tra-

bajar en la definición de un marco de evaluación de innovación enfocado a

Sistemas intesivos en Software.

Esta tesis identifica los elementos necesarios para construir in marco para la

evaluación de de Sistemas intensivos en Software desde el punto de vista de

la innovación. Se han identificado dos componentes como partes del marco

de evaluación: un modelo de referencia y una herramienta adaptativa y

personalizable para la realización de la evaluación y posicionamiento de la

innovación. El modelo de referencia está compuesto por cuatro elementos

principales que caracterizan la evaluación de innovación de productos: los

conceptos, modelos de innovación, cuestionarios de evaluación y la evalu-

ación de productos.

El modelo de referencia aporta las bases para definir instancias de los mod-

elos de evaluación de innovación de productos que pueden se evaluados y

posicionados en la herramienta a través de cuestionarios y que de forma



automatizada aporta los resultados de la evaluación y el posicionamiento

respecto a la innovación de producto.

El modelo de referencia ha sido rigurosamente constrúıdo aplicando mode-

lado conceptual e integración de vistas junto con la aplicación de métodos

cualitativos de investigación. La herramienta ha sido utilizada para evaluar

productos como Skype a través de la instanciación del modelo de referencia.

Palabras clave: Innovación, Evaluación de productos, Evaluación de in-

novación de productos, Sistemas intensivos en Software , Herramientas de

evaluación de innovación.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter discusses about the relevant role of innovation as is per-

ceived by different actors. This chapter is structured in six sections, the

first describes the motivation of this research identifying key topics that jus-

tify the need of this research. Next section frames the context where this

research has been conducted. section 1.3 presents the goals and objectives to

be achieved in this research. Then, section 1.4 highlights research contribu-

tions obtained at the end of this research. Later, section 1.5 describes the

research methodology applied to conduct the research. Finally, section 1.6

overviews the structure of the thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Software is eating the world” was stated by Marc Andreessen (one of the co-

funders of Netscape) in 2011 [5]. The main largest companies in different sectors like

booksellers, video services, music, entertainment are software companies. Software is

embedded in leading sectors like automotive, robotics or mobile phones [76] conforming

what are called “Software intensive Systems” (SiS). IEEE Std 1471-2000 [46] defines

SiS as follows: “A software-intensive system is any system where software contributes

essential influences to the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the sys-

tem as a whole.” But, there is no a unique definition of SiS as it is shown in Annex 7.3

Section 7.3

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported [77]

that software innovation is also playing an increasingly important role in growing indus-

tries like automotive, healthcare and mobile/smart phones; around 100 million lines of

code are embedded in fully-equipped cars or 28 billion eis estimated the R&D expendi-

ture for software in medical equipment by 2015. Innovation concerns with commercial

Figure 1.1: Investment in tangible and intangible assets in OECD countries. [75]

and practical application of ideas into real products[102]. The term innovation has been

widely overloaded [42, 73, 24, 84, 28, 83]. As it is shown in Annex 7.3 Section 7.3, there

is no a unique definition; but knowledge and ideas applied to create new processes,

services or methods are underlying all of them. Innovation may not be limited to new

ideas or a single view, but different views deal with different angles on innovation[81].

Among other types of innovation, product innovation refers to those products trans-

ferred to the market that are new in some sense such as incremental, disruptive or

radical; and/or some scope at firm, market or industry level.[28, 36, 82, 24]. But prod-

uct is a general term affecting to many issues, so this research is focused on Software
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Domain References

Innovation in Toy Industry [96]

Evaluating New Product Ideas [95]

Innovation adoption [49]

Technology innovation [8]

Consumer Electronics [21, 103]

Decision making at management level [55, 41]

Commercial sector [9]

Business [95]

Sports [95]

Table 1.1: Some of the domains found in literature in which Product innovation assess-

ment has been applied

intensive Systems (SiS) and more precisely in the evaluation of products from the in-

novation perspective.

Innovation in software is becoming relevant not only because software is everywhere [76,

5], but innovation is driving the growth of companies in most of the countries too. Fig

1.1 shows how the investment in intangible assets, where software is included is greater

or equal than the investment in other tangible assets in OECD countries [76].

The need to invest in infrastructures for measuring the impact of innovation in soft-

ware and other fields was also highlighted by OECD [60], and more recently in [31].

These measures will let companies assess the impact of innovation factors to achieve

the expected business goals. Balachandra et al. [9] pointed out that it was difficult to

predict why some products are successful while most fail. It was later described by Sun

et al. [96] in 2005 that companies were investing efforts adopting innovation factors,

but, the results were not always successful due to lack of consensus on the impact of

each factor. McKinsey [98] reported in 2008 that companies applied assessment mech-

anisms to diagnose and improve overall innovation performance. The fact of the lack of

common approaches for product assessment is not a new topic, Ernst in 2002 [34] high-

lighted that firms did not apply theoretical approaches or standard procedures when

assessing new product development; in consequence, existing studies frequently did not

provide reliable coefficients to assess the reliability of new developments. Recently,

Soukhoukova [95] reported the interest of capturing knowledge through assessment to

help companies to realize the expected outcomes of products has been stressed again;
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1. INTRODUCTION

assessment also provides valuable information about innovative ideas to align products

with market expectations.

Summarizing, firms demand to possess knowledge about factors affecting the innovation

to increase the probability of success in their product development. The assessment of

innovation in software products is a powerful mechanism to get this knowledge.

Many authors analysed product innovation assessment from different perspectives and

application domains [50, 9, 58, 34, 96, 95, 22, 55, 8, 41, 49, 54, 103]. However, in most

of the cases, the product innovation assessment was merely based on factors grouped

into dimensions, but each author proposes their own interpretation of the innovation

factors and assessment, though based on the same concepts. Additionally, no one pro-

vides guidelines about how to perform the assessment process. This unveils a lack of

consensus on product innovation assessment. None of the authors provided guidelines

on how to perform the assessment using factors. Therefore, literature addressed the

need of assessment product innovation but no general models are still available.

This thesis aims to identify and present the elements of a framework to assess software

products from the innovation perspective. To that end, the concepts needed to rep-

resent the assessment of product innovation are combined to build a reference model.

The reference model is a composition of the list of factors to model innovation, ques-

tionnaires to data gathering and processes to perform the assessment. Additionally, a

tool to perform the assessment of software product innovation based on the reference

model components has been implemented.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 1.1 introduces the motivation of this

thesis. Section 1.2 defines the context of this research. Then, Section 1.3 presents the

main goal and specific objectives of this thesis. Section 1.4 presents the main contribu-

tion of this thesis and the list of publication authored or co-authored by author of this

thesis. Section 1.5 describes the research methodology that has been followed during

the thesis development. Finally, Section 1.6 summarizes the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Research motivation

It was globally accepted that software is becoming the core of most of the existing sys-

tems in automotive, avionics, heath care [76]. Software companies like SAP 1, Skype

Inc. 2 previously to be acquired by Microsoft or WhatsApp Inc. 3 are representative

examples of how innovative solutions in different application domains drove the growth

1http://www.sap.com/index.html
2http://www.skype.com
3http://www.whatsapp.com/
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1.1 Research motivation

of those companies.

Aligned with this growth, software is playing an important role enabling the contribu-

tion of ICT to innovation. OECD in 2010 pointed out that innovation in ICT is driving

the growth in some sectors like the Internet. The economy is now driven by the growth

of ubiquitous software and new software and services, even when the crisis on revenue

and employment are affecting to other sectors [75].

Software market has evolved from processes automation to speed things that was al-

ready being done in the beginning to strategies for providing products and services

not yet offered by firms (what is a synonym of innovation) [37]. This is the case of

Honda [94] that is applying simulation to meet changing market needs, avoiding the

need of building of prototypes.

The nature of software system development is changing. Software is increasingly built

in the context of a software ecosystem where other companies and independent devel-

opers add value to products to speed up the time to market[12]. Additionally, software

innovation is also perceived as an important issue by software developers [77]. Table

1.2 shows a list of the most relevant factors of software development activities that

developers consider to be drivers for software innovation.

Innovation in software is presented by OECD [60] as a process leading to add new

Factor Importance for innovation

Trained human capital 92

Quality customer rqmnts. quality 81

Cost customer rqmnts. 72

Security customer rqmnts. security 72

Other 71

Protection of intellectual property rights 69

Application of technological Stds. 67

Legal, regulatory and administrative env. 65

Interoperability customer rqmnts. 65

Security issues 62

Customer’s financial strength 40

Access to financing 34

Table 1.2: Innovative factors of sw. development. [77]

features to existing products/services, to develop new product/services. Product inno-

vation assessment is complex and it is impacted by several factors. One of the goals in
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1. INTRODUCTION

measuring innovation is to improve our understanding of success and assess innovation

processes to get the highest returns from innovation [4]. Qualitative measures, as it

was described by Langdom [62], were intended to get people involved in the innovation

process to think more deeply into the factors impacting in product innovation.

Software innovation is often, but not only, driven by user needs during the complete

development process. Many are the incentives to drive software innovation and they

come from different areas: organization (management, costs, timing), market(existence,

competitors, commercial success), technology(patents, research)[9]. The fast evolution

of technology is affecting market, e.g. Samsung reached in 2012 in six months the lead

position on mobile devices and smart phones after the Galaxy series were launched [45].

As it was reported by Milbergs [67], the nature of innovation makes it difficult to mea-

sure it and to assess product innovation a new generation of metrics based on knowledge,

tangible and intangibles, networks are needed. Product innovation assessment is seen

as a multi-dimensional factors composition [24] where factors on each dimension could

impact in the success of a software product. Cooper [21] reported that factors could

act as enablers or blockers of innovation. Products should be analysed through fea-

tures grouped by product drivers or dimensions where feature most strongly affect [97].

Then groups should be arranged in terms of impact on the market and business drivers.

Eversheim [36] recommends assigning weights to each mapping between factors and di-

mensions to let the classification of products through those values [36]. But factors are

not always independent, therefore, identify dependencies among factors is critical to

have a better understanding of the impact of each factor. Jeyarag et al. [49] defend is

that as much independent factors were involved in the innovation process easier is to

adopt innovation practices and in addition less impact over products.

Summarizing, firms need to know as soon as possible if their products are aligned or

they are ahead with the market to increase their chances to lead the market. That is

one of the reasons why innovation assessment is so relevant. Additionally, OECD high-

lighted the need to invest on infrastructures for measuring the determinants and the

impact of innovation in all the fields and specially in software [60], and more recently

in [31]. These measures will let companies assess the impact of innovation factors to

achieve the expected business goals. Actually, this is not a new problem: Balachandra

et al. already reported in 1991 that almost 90% of new products did not achieve their

business objectives [9]. As it was pointed out, it was difficult to predict why some prod-

ucts are successful while most fail. It was later described in 2005 that companies were

investing efforts adopting innovation factors but, the results were not always successful

due to lack of consensus on the impact of each factor, as Sun et al. described [96]. As it
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Type of sources

Reference Type L
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Åstebro [8] Study * * * *

Johne[50] SLR * * *

Balachandra et al.[9] SLR * * * * *

Cooper[22] Experience Report * * *

Ernst[34] SLR * * *

Garbraith[41] Study * * *

Jeyaraj[49] SLR * *

Klington[54] LR * * *

Krishnan[55] SLR * * * *

Lester[58] Experience Report * * *

Soukhoroukova[95] Study * * *

Sun[96] Study * * * *

Tsai[103] Study * * * * *

Table 1.3: Type of sources considered in the articles included in [117]

was reported by McKinsey [98] companies applied assessment mechanisms to diagnose

and improve overall innovation performance.

Therefore, to increase their chances in leading the market, firms need to assess their

software products to determine as soon as possible if they are aligned with the market.

That is one of the reasons why innovation assessment is so relevant. However, this is

not simple. In the literature review performed, we found no information specific to

software products. Several approaches for product in general are available, but none

are conclusive. In spite of the efforts to innovate, Axel et al. [50] have argued that

in many companies, this business objective deviation is due to a gap between their

innovation strategies and the developed products. Companies are devoting their ef-

fort and resources to building new products, but they do not have any mechanisms

for evaluating if the innovative product will be successful or if it will meet its budget

9



1. INTRODUCTION

and profit expectations. Sun et al. [96] pointed out that companies need to know and

understand the factors that cause a product to either succeed or fail. A product fails

when it does not achieve its business goals. This would enable a company to invest

its money and effort in the adoption of the innovation factors and practices that are

relevant to building successful new products.

Consequently, companies need to evaluate products from an innovation perspective to

reduce the gap between their developed products and the market. This is even more

relevant in the case of SiSs, where real time, timeliness, complexity, interoperability,

reactivity, and resource sharing are critical features of a new system [12, 15, 115].

Many authors have analysed product innovation assessment and some schemas to eval-

uate product innovation have been developed (e.g., [8, 9, 22, 41, 54, 55, 58, 96]),but

they are not specific to SiSs; in addition, there is no consensus about the factors or the

procedures for performing an evaluation. Moreover, it could be identified that these

articles, were based on several industrial application domains such as toy industry, tech-

nology or electronics. They could be classified as belonging to the electronic industry

and manufacturing rather than to the software industry. This is relevant because the

work described within this thesis has been built upon a set of studies that cover very

different domains (see Table1.1), and very different type of studies including literature

review, commercial reports, surveys, etc. as shown in Table 1.3. Most of the analysed

studies were based on more than one source integrating both empirical research and

reviews of the literature.

Ernst [34] detected that the newness of innovation has not been consistently defined in

the existing empirical studies and, consequently, the compatibility of findings is some-

what limited. Therefore, further research should be done regarding the definition of

general frameworks.

The main mechanism to data gathering while assessing product innovation is the use of

questionnaires. [22, 9, 58, 55, 8, 96, 41, 54, 103]. In addition, Tsai [103] identified that

there is a lack of reliability of data gathered from questionnaires due to the reduced

number of answers collected and the difficulty to have access to the documentation sup-

porting these values. Therefore, literature addressed the need of assessment product

innovation, but no general models are still available.

But, to define models for the assessment of product innovation is not a simple task.

Product innovation depends on multiple variables organized into dimensions [9, 103].

And, usually by the time an innovation is finally successful, many different stakeholders

get involved. One industry that, in the late years, has an outstanding role in the econ-

omy is the Software intensive Systems (SiS) industry. According to OECD economy

10



1.2 Research context

growth in industrialized countries in the last decade has been led by ICT services [75],

confirming that, as the software industry matures, the possibilities for new software

functionality aligned with market needs are expanding [60].

1.2 Research context

This thesis is framed in the assessment of innovation in software products, more pre-

cisely in Software intensive Systems (SiS), from the product perspective. By combining

innovation and SiS, as it is explained by Pikkarainen et al. [82], there are three main

dependencies between software and innovation: software acting as an instrument for

innovation, software acting as an enabler of innovation processes and, software act-

ing as an enabler of business model. To learn about how innovation fostered software

development could be very valuable to improve the process development itself and to

build better products in the near future. In this scope, this thesis is focused on how

innovation has been assessed, up to now, in the development of SIS.

The nature of software system development is changing. Software is increasingly being

developed in the context of software ecosystems where companies and external devel-

opers work together to add value to the products to speed up the time to market [12].

Therefore, software production is important to both firms and developers. The prob-

lem of product innovation assessment to help firms understand the expected outcomes

still remains; as it was reported by Soukhoukova [95] this assessment provides valuable

information to align new products with market expectations.

The amount of time for producing the right product for a particular market is being

dramatically reduced, and innovation is increasingly needed to achieve the established

goals. For years, companies have been able to evaluate software product quality char-

acteristics by applying the well-known ISO/IEC 9126 [2], which later evolved into the

ISO/IEC 25000 series [3], known as SQuaRE. But the fact is that there are no stan-

dards, recommendations, or guidelines that are globally accepted for evaluating SiS

innovation characteristics. Within this thesis, software product innovation assessment

is understood as the evaluation of software products based on a list of factors and from

different perspectives to determine the extent a product that is either new or under

development satisfies those innovation factors. Innovation factors are indicators for

estimating the probability that business expectations will be achieved.

In terms of innovation factors, there is not enough consensus on the relevance of each

factor and the number of factors to use. For example: Axel et al. [50] recommended

collecting measures to find crosscutting relationships between the innovation strategies

11



1. INTRODUCTION

and then to develop products in four dimensions that are organization, market, culture,

and project management; Cooper [21] proposed between 10 to 15 factors focused on

5 dimensions; Balachandra et al. [9] proposed 72 factors organized into 4 dimensions;

and Jerayaj et al. [49] presented 135 factors. Klington et al. [54] proposed the applica-

tion of artificial intelligence over 23 factors organized into three dimensions. Tsai [103]

analysed 5 dimensions through 24 factors covering the main product issues like concep-

tualization, skills, and organization.

From the beginning of this research, the core was Product Innovation. It was a broad

field that has evolved to the final topic. The first part of the research was focused on

the understanding of the concept of product innovation and which are the basis that

are supporting this concept.

The next step in the research was to continue characterizing product innovation through

the analysis of the concept of Smart Product looking for features and factors affecting

this concept. As result of this part of the research e concluded that “Smart Things”

are defined in a context and can be represented as a set of characteristics; where

characteristics in the case of Smart Products could be instantiated among others as:

self-organized, adaptiveness, autonomy, personalization or context-aware.

At this stage, ideas affects to product innovation. Products are characterized by a

set of characteristics but is was not still defined how to measure the impact of these

characteristics on innovation. So, the next step performed was to study Change Impact

Analysis technique as a driver to analyse the impact of innovation. Even though it was

a promising result, it was not in the main focus of this thesis about the assessment of

product innovation and it was considered as future work to be done.

So that, conducting the research to the definition of a framework to assess product

innovation, a deep analysis of the literature was conducted and reported in P1. This

publication stated the basis for the next research activities focused on the definition of

the model to characterize the assessment of product innovation and the implementation

of a tool to assess and positioning product innovation based on the model.

Summarizing, the work in this thesis is concerned with the problem of the assessment

of software product innovation by identifying the concepts that are needed to perform

the assessment and their relationships to build a reference-model as a common model

to help researchers to integrate the existing product innovation assessment models in-

creasing the ability to share results.
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1.3 Thesis objectives

The main goal of this thesis can be formulated as follows:

“To identify the elements needed to permit the assessment of

software products from the innovation point of view.”

To achieve this main goal concerning the elements of the innovation assessment, three

more detailed research questions (RQ) has been formulated to drove the research:

RQ-1 How product innovation assessment has been performed? This research ques-

tion has been also divided into three more detailed questions:

RQ-1.1 What are the goals of a product innovation assessment?

RQ-1.2 What is the environment of the product innovation assessment?

RQ-1.3 What are the main challenges of the product assessment schemas?

RQ-2 What are the components of product innovation assessment model? This

research question has been also divided into two more detailed questions:

RQ-2.1 What are the existing schemas (structure and types) for assessing

products from the innovation perspective?

RQ-2.2 What is the relevance of the innovation factors?

RQ-3 . What are the components of the innovation assessment framework?

This thesis is organized in three parts and these research questions are addressed to

provide answers to each part of this thesis. So, RQ-1 focuses on the characterizing

innovation in the scope of software product assessment. To answer this question, an

analysis of the existing literature must be done. RQ-2 covered the analysis and syn-

thesis of the results obtained in RQ-1 to build a model to assess software product

innovation. And finally, RQ-3 is focused on the components and their relationships to

represent the software product innovation assessment framework.

1.4 Research contributions

This section presents the main results and key publications resulting from this thesis.

These are also summarized in Table 1.4 and Table 1.5.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.4.1 Summary of contributions

The first publication produced was P5. P5 outlined a framework for innovation that

will facilitate organizations to identify new ideas and to estimate their potential value.

Two main results were achieved: the identification of sources of innovation and a short

list of elements that could be needed to estimate the value of ideas. This publication

helped to state the problem and their results stated part of the background to answer

the research question 1.

The second publication was P4. It analysed the concept of Smart Product and con-

tributed to this research through the meta-model of the definition of ”Smart Thing”.

Smart Things are defined in a context and can be represented as a set of characteristics.

Characteristics that in the case of Smart Products could be instantiated among oth-

ers as: self-organized, adaptiveness, autonomy, personalization or context-aware. This

publication also helped to state the problem and provided background to answer the

research question 1.

The third publication P3 studied Change impact analysis applied to Agile Architecting.

Publication P3 was nominated for the Best Paper Award of the conference. Translat-

ing results of P3 to this thesis, Change Impact Analysis is a powerful tool that could

help to determine the effects resulting from the changes on the innovation factors ap-

plied in the assessment over a product. Even though it was a promising result, it was

not in the main focus of this thesis about the assessment of product innovation and it

is considered as future work to be done. This publication helped to state the problem

under research and to identify challenges of software product innovation as part of the

research question 1.

The fourth contribution was P2. Paper P2 stated the basis of framework for po-

sitioning and assessing product innovation from the organizational perspective. The

contribution of this paper to the thesis was the overall structure of the framework com-

prising: a model, a modelling language and a tool to assess and positioning innovation.

Publication P2 was focused only on one of the dimensions impacting on product in-

novation and it covered both the innovation process and the product. This publication

provided was focused on the identification of components of software product innova-

tion assessment to answer both the research question 1 and 3.

Finally, the fifth publication P1 reported a systematic literature review on the specific

topic of this thesis: the assessment of product innovation. It was nominated for the Best

Paper Award of the conference. The results of this publication identified that product

innovation was impacted by factors organized into dimensions. It was also reported

that two main assessment schemas were identified in the literature. This publication
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1.4 Research contributions

Objective Result Publication

Problem statement
Understanding of software product inno-

vation assessment

P1, P2, P3,

P4 and P5

RQ-1.1
List of goals of product innovation assess-

ment
P1

RQ-1.2
Environment components of product inno-

vation assessment
P1, P2

RQ-1.3
List of challenges of product innovation

assessment

P1, P3 and

P5

RQ-2.1 Schemas of product innovation assessment P1

RQ-2.2
Identifying the impact of innovation fac-

tors
P1

RQ-3
Components of product innovation assess-

ment framework

P2, P6, P7

and P8

Table 1.6: Summary of research questions, results and publications

stated the basis for the next research activities focused on the definition of the model

to characterize the assessment of product innovation and the implementation of a tool

to assess and positioning product innovation based on the model. This publication

represented the basis to answer the research questions 1 and 2.

The reference model is going to be published as two publications: P6 to describe the

reference model and P7 to describe the methodology applied in the reference model

building. The tool structure and how to build instances of the reference model will be

also published P8.

1.4.2 Contributions

This section presents the main contributions of this thesis and they are contextualized

with respect to the objectives of this thesis. Table 1.6 summarizes the relationship

between research questions, results and publications. These are the main contributions

of this thesis:

1. A Systematic Literature Review of the product innovation assessment. The first

step of this research was to conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to anal-

yse software product innovation. This paper presented the results of an analysis

of the existing literature on software product evaluation models. The analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION

addressed the main existing evaluation schemas and their elements in terms of

dimensions, factors, strengths, and challenges. This SLR was published in (P1)

Agust́ın Yagüe, Juan Garbajosa, Jennifer Pérez, Jessica Dı́az: Analyz-

ing Software Product Innovation Assessment by Using a Systematic

Literature Review. HICSS 2014: 5049-5058

2. A reference model for product innovation assessment. This reference model rep-

resents all the information around product innovation assessment providing a

unified notation to represent the existing product innovation assessment models.

It also provides a mechanism to automate questionnaire construction based on

the innovation assessment models. Questionnaires are used to perform the as-

sessment of concrete products. To adapt the assessment to specific products or

markets, questionnaire customization is possible based on the existing models.

The reference model has been built based on current available literature on prod-

uct innovation assessment. It was built using the research methodology described

within this thesis, and taking special care of the quality of the model so that

it can be a trustworthy model. An XML-Schema has been defined to represent

instances of the reference model that will be used as inputs by the tool to assess

and positioning product innovation. This XML-Schema validates instances of the

XML files to provide consistence between the reference model and the product

innovation assessment tool. This model is expected to be published in 2014 as it

is described in P6 and P7.

3. A tool for assessing and positioning product innovation. This tool uses product

innovation assessment models instantiated from the reference model and provides

questionnaires to perform the assessment and, based on data gathered from the

questionnaire, to position product innovation. The innovation assessment tool

provides a solution to the problem reported by Lester [58] when the required

information is not always available. This fact has been addressed by the definition

of three additional measures: Maximum impact value, Minimum impact value and

Optimal impact value. These measures provide a clear range of values where the

impact is enclosed. An example about how to build and apply an instance of

the reference model is expected to be published in 2014 as it is described in P8 ;

P8 contains the results obtained from the assessment of Skype instantiating the

reference-model using the assessment model proposed by Balachandra et al. [9].

Skype was analysed from four perspectives: environment, market, organization

and technology. Each dimension is represented by a list of factors characterizing
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1.5 Research methodology

innovation. Data to perform the assessment were gathered through a literature

review of the main research databases and search engines. These data were used

to fulfil a questionnaire based on qualitative and discrete values to finally obtain

a graphical representation of the assessment results. This assessment performed

with qualitative data could be considered a limitation, but it presents the great

advantage to be easy to get from the people that is fulfilling the assessment.

1.5 Research methodology

Research in software engineering covers the creation of new models, methodologies,

techniques and tools to help engineers to solve complex problems and to improve effec-

tiveness and efficiency of solutions.

As Shaw [93] reported validity of the research results depends on the process to obtain

and validate results. Software engineering research as any other research disciplines

needs the existence of guidelines to drive the research process.

Research in this thesis was conducted by a research methodology consistent with the

principles of design science complemented with systematic literature review and the-

matic synthesis. Design science [43] acts as the backbone of the research. It is an it-

erative research method based on the problem-solving paradigm to create and validate

artefacts designed to solve a problem. Artefacts are built following existing natural laws

and behavioural theories restricting the problem mixed with the intuition and other

capabilities of researchers. Intuition during the design process represents a weak point

of the methodology as long as it is directly dependent on researcher’s personal skills

without any support from a given method. This thesis fits well in the Design Science

paradigm in that understanding a problem domain and its solution are achieved by the

building of IT artefacts.

Design Science guidelines proposed by Hevner [43] driven this research. The application

of these guidelines is deeply described and analysed in Annex 7.3 Section 7.3. They

can be summarized as follows:

• research must provide solutions to relevant problems. Section 1.1 stated the

relevance and importance of the problem addressed in this thesis.

• research must provide verifiable contributions. Section 1.3 describes the goals of

this thesis and criteria to validate each one.

• research must provide a viable artefact resulting from a search problem. Artefacts

resulted from this thesis are described in Chapters 4-.5
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1. INTRODUCTION

• Design artefacts must be rigorously validated. Chapter 4 Section 4.2.5 discusses

the validity of the designed artefacts and Chapter 6 provides evidences of the use

of these artefacts.

• research must be communicated. Section 1.4 presents the key publications related

to the contribution of this thesis.

To achieve the objectives of this thesis, Design Science as it was presented by Hevner [43]

is not enough to build the expected IT artefacts, so that it was complemented with other

techniques and methodologies. So to state the environment of the thesis a Systematic

Literature Review was conducted and to build the IT artefacts Thematic Synthesis was

applied.

An SLR is a critical assessment and evaluation of the existing research that address a

particular issue. The objective is to determine in advance the selection of the studies

to analyze, data collection, and the aggregation strategy. SLR uses a rigorous and au-

ditable methodology for identifying, evaluating, and explaining the available research

on specific research questions [53]. According to Budgen et al. [16], SLRs are important

for (i) summarizing existing evidence concerning a practice or technology, (ii) identify-

ing the gaps in the current research, (iii) helping position new research activities, and

(iv) using empirical evidence to determine whether the given hypothesis is supported

or contradicted.

As described by Kitchenham [53], an SLR is composed of three phases: planning, con-

ducting, and reporting. The planning phase involves developing a review protocol, and

the conducting phase involves executing the planned protocol. Finally, the reporting

phase is comprised of relating the results of the review to the broader community. This

process ensures the repeatability of the review and enables understanding of certain

decisions have been made.

Thematic Synthesis is research synthesis for identifying, analysing, and reporting pat-

terns from data [25, 99]. As a research synthesis, it integrates findings concerning to

a research question extracted from the observation of different sources. Thematic syn-

thesis organizes data over different aspects and these data are enriched with details to

facilitate their understanding and the reporting.

Thematic synthesis is built over steps. The first approach presented by Thomas and

Harden [99] is based on three steps: coding, theme grouping and analytical themes.

Later in 2011, Cruzes and Dyb enriched the approach with guides and recommenda-

tions for Software Engineering [25]. The approach proposed, and that was applied in

this research, consists of five steps: extract data, code data, translate codes into themes,
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1.6 Thesis overview

create a model of high order themes and assess the trustworthiness of the synthesis.

The steps performed to conduct the research were as follows.

Step-1 To State the problem. This step was focused on characterizing the problem

of product innovation assessment. The results of this step stated the topics to

conduct the systematic literature review.

Step-2 To conduct an SLR to know the state of the art about the topic under study.

The results of this step were the bases for the next step and determine the

environment to apply Design Science.

Step-3 To build IT artefacts following the guidelines provided by Hevner [43] and the

recommendations given by Cruzes and Dyb̊a [25]. First a reference-model was

built and based on the reference-model a tool to assess and positioning product

innovation was implemented.

Step-4 To instantiate the reference-model built to validate its feasibility. First an

instance of the reference-model was created and then a software product was

assessed and positioned using the implemented tool.

Step-5 Finally, conclusions and future work of this thesis were compiled.

These steps are graphically shown by Figure 1.2.

1.6 Thesis overview

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2: Product innovation assessment models. This chapter presents results

and key findings obtained from a systematic literature review conducted in this

thesis to state the problem and to understand product innovation assessment

concepts and challenges.

• Chapter 3: Software Product innovation assessment framework. This chapter

presents an overview of the framework to assess software product innovation.

The main components of the framework and their relationships are presented.

• Chapter 4: Software product innovation assessment reference model. This chapter

defines and formalizes the main components of the product innovation reference

model defined in this thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: Steps performed in the elaboration of the thesis

• Chapter 5: Assessment questionnaire tool. This chapter describes the main fea-

tures of the tool that has been built to perform the assessment of software prod-

ucts. The assessment process and components are also presented in this chapter.

• Chapter 6: Instantiating the reference model. This chapter applies the proposed

framework to assess a software product. It covers instantiating the innovation

model, the questionnaire building and the assessment of a product.

• Chapter 7: Conclusions. This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of the

thesis and discusses future research.

• Annexes. This chapter presents additional documentation that has been produced

in the scope of the thesis in the to build the reference model an instances of a

product innovation assessment model.
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Chapter 2

Product innovation assessment

models

This thesis is framed into the assessment of product innovation applied

to Software intensive Systems. A review of the current state of the art about

product innovation assessment and how it has been applied to software may

provide understanding when assessing software products. The review of the

state of the art also helps to identify challenges that have been previously

addressed in the literature and new other challenges that could be derived

from the findings of the study of the state of the art. In fact, the review pro-

vides the problem statement which is resolved in this thesis. It also answers

five of the research questions presented in Chapter 1 Section 1.6: RQ-1.1,

RQ-1.2, RQ-1.3, RQ-2.1 and RQ-2.2.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2.1 describes

the method used for the literature review of the state of the art; Section 2.3

summarizes key findings of the literature review; finally, Section 2.4 presents

conclusions about the state of the art.
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2. PRODUCT INNOVATION ASSESSMENT MODELS

2.1 Systematic Literature Review: the method

A systematic literature review (SLR) was chosen to analyse the software product in-

novation assessment. An SLR is a critical assessment and evaluation of the existing

research that address a particular issue. The objective is to determine in advance the

selection of the studies to analyze, data collection, and the aggregation strategy. SLR

uses a rigorous and auditable methodology for identifying, evaluating, and explain-

ing the available research on specific research questions [53]. According to Budgen et

al. [16], SLRs are important for (i) summarizing existing evidence concerning a practice

or technology, (ii) identifying the gaps in the current research, (iii) helping position new

research activities, and (vi) using empirical evidence to determine whether the given

hypothesis is supported or contradicted.

As described by Kitchenham [53], an SLR is composed of three phases: planning, con-

ducting, and reporting. The planning phase involves developing a review protocol, and

the conducting phase involves executing the planned protocol. Finally, the reporting

phase is comprised of relating the results of the review to the broader community. This

process ensures the repeatability of the review and enables understanding of certain

decisions have been made.

2.1.1 First phase: Planning the review

Objective and Research questions. The objective of the proposed review is to

determine the existing schemas for evaluating software product innovation and also to

identify key elements and challenges in product innovation assessments. The systematic

literature review performed addressed the following five research questions:

RQ-1.1 What are the goals of a product innovation evaluation?

RQ-1.2 What is the environment of the product innovation evaluation?

RQ-1.3 What are the main challenges of the product evaluation schemas?

RQ-2.1 What are the existing schemas (structure and types) for evaluating prod-

ucts from the innovation perspective?

RQ-2.1 What is the relevance of the innovation factors?

Search strategy. A search strategy is a formal method for finding the scientific

publications that are relevant to the proposed research questions. A formal search

strategy makes it possible for other researchers to replicate the study in the future. To

conduct the review, we explored the main electronic databases, including IEEE Xplore,
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2.1 Systematic Literature Review: the method

ACM Portal, Science Direct, SciVerse, EI Compendex and Google Scholar. The search

retrieved scientific papers, which are considered primary studies; publications based on

primary studies, which are considered secondary studies; and tertiary studies.

After defining the search strategy, the next step was to select the search terms. A wide

list of search strings including tokens, such as “product”, “innovation”, “software”,

“evaluation”, and so on, was set up. The initial list of terms was fine-tuned by an

iterative process. Strings like “product innovation”, “software innovation”, or “success

product” presented two main challenges: (i) a huge number of results (ii) and most of

the results were out of the scope of this research focus because they did not address any

factor useful for innovation assessment. Finally, the strings selected included “software

product innovation”, “evaluation or assessment or measurement”, and “factors” (which

is the term used in the specialized literature related to the evaluation of innovation).

The final terms selected were the following:

• “software product innovation”, as we are interested only in software product

innovation

• “evaluation or assessment or measurement”, as we are interested in knowing how

innovation has been evaluated.

• “factors”, as we are interested in knowing what factors were considered in the

evaluations.

These terms were combined to produce the following search chain: “(software product

innovation) and (success factors) and (assessment or evaluation or measurement)”.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria. The review protocol also determines the criteria

for determining whether each potential publication should be included or excluded in

this systematic review. Inclusion criteria

• Type of study : The study must be scientific material written in English and

must include the search terms defined in the previous section. Scientific material

includes papers, short papers, experience reports, and summaries of workshops

subjected to a scientific peer-review process.

• Date: The study must be a scientific paper published before December 2012,

which was when we began our analysis.

Exclusion criteria

• List of factors: Those publications that did not include innovation evaluation

mechanisms or a list of innovation factors were excluded.
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2. PRODUCT INNOVATION ASSESSMENT MODELS

• Abstract analysis: Those publications that did not refer to innovation evaluation

mechanisms or innovation factors in the title or abstract section were excluded.

• Innovation process: Those publications that refer to the innovation process be-

cause they addressed factors of the innovation or development processes but did

not focus on the products themselves were excluded.

• Reductio ad absurdum: The publications that did not fulfil the inclusion criteria

were excluded.

Quality assessment. Kitchenham’s guidelines [53] suggest performing a quality as-

sessment of each included study, which is complementary to the inclusion/exclusion

process. There is no universal definition of the term “quality”, but the Critical Ap-

praisal Skill Programme (CASP) presents a checklist for assessing the quality of qual-

itative research. These are the criteria, adapted from CASP1, that were used in the

quality assessment in this systematic review:

• Is there a clear statement of the aims and objectives of the research?

• Is there an adequate description of the context in which the research was carried

out?

• Is there an adequate description of the proposed contribution, method, or ap-

proach?

• Is the evidence obtained from experimental studies or observational studies?

• Is the study valuable for research or practice?

2.1.2 Second phase: Conducting the review

In this phase, the review was conducted by following a sequence of steps: search for

studies; select relevant studies’ and perform the quality assessment, data extraction,

and data synthesis.

Search for studies. By applying the search strategy described above, we retrieved

744 studies. Some results were redundant because they appeared in different databases;

therefore, we ended up with 274 different candidate publications for the next step. Table

2.1 presents the results obtained from different research databases, including journals

and conference proceedings. The Retrieved Column represents the number of publica-

tions obtained from the source. The Included Column represents the number of papers

1http://www.casp-uk.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/CASP Qualitative Appraisal Checklist 14oct10.pdf
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2.2 Reporting the review

that were selected for the next step. Finally, Excluded Column represents the number

of publications that were excluded because they did not satisfy the inclusion criteria.

The Total Row represents the total number of results of each category, including the

redundant values.

Database Retrieved Included Excluded

IEEE Xplorer 46 6 (13%) 40 (87%)

ACM Portal 112 1 (01%) 111 (99%)

Springer 279 10 (04%) 269 (96%)

SciVerse 264 18 (07%) 246 (93%)

EI Compendex 43 8 (19%) 35 (81%)

Total 744 43 (064%) 701 (94%)

Table 2.1: Systematic search results

Study selection. After determining which papers met the inclusion criteria, we pro-

cessed their abstracts and keywords with more detail. Only 18 publications referring

to innovation evaluation mechanisms or containing a list of innovation factors were

accepted. Therefore, a total of 256 publications were rejected because they did not

satisfy the inclusion criteria. Each publication was analysed to extract the following

information: publication date, authors, innovation factor list, type of factor evaluation,

data gathering method, and strengths and challenges identified in the publication. All

these data were organized into a spreadsheet for analysis.

Study quality assessment. Each study was assessed on the basis of the quality

criteria defined above. Only 13 (72%) publications met the quality criteria. We then

synthesized the results. As the number of selected results was too low, an additional

quality assessment process was performed. For each selected publication, we performed

a reverse search. Those papers citing a selected paper were analysed to determine if

any more recent publications could be located, but no new publications related to this

research were identified.

2.2 Reporting the review

Finally, 13 publications were selected. The selected paper were published between

1998 and 2012 and all dealt with product innovation. All were compilations of studies

about product innovation evaluation or innovation factors, but none of the studies were

specifically about product software. Therefore, our study is considered to be a tertiary
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2. PRODUCT INNOVATION ASSESSMENT MODELS

study because it is an SLR based on secondary studies. Papers were classified into three

groups (Experience, Questionnaires, and Literature Reviews) and sorted according to

publication date. Each group name represents the main source used to identify the

factors applied in the innovation evaluation. Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of the

selected publications.

Figure 2.1: analysed publications classified by type

Each paper was then analysed according to the research questions defined in Chapter

1 Section 1.3. The following subsections present the answers to these questions.

2.2.1 RQ-1.1. What are the goals of the product innovation evalua-

tion?

Three main goals of product evaluation have been identified in this SLR: to increase the

knowledge of success or failed products, to have a better understanding of the impact

of innovation factors, and to support decision-making processes.

Product innovation evaluations have been used to increase the current knowledge re-

garding why products succeed or fail in new product development (NPD), the purpose

of which is to create new products and add value to an organization [50]. Success in

innovation is a broad field, and researchers have focused on specific issues. According

to Johne et al. [50], Lester [58], and Cooper [22], assessment is used to capture the

knowledge behind the success or failure of NPD. This knowledge is important to com-

panies because it helps them establish a list of factors for assessing products.

Other authors like Balachandra et al. [9] and Åstebro [8] have proposed that assess-
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2.2 Reporting the review

ment should be used to provide a better understanding of the influence of each factor

in the NPD process. The influence of each innovation factor depends on the type of

innovation, the market, and the technology applied in the development of the new

product. Moreover, Cooper et al. [22] used the list of factors to identify enablers and

blockers of NPD. They concluded that a factor acts as an enabler if its presence dur-

ing the product development process helps the company to achieve product goals. It

is a blocker if its presence makes it difficult for the company to reach product goals.

Ernst [34] only evaluated the impact of innovation factors on NPD. Sun [96] organized

factors in a bi-dimensional model according to development phases and the level of

importance/adoption of each factor. He found that innovation factors could impact

the entire development process, not only specific activities.

Finally, Krishnan et al. [55] used product innovation assessment to support the decision-

making process during product development by implementing a list of innovation fac-

tors.

2.2.2 RQ-1.2. What is the environment of the product innovation

evaluation?

Three main issues determine the environment of product innovation evaluation: the or-

ganizational level in the company where the assessment is performed, who is in charge

of performing the evaluation, and when the evaluation is performed.

At the organizational level, data on innovation factors are collected internally at the

micro-level (project) but have an impact at the macro-level (company). This is relevant

because depending on the organizational level (project or firm) where the evaluation is

being performed, some innovation factors could remain hidden. At the organizational

level, Cooper [22] considered that innovation factors should be assessed at the macro-

level (firm level) to understand the impact of the innovation on the whole organization.

This is because factors represent internal knowledge that could determine the difference

between successful and unsuccessful products. Krishnan [55], however, highlighted that

factors are different for different products and types of products. Therefore, the project

level is where factors should be analysed. When any new innovation factor is adopted

at the project level, it takes time to scale up to company level. Therefore, if the eval-

uation is performed at the firm level, new factors at the project level are ignored. A

possible solution proposed by Crossan et al. [24] is the application of a practice-based

view approach with round-trip decisions through all organizational levels from the firm

level to the project level and back again.

The second issue of product innovation evaluation is who will be performing the product
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2. PRODUCT INNOVATION ASSESSMENT MODELS

innovation assessment: it is not clear if this should be an internal or external process.

Internal and external assessments can potentially be applied at different stages of soft-

ware product development to improve the feedback received by the company. However,

Cooper et al. [22] found that product evaluation is usually performed internally by

company personnel. McKinsey [98] agreed with Cooper, stating that companies rely

more on internal than external assessments because innovation data come from inside

the company. This becomes an issue of trust. It seems that internal evaluation is a

good approach because companies have thorough information of the new product under

development. But this could also be a challenge because products and their innovation

are seen from a subjective perspective.

Other studies, such as Balachandra et al. [9], Lester [58], Sun et al. [96], and Tsai [103],

considered that the assessment should be performed by outside companies using ques-

tionnaires. In the case of external assessment, internal data are not always available to

the evaluators due to privacy policies. Therefore, the results may not be adequate.

Some researchers, such as Lester [58], Åstebro [8], Sun el al. [96], and Galbraith et

al. [41], have proposed that product evaluation should be performed as soon as pos-

sible; that is, during the requirement definition phase or when the product is only a

preliminary version (e.g., alpha or beta releases). This is because at the early stages

of product development, it is possible to perform an early analysis of the innovation of

the product under development to react to market needs or changes and still change

some product features with a limited impact on cost. In spite of this, in most cases,

the evaluation is performed when the product is already on the marketplace, when

companies can gather data to analyze the impact of the product.

2.2.3 RQ-1.3. Which are the main challenges of the product evalua-

tion schemas?

Several challenges were pointed out in the analysed studies. It is important to note that

there is no consensus regarding the meaning of each innovation factor and the impact

of each one on the success or failure in NPD. This problem has been highlighted by

Åstebro [8], Balachandra et al. [9], and Galbraith et al. [41].

Another challenge concerns the nature of each factor whether it is qualitative or quan-

titative. Again, there is no agreement if factors should be continuous or discrete values,

but it seems that qualitative and discrete values are considered more often than other

types as an easier way to get data in the assessment.

The type and number of the factors is another challenging issue. Both are very wide,

and they depend on the author. Johne et al. [50] recommended collecting measures to
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find cross-cutting relationships between the innovation strategies and to then develop

products in four dimensions: organization, market, culture, and project management.

Cooper [22] proposed between 10 to 15 factors focused on 5 dimensions, Balachandra et

al. proposed 72 factors organized into 4 dimensions [9], and Jeyaraj el al. [49] presented

135 factors. Klington et al. [54] proposed the application of artificial intelligence over

23 factors organized into three dimensions. Tsai [103] analysed 5 dimensions through

24 factors covering the main product issues like conceptualization, skills, and organiza-

tion. None of the studies provided guidelines on how to perform the assessment using

factors.

The analysis of the various publications revealed that there is no consensus on the

name, meaning of each factor and on how to determine whether a factor is success-

ful [8]. Therefore, prior to assessing product innovation, a kind of normalization process

to harmonize factor names is needed. This lack of consensus produces three different

situations. First, the same factor can be classified in different families. This is not

an error because the same factor could impact in a different manner depending on

the family; i.e. risk distribution impacts the market and technology dimensions in the

Balachandra et al. [9] list of factors. Second, the same factor can be given differ-

ent names in the same family by different authors; i.e. Krishnan [55] uses the name

“Collecting and meeting customer needs” while Balachandra et al. [9] uses “Meets cus-

tomer needs/wants” in the market dimension. To address this challenge, a systematic

process for detecting these situations is recommended. Third, the level of granularity

of the dimensions can be different depending on the author; i.e., Montoya et al. [68]

presented market competitiveness as a factor, and Balachandra et al. [9] split this

factor in three more detailed ones, namely competitive environment, few competitors,

and market analysis.

2.2.4 RQ-2.1. What are the existing schemas (structure and types)

to evaluate products from the innovation perspective?

Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 showed that product innovation evaluation is performed

based on innovation factors. All the analysed studies considered innovation factors to

be complex structures composed by variables. These variables could be represented by

continuous or discrete data. All authors agreed on the use of discrete values as input

to represent the data. Typical values are very low, low, medium, high, or very high.

Discrete values provide sufficient information for evaluating factors at early stages of

the product development, even when uncertainty over the product is still high.

Krishnan et al. [55] proposed the use of vectors of variables to represent factors. This
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approach allows evaluators to change the factor relevance by assigning weights to factors

if it is needed. These vectors represent the innovation of a product. The stored values

provide the rationale of the product innovation.
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Johne et al.[50] X X X X 4

Balachandra el

al.[9]
X X X X 4

Lester[58] X X X X X 5

Ernst[34] X X X X X 5

Sun[96] X X X X 4

Soukhoroukova

et al.[95]
X 1

Cooper[22] X X X X X 5

Krishnan et

al.[55]
X X X X 4

Åstebro[8] X X X X X X 6

Galbraith et

al.[41]
X X 2

Jeyarag el

al.[49]
X X 2

Klintong[54] X X X 3

Tsai[103] X X X X X 5

Total 12 9 6 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 50

% citations 92 69 46 38 31 31 23 15 15 8 8 8 Avg

size: 4

Table 2.2: Innovation factor dimensions

Factors are grouped into dimensions. Dimensions represent abstract concepts sur-
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rounding innovation factors. The dimension-based representation allows evaluators to

apply different levels of abstraction to model each dimension in terms of the granularity

of the information required in the assessment. Twelve main dimensions were identi-

fied in the analysed publications (see Table 2.2). The first column contains the first

author’s name, and the last column shows the number of dimensions considered for

each publication. The remaining columns are the dimensions. Each row contains the

information for each publication.

When a publication proposes a dimension, it is represented by an “X” in the appropriate

column. The two last rows represent the number of citations of each dimension and the

percentage of the total number of citations. More than 90% of the studies considered

organization and almost 70% considered market as the most relevant dimensions when

evaluating product innovation. Two other dimensions (environment and technology)

were cited by at least 40% of the publications. These four dimensions covered 64% (32)

of all citations and were included in all of the publications. Almost 75% of the studies

used four or more dimensions, and only one study (i.e., Soukhoukova [95]) analysed

one dimension the market. The average number of dimensions considered was four.

Two main approaches were identified for assessing the product innovation factors: ap-

ply weights to the innovation factors and not applying weights. A weighted evaluation

schema consists of a mechanism to assess product innovation through a list of factors

and has the possibility of giving different weights to each factor. Therefore, each factor

could have a different impact on the evaluation. Åstebro [8] used a subset of the factors

provided by Balachandra el al. [9]. The subset was composed of the factors with the

highest significance levels, and weights were calculated by statistical methods.

Other studies have applied different strategies to represent the influence of each factor.

Galbraith et al. [41] combined the application of Delphi processes [91] and statistical

analysis to assign weights to factors. Tsai [103] also applied weighted factors, but he

used artificial intelligence (fuzzy logic) to calculate the weights. Similarly, Klintong [54]

proposed the application of other artificial intelligence techniques, such as an artificial

neural network or genetic algorithms, to assign weights to factors.

Un-weighted evaluation schemas consist of a mechanism to assess product innovation

through a list of factors and give the same impact to each one. Therefore, each factor

has the same weight in the evaluation. Table 2.3 includes detailed information of the

studies according to each approach.
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Organization [50, 9, 58, 34, 96] [22, 55, 8, 41, 49,

54, 103]

5 7 12

Market [50, 9, 96, 95] [22, 55, 8, 54, 103] 4 5 9

Environment [9] [22, 8, 49, 54, 103] 1 5 6

Technology [9] [55, 8, 41, 103] 1 4 5

Strategy [58, 34] [22, 103] 2 2 4

Development pro-

cess
[58, 34, 96] [22] 3 1 4

Role & Commit-

ment
[50, 58, 34] 3 0 3

Culture [50, 34] 2 0 2

Project Manage-

ment
[58, 96] 2 0 2

Profit [8] 0 1 1

Operations [55] 0 1 1

Risks [8] 0 1 1

Table 2.3: Citation by type of evaluation schema

In these studies, the main mechanism for data gathering was questionnaires. In

the most of the analysed studies (e.g., [8], [9], [22], [41], [54], [55], [58], [96], and

[103]), product evaluation was performed by the people involved in the evaluation using

questionnaires. According to Tsai [103], it is very important that questionnaires are

based on qualitative instead of quantitative values to reduce the uncertainty of answers.

2.2.5 RQ-2.2. What is the relevance of the innovation factors?

Another issue highlighted in the studies is that all of the factors on each dimension do

not have the same impact. For example, Balachandra et al. [9] presented a list of 72
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factors organized into four dimensions: organization (35 factors), market (21 factors),

technology (13 factors), and environment (7 factors).

Id
Factor

description

Citation

Frequency
Rate

Aggregate

rate

1 Available Resources or Raw material 4 0.36 0.36

2 Political/Social factors 2 0.18 0.55

3 Government Regulations 1 0.09 0.64

4 Industry restructure opportunity 1 0.09 0.73

5 Public interest on product 1 0.09 0.82

6 Risk Distribution 1 0.09 0.91

7 Product liability 1 0.09 1.00

Table 2.4: Environment dimension factors[9]

Table 2.4 shows the list of factors for the environment dimension and their frequency.

The Frequency Column represents the number of times that each innovation factor

was seen as relevant in the study performed by Balachandra et al. [9]. The Rate

Column represents the rate of each factor, which is calculated as the number of the

factor’s citation divided by the total number of factor citations. The Aggr. Rate

Column represents the cumulative sum of the rates. By analysing the evolution of the

aggregate rate, it can be seen that all dimensions have asymptotic behaviour without a

dependency of the number of factors of the dimension. Figure 2.2 depicts the asymptotic

evolution of the aggregate rate (y-axis) and the number of factors aggregated (x-axis).

When there is a large number of factors, such as for organization or market, the common

solution is to define an accuracy limit, which can determine the number of factors that

should be used in the evaluation to achieve a determined level of confidence. This

method ensures that those factors with the highest frequency have been considered in

the evaluation. Therefore, not all the factors are used in the assessment process.

Dimension Num. Factors 70% coverage Percentage

Organization 36 16 44%

Market 21 11 52%

Environment 7 4 57%

Technology 13 6 46%

Table 2.5: Factors reach an accuracy limit of 70%.
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Figure 2.2: Innovation factors aggregate rate evolution

This solution also has weaknesses. As the accuracy limit is based on factor frequen-

cies, it represents a barrier for new factors that are identified and that need time to be

relevant enough to be included in the assessment. This is one of the reasons why the

impact should be evaluated periodically. Table 2.5 shows the number of factors needed

to achieve an accuracy limit of 70% for each dimension. The first column contains the

dimensions name, the second column represents the total number of factors on each

dimension, the third column represents the number of factors needed to achieve the

accuracy limit of 70%, and the last column represents the percentage of factors needed

to achieve that limit. The average is 50% of the factors. This means that only 50% of

the factors with the highest frequencies is needed to achieve an accuracy limit of 70%

for each dimension.
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2.3 Key Findings on Product Innovation Assessment

The findings from this SLR can be divided into three main categories: (i) general find-

ings about product innovation assessment, (ii) findings regarding product innovation

assessment preparation, (iii) and findings related to the assessment process.

2.3.1 General findings

Concerning general findings, the analysed literature reports the following:

Finding 1. There is no evaluation schema focused on software product innovation, al-

though there are general evaluation schemas that are applicable to any type of product.

However, innovation in software has a different nature than other types of products.

As Pikkarainen et al. [82] pointed out, software is malleable and intangible, and it has

a low threshold for entering into the market. Software is also exposed to fast market

changes and has a reduced time to market. Finally, OECE reported that software plays

an important role in enabling ICT to contribute to innovation [77]. Therefore, it has

sense to work in the definition of a customized software product innovation evaluation

framework.

Finding 2. A product innovation evaluation has been applied in different domains. In

all of the reviewed studies, the assessment was based on a list of factors that were used

in different domains. Some examples include Galbraith et al. [41], who used the factors

to build models to predict future technologies; Jeyaraj et al. [49], who performed an

assessment of the adoption of innovation; and Soukhoroukova et al. [95], who used

innovation factors to support the classification, filtering, and selection of candidates in

an idea market. However, these studies did not evaluate software products.

Finding 3. Product innovation evaluation has been used to increase knowledge of

successful and unsuccessful products, to have a better understanding of the impact of

innovation factors, and to support decision-making processes. This finding was dis-

cussed in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.1.

Finding 4. Three main mechanisms have been used to select the factors for determin-

ing product innovation: (i) literature reviews (e.g., [8], [9], [34], [41], [49], [50],

[54], and [55]), (ii) questionnaires (e.g., [95], [96], and [103]); and (iii) professional

experience (e.g., [22] and [58]). Figure 2.1 presents the evolution of these studies

over the time. It shows that literature reviews have been the most popular method for

compiling a list of factors.

Finding 5. There is no agreement about the nature of innovation factors, Should they

be qualitative or quantitative? Should they be continuous or discrete values? It was
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described in Section 2.2, subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.3.

Finding 6. There is no consensus regarding the meaning of each factor or how to de-

termine when a factor can be considered successful. Consequently, factor information is

sometimes available under a different name. This was explained in subsections Section

2.2, subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.3.

These findings show that a systematic process for supporting the rationale for a soft-

ware product innovation evaluation is needed. There is enough literature to establish

the fundamentals for a software product innovation assessment.

2.3.2 Product innovation assessment preparation

Regarding the preparation of the product innovation assessment, the following are the

main findings identified from the evaluated literature:

Finding 1. The assessment process has been performed at different organizational

levels: project, department, and firm. Depending on the organizational level, the

assessment generated results with different targets from team groups to the whole com-

pany. This finding was analysed in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.2.

Finding 2. Questionnaires are the main artefact used to perform the product innova-

tion assessment evaluation. This was shown in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.4.

Finding 3. The assessment process has been performed at different stages of product

development: at the beginning of the project to allow the company to react to a chang-

ing market or at the end of the project when the product is already on the market

to increase the knowledge about the impact of the innovation on the company. This

finding was analysed in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.2.

Finding 4. Large questionnaires require too much of the respondents’ time, and the

relevance of some answers is low. In most cases, analysing around 50% of the available

innovation factors is enough to cover almost 70% of the possible factors. This infor-

mation is relevant to build adapted questionnaires to perform the product innovation

assessment and was analysed in Section 2.2, subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.

These findings show that it is helpful to use a questionnaire that contains a sufficient

number of factors for performing a product innovation assessment. The number of

factors should balance the time required to fill out the questionnaire and the relatively

high accuracy of the available factors.
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2.3.3 Assessment process

Finally, the following findings summarize the conclusions drawn regarding the assess-

ment process:

Finding 1. Two types of general evaluation schemas are available: un-weighted and

weighted. This was analysed in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.4.

Finding 2. Organization, market, environment, and technology are the most consid-

ered dimensions when evaluating product innovation from a general perspective. It was

analysed in Section 2.2, subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.

Finding 3. When the number of factors is high, this is harmful to the evaluation

process for several reasons: (i) The time needed to perform the assessment could be

very high, (ii) the respondents are asked to provide data with very low relevance for

the evaluation process, and (iii) too much time is spent gathering the data. An addi-

tional problem identified by Lester [58] is that the required information is not always

available. This finding was analysed in Section 2.2, subsection 2.2.3

These findings show that four main dimensions have been clearly selected in the lit-

erature. Balachandra et al. [9] has presented a complete list of factors in all these

dimensions with adequate information for measuring the impact of factors.

2.3.4 Final considerations

Some final considerations should be considered. The Balachandra et al. [9] study re-

ferred the same most cited dimensions that have been identified in this SLR. They also

provide a complete list of factors that could be considered as the base for the evaluation

process.

Finally, to keep this systematic literature review up to date, we made an effort during

the review to include the latest papers published. As a result of the literature review,

new research topics in close relation to product innovation assessment, such as variables

or innovation metrics, have been identified. It is still not clear how to handle lists of

factors to keep them up to date.

2.4 SLR Conclusions

The main contribution of this systematic literature review is the identification of the

main goals of product innovation evaluation answering the RQ-1.1. In addition, the

advantages of different organizational levels have been identified. This review has been

structured around 13 findings and has answered 5 research questions that address mul-
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tiple aspects of product innovation assessment. The methodology used has been SLR,

and articles determine to be applicable have basically been previous SLRs. Therefore,

this paper can be considered to be a tertiary study of the existing evaluation schemas

of product innovation.

Existing evaluation schemas have been applied to different industry domains, but none

has been focused specifically on software product innovation. Product innovation eval-

uation has been used mainly to increase the knowledge and understanding of innovation

factors in product development. Evaluation schemas have three main sources: ques-

tionnaires, professional experiences, and the existing literature. However, thereis no

agreement regarding the meaning and nature of the innovation factors. Questionnaires

are the main artefact used to perform product innovation assessment. Questionnaires

could be applied at different organizational levels (project or company) and at different

stages of product development.

Two main evaluation schemas have been identified: un-weighted and weighted. Both

evaluation schemas are based on what has been called innovation factors. These factors

are grouped into factor families. Organization, market, environment, and technology

are the most referenced factor families. The results of this study contain limitations

due to the reduced number of studies analysed in the SLR.

Obtained results also have limitations derived from the reduced number of existing

studies. These studies usually include different industrial sectors. Therefore it becomes

necessary to extrapolate conclusions to the SiS industry, and conclusions need not al-

ways be true. Some limitations may also be derived from the search string used in the

SLR. However this limitation has been minimized performing reversed search from the

obtained results from SLR.

Based on these results, the next step is to define a framework specifically adapted to

evaluating software product innovation. This framework will help companies reduce

the existing gap between developed software products and market needs. Our under-

standing is that the Balachandra et al. study [9] is a promising starting point. This

framework will include an assessment process, a software product innovation assessment

model, and a process for updating the innovation factors and the assessment rationale

with innovation knowledge. Another issue that will be addressed is to increase the level

of automation to support working with the framework. More research is also needed

about how to measure the identified factors.
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Software Product Innovation

Reference Model Building
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Chapter 3

Software Product innovation

assessment framework

This thesis pointed out a framework to assess software product innova-

tion. This chapter presents an overview of the framework elements to assess

and position software product innovation. The framework comprises: a ref-

erence model to represent all the concepts concerning to represent product

innovation assessment models and a tool based on instances of the refer-

ence model to support data gathering to perform the assessment and to

positioning the innovation for an assessed product.
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3.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents an overview of the framework to perform software product in-

novation assessment. This framework comprises: a reference model containing the con-

cepts identified to represent software product innovation assessment and a tool based on

instances of the reference model to support data gathering to perform the assessment

and to positioning the innovation for an assessed product which is termed as Product

Innovation Positioning System.

Models support the formal specification of systems and their exploitation and automa-

tion through software tools [10]. The capture of innovation information, their storage

and mining help researchers in the application of reasoning mechanisms over the space

of product innovation. This is reason why the software product innovation assessment

framework presented in this thesis is based on conceptual models.

The definition of a framework based on the reference model provides the following ad-

vantages: (i) the automation of questionnaires generation; (ii) the automation of prod-

uct assessment; (iii) the formalized representation of the assessment; (iv) the availability

of a repository of the assessment of products; (v) and, the building of a knowledge base

about product innovation to help the reasoning over the space of product innovation.

To automate the assessment, this framework will be supported by a tool that has par-

tially developed in the scope of this thesis. It is called Product Innovation Assessment

Tool (PIA-Tool). This tool will cover the whole process, but in the scope of this thesis

only includes the implementation of the assessment questionnaires representation to

provide a support for data gathering, and then the application of these collected data

to assess and positioning products from the innovation perspective.

One of the goals of product innovation assessment in general and reported in Chapter

2 was to provide support in the understanding of the impact of each innovation factor.

Aligned with this goal, the ability to store the evolution of product assessment through

questionnaires may help companies to perform a retrospective evaluation of the evo-

lution of the impact of innovation factors across the time. This information could be

useful for managers to drive the development of innovative products in the future and

to try to align product to market needs. The assessment framework could be appli-

cable at the beginning product development as it is proposed by Lester [58], Åstebro

[8], Sun el al. [96], and Galbraith et al. [41] to align the product with the market. In

this sense, the assessment acts as a way to predict the innovation of a product. When

the assessment is performed at the end of the development, when products are in the

market, the assessment is used to understand the impact of each innovation factor in
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the exploitation of the product.

The rest of the chapter describes at high level the elements of the framework that will

be deeply analysed in the following chapters: the reference model and its main concepts

and positioning tool.

3.2 Software Product innovation assessment reference model

The reference model building will be deeply described in Chapter 4, this section only

presents a high level overview of the main components comprising the reference model.

The software product innovation assessment reference model has been built following

the research methodology described in Chapter 1 Section 1.5. The building process was

driven by Design Science combined with Thematic Synthesis and Conceptual Modelling.

From a high level perspective, four main elements formalize a software product innova-

tion assessment: concepts, innovation models, assessment questionnaires and product

assessment. Figure 3.1 depicts the main elements and their relationships.

Figure 3.1: High level elements comprising the reference model

Concepts represents the abstraction of the components that are needed to represent

innovation in terms of innovation factors, dimensions, factor impact and weight. It is

continuously growing with contributions from different fields: research, business, users,

assessors. Concepts play a fundamental role to support the rest of the elements because

they are the basis to define more complex relationships needed to model the innovation

assessment framework.

Innovation models are combination of factors, dimensions, impacts and weights to

capture specific knowledge about innovation. Some examples are available in the liter-

ature [9, 8, 21, 103]. They are based on the concepts previously defined. These models

are defined by Researchers, business analysts or companies to get a better understand-

ing of the market, product or any other relevant issues they need. These models could

be as complex and complete as needed to represent the fact to analyse.

Assessment questionnaires represent those artefacts that have been defined to capture
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data for the assessment of product innovation. Business analysts or researchers build

questionnaires based on product innovation assessment models to collect data. The

same product innovation assessment model could be represented by as much question-

naires as needed depending on the nature of factors, available data and the goals of the

research. Assessment questionnaires could cover all the factors existing in the model

or only a subset of them depending on the goals of the study or the targeted assessors.

Finally, Product Assessment represents data provided by survey respondent through

questionnaires. These data are used to perform the assessment and to positioning the

product by the impact of the assessed factors. Products are analysed through the val-

ues assigned to innovation factors in questionnaires and the corresponding impact of

the factor in the innovation models. For each factor available in questionnaires, asses-

sors should decide if it is applicable or not the assessed product. In the case of being

applicable, the next step is to provide a value for the impact or in the case of missing

information or the information is still not available, to assess the factor as Unknown.

These results could be used to achieve different goals: (i) as it is proposed by Axel et

al. [50], Lester [58], and Cooper [22] they are used to capture the knowledge behind the

success or failure of NPD; (ii) other authors like Balachandra et al. [9] and stebro [8]

proposed that results of the assessment could be used to provide a better understand-

ing of the influence of each factor in the NPD process; (iii) finally, Krishnan et al.

[20] indicated that product innovation assessment results could be used to support the

decision-making processes during product development. The feedback loop from Prod-

uct Assessment to Concepts represents that based on the results of the evaluation of

software products, new factors could be discovered or some factors could change their

impact or, even new innovation models could be inferred.

A reference model by itself is not enough, therefore, it needs to be instantiated to en-

able the assessment of product innovation. To make feasible the instantiating process,

a language has been defined. The language involves the creation of a set of primitives

and associations derived from all the elements defined in the reference model. The

instance of the product innovation assessment model will be used as input to configure

the assessment and positioning tool. The language has been defined by using XML-

Schema1 and models are represented by XML2 documents. One of the advantages of

having a language to represent the assessment framework is the ability to automate the

questionnaire building process and the validation of models.

XML-Schemas and XML has been widely used to define languages and to support

1http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
2http://www.w3.org/XML/
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model transformation [79, 33, 106, 11]. XML is flexible and extensible and all the

existing programming languages provides facilities to manage this type of documents.

Textual representation of languages has been mainly applied for documentation and

specification [79] that is the target of the language in the scope of this thesis.

In addition, many recommendations to transform UML models to XML-Schemas are

available in the literature. It is not a unified process and authors proposed their own

mechanism to perform this transformations [30, 39, 92, 104, 116]. One of the challenges

identified in the literature to transform UML models to XML-Schemas is that general

transformations rarely produce the expected results [33]. Another challenge is related

to traceability and bi-directional update between models [30]; however this is not a

problem affecting to our transformation because it will be an unidirectional transfor-

mation from the reference model to its corresponding XML-Schema representation.

Chapter 4 Section 4.4 will describe how the transformation has been performed and

the resulted XML-Schema to validate XML instances of the reference model.

3.3 The assessment and positioning system

The last, but not the least element of the software product innovation assessment frame-

work is the Assessment and Positioning System. This tool called Product Innovation

Assessment Tool (PIA-Tool) is still under development that is, PIA-Tool will cover

the whole process, but in the scope of this thesis it includes the implementation of

the assessment questionnaires representation to provide a support for data gathering,

and then the application of these collected data to positioning the product from the

innovation perspective.

Even considering that there is no agreement whether factors should be qualitative

or quantitative, in this thesis and based on the findings obtained in the SLR per-

formed [117], we decided to use qualitative values to represent innovation factors be-

cause data collection with these type of data is simpler for survey respondents than

quantitative data. Following the recommendations of Tsai [103], factors are represented

by discrete values and the criterion scale proposed is VP: Very Poor, P:Poor, F: Fair,

G: Good and VG: Very Good. Scoring values for each rating are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

respectively.

The assessment and positioning tool will provide the following facilities:

1. To import instances of the reference model. It is important to customize the

assessment and positioning system to achieve the goals driven the assessment.

2. To present the innovation models available perform the assessment. It is relevant
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to let assessors to perform the assessment of products through different innovation

assessment models.

3. To present the list of questionnaires defined to each specific innovation assess-

ment model, providing the ability to select the questionnaire to be used in the

assessment.

4. To build questionnaires based on software product innovation assessment models.

These questionnaires will be composed by factors grouped into dimensions.

5. To build a knowledge base to support the assessment of each dimension by pro-

viding the facility to upload files or to link to URLs to support the answers given

to the assessment of a particular factor.

6. To provide the assessment of each dimension justifying the obtained values.

7. To position the product innovation through dimensions that are comprising the

questionnaire

8. An innovation model could be represented by different questionnaires with a dif-

ferent number of factors

9. PIA-Tool could be easily to update and extend.

Prior to perform the assessment by using PIA-Tool, an organization must to adhere

the following steps:

1. To build the instance of the product innovation model identifying those dimen-

sions, factors and questionnaires that will be used in the assessment.

2. To load the instance in PIA-Tool to be able to present the innovation model and

the defined questionnaires

3. To fulfil the appropriate questionnaire

4. To get results of the assessment and positioning of the assessed product.
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Chapter 4

Software Product Innovation

Assessment Reference Model

This chapter defines and formalizes the main components of the software

product innovation reference model defined in this thesis. The definition of

the reference model has been done based on the combination of two research

methodologies: Design Science and Thematic Synthesis. Design Science is

the methodology applied to drive the complete research and Thematic Syn-

thesis is the methodology used to build the reference model.

This chapter also describes the elements that comprising the reference model.

The reference model has been represented using UML classes diagrams con-

taining the concepts and relationships between concepts formalizing the

software product innovation assessment.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 states the research method-

ology selected and provides an overview of the alternatives that were anal-

ysed previously to perform the reference model building. Section 4.2 presents

the research methodology that has been applied to drive the building pro-

cess. Next, Section 4.3 describes the reference model and how it has been

built. Finally, Section 4.4 describes a language created to instantiate models

from the reference model.
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4.1 Research methodologies overview

This section is present a well-stated research methodology for building a reference

model to represent the existing software product innovation assessment for SiS and

other methodologies that were analysed and discarded.

One of the challenges to build the reference model is to follow a rigorous process to

assure, on one side that the model is as complete as possible and on the other side, the

validity of results. Research methodologies, and more precisely qualitative methods,

provide the right umbrella for the building process.

This research has been performed based on a qualitative approach. It is the appropriate

approach because as Creswell [23] reported, qualitative research methods are concerned

with discovery and build theories. The primary purpose of qualitative methods is to

generalize qualitative findings based on few individuals. In addition, the relevance of

applying qualitative research methods is that researchers could develop artefacts in a

limited scope and in a systematic way. These artefacts could be used later to support

and analyze quantitative data. Among other qualitative methods available in the liter-

ature (thematic synthesis, grounded theory, ethnographic research) design science was

selected to build the reference model.

Design science [43, 44] is an iterative research method that enable researchers to cap-

ture business needs and to include them as artefacts in the acquired knowledge base.

Design Science is a research methodology that has been previously applied alone and in

combination with other approaches to build artefacts in several domains revealing that

it is an appropriate methodology to build a reference model in the scope of innovation

assessment. So Weber et al. [108] applied design research to build a grid-based, service-

oriented architecture. Nabukenya [72] integrated design science and action research;

where design science drove the research and Action research was applied to validate

the parts defined in the theory and case study research to study new phenomena and

build theories. Design science has also been used successfully as a problem solving

method in different application domains like: maturity models[56] or portfolio mea-

surement management[109].

In our approach, Design science has been selected to drive the artefact building pro-

cess, extending its capabilities in the design cycle with Thematic Synthesis [25] and

Conceptual Modelling [110] increasing the robustness of the building process.

Other research methodologies were also analysed but finally discarded by different rea-

sons. So Ethnographic research [71] was discarded because it is mainly focused on

analyze the topic under study from social and organizational perspectives. But we are
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not interested in the social impact of product innovation assessment but in the defini-

tion of the model itself.

Grounded Theory [19] was also analysed too. It consists of systematic guidelines for

collecting and analysing qualitative data to construct theories grounded on data. Al-

though it provides iterative processes to build artefacts and it is based on qualitative

data, in the case of the incorporation of new data to the knowledge base, theories that

have been defined should be discarded and the process to construct the theory should

be performed again.

Thematic Synthesis [99, 13, 26] without combination with other research methodologies

was also studied. Thematic Synthesis is often applied to analyze data to bring together

and integrate findings of other qualitative studies [100]. It describes an incremental

process to build new concepts based on the observation and interpretation of raw data.

Thematic Synthesis organizes data over different aspects related to a research question.

These data are enriched with details to facilitate their understanding and the finding

reporting. It is built over steps [100, 26] moving from data coding to assess the trust-

worthiness of the results. It is a powerful methodology to synthesize results and to build

artefacts, but, it is not enough to systematically update results of the synthesis when

new data is available. Actually Thematic Synthesis was used to support the reference

model construction.

Next subsection describes how the research methodology was designed implemented in

the scope of this thesis.

4.2 Research methodology design and implementation

4.2.1 Overall strategy

This research was started by performing an exploration of innovation assessment liter-

ature following the methodological guidance described by Creswell in [23]. The main

objective of this exploratory job was to identify if a model for software intensive systems

innovation assessment had been developed, or, otherwise, if software intensive systems

innovation characteristics had been assessed using a general purpose model. What was

found as a result of the SLR performed and already reported in [117], is that no specific

assessment model was available for Software intensive Systems. At this stage of the

research the decision made was to carry on the job of analysing existing innovation

assessment models, available in literature, usually non-specific to a concrete industry,

to identify model elements, or even the better building a reference model that could be

the basis to assess software intensive systems.
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Therefore, and aligned with Creswell [23, pags 215-216], a qualitative process with

two phases was devised: the first phase consisted in an exploratory process performed

to identify all relevant elements involved in product innovation assessment models,

followed by a second phase for building a reference model for product innovation as-

sessment, considering this second process, in terminology of qualitative methods, an

instrument development. As it will be discussed below in Section 4.2.4, it was possible

to design a reference model, correct from a modelling point of view, and respecting

existing models already in use.

To implement the first phase a Systematic Literature Review(SLR) was conducted and

it has been described in Chapter 2. As Creswell highlighted [23] SLR is a method used

when the research strategy follows an exploratory schema. SLR is useful to compile

results that summarize the existing studies about, in our case, of product innovation

assessment and in addition, providing the list of relevant papers addressing the topic

under research. The findings of the first phase were summarized in section 2.3.

The second phase was focused on the reference model construction. The following is-

sues were taken into account for the construction: (i) the reference model would be an

Information Technology (IT) artefact; (ii) the reference model would include all rele-

vant factors and groups of factors in software product assessment innovation, and; (iii)

the knowledge source would be the SLR previously performed, presented in Chapter 2

and reported in [117]. At this stage the next issue to face was related to decide which

qualitative research methods would have to be applied.

While different qualitative research methodologies where under consideration such as

Design Science, Thematic Synthesis, Grounded theory and Ethnography, Design sci-

ence, as it was proposed by Hevner [43] and later by Wieringa [111], was chosen. It is a

qualitative research method that can be used to construct artefacts. In the case of IT

artefacts, Hevner [43] proposed to represent these artefacts as: constructs(vocabulary

and symbols), models, methods and instantiations.

Design Science provides a research process based on three cycles: relevance, design and

rigor. More detailed explanation of design science is available in Annex II.1. Design

Science provides a well defined and documented constructivist research methodology

supported by processes and expected results. Design Science applies incremental ac-

tivities to rigorously construct artefacts in a defined environment and supported by a

knowledge base.

Design Science has been used as the method to build the product evaluation assessment

framework model; however, Design Science does not provide a systematic method to

deal with the output from the Systematic literature Review, or a method to build con-
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ceptual models, i.e. an IT model, as it was the case of the product assessment reference

model. Therefore, it is necessary to complement Design science with two other qualita-

tive methods: Thematic synthesis and Conceptual modelling. As it will be explained in

section 4.2.3 Thematic Synthesis is a rigorous method that provides a constructionist

approach for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns within data, and as it was

pointed out by Creswell [23], it is the most useful methodology in capturing the com-

plexities from textual data, that is based on evidences. Thematic synthesis, supported

by the tool Atlas-ti R©, takes texts selected by the SLR as inputs and provides network

of concepts as results.

As is explained in section 4.2.4, conceptual modelling method can use of these network

of concepts to produce the product innovation assessment reference model. In the fol-

lowing subsections, Design Science, Thematic Synthesis, and Conceptual Modelling are

explained in detail, and how they were applied in the context of this research.

4.2.2 Design Science for building IT models

Design science provides the following features:

• It is systematic, Hevner [43] and Wieringa [111] justified why it is a method that

can be specifically applied to build IT models; this IT model is one of the final

objectives of this research.

• Artefacts are constructed through cycles facilitating that artefacts could be adapted

when the environment changes [43].

• As it is proposed by Wieringa [112] artefacts are constructed and validated against

requirements and a knowledge base. Design Science defines feedback loops at

different levels so that these artefacts are validated.

Therefore, when applying Design Science in the construction process of the product

innovation assessment reference model the following goals were achieved:

i the model construction is strongly supported by a knowledge base. The knowledge

base provides the raw data from and through the research is accomplished [43]. This

knowledge base, in our case, is obtained from the documents representing the body

of knowledge about product innovation assessment and that have been previously

validated by the community.

ii the rigor is achieved by appropriately applying existing foundation and method-

ologies. Therefore, the model is validated by the knowledge base and artefacts are

constructed to meet the defined requirements.
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Figure 4.1: Design Science framework. Based on [43].

iii the model is constructed using conceptual modelling applying the existing knowl-

edge as it was described by Wieringa [110]: concepts are identified and are used to

make a reference model.

Summarizing, Design Science is a powerful research methodology providing a complete

framework to design the artefacts needed to represent the software product innovation

assessment reference model.

The following evidence described in Section 2.3 and reported in the SLR [117] indicated

that applying design science was a good decision:

i sources are heterogeneous like journals, conference papers, books or white-papers

providing product innovation assessment mechanisms.

ii the list of innovation concepts have been identified in terms of dimensions and

factors.

iii dimensions and factors are used to define evaluation schemas in the product inno-

vation assessment.

iv some of the findings were that gaps like the lack of consensus about factors and

their nature and commonalities like all were based on were identified.

Design Science is structured into three main components: environment, design science

research and knowledge base. These components are involved into three cycles: rele-

vance, design and rigor. Figure 4.1 depicts the Design Science components.

The Environment represents the space problem where the topic under study is

stated [43], in the case of our research the software product innovation assessment.

Wieringa claims in [111] that problem domain knowledge can be accumulated in dif-

ferent ways by understanding interaction between domain concepts. The Environment

establishes the requirements to construct artefacts [43, 112] and, in addition to validate

results; summarizing, the Environment identifies two main issues: the class of problem
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and the problem domain [57]. Domains are complex combinations of people, organiza-

tions, technologies and they are represented by goals, tasks, problems and opportunities

affecting the environment.

Considering that the Environment frames the problem representing its requirements,

it imposes goal criteria and constraints upon the artefacts to be constructed [43]. The

relevance cycle starts with these requirements and moves the research through next

cycles to end with the validation of the obtained results.

In terms of the Environment, Wieringa [110] distinguishes between relevance and ap-

plicability of artefacts. Relevance is related with goals to be achieved by artefacts while

applicability is focused on where these artefacts are going to be used. As result of

the relevance cycle the research requirements and also the acceptance criteria for the

results are obtained.

The knowledge base, according to Hevner [44], contains all the application-domain avail-

able resources representing: (i) foundations for the topic under study; (ii) experiences

and expertise defining the state of the art of the problem; (iii) and existing artefacts

and processes for the application domain. Yagüe et al. reported that [117] the ex-

isting knowledge on product innovation assessment had been considered from three

perspectives: literature reviews (secondary studies) [50, 9, 55, 34, 41, 49, 54], question-

naires [96, 103, 95], and professional experiences [58, 22].

Rigor (cycle) addresses how the research is conducted: Hevner [43] highlights that rigor

is derived from the effective use of the knowledge base. The rigor cycle materializes

the rigor of constructing IT artefacts [44] through their evaluation. In the case of this

research work, rigor is achieved through the different methods applied: SLR to select

the appropriate sources, thematic synthesis and conceptual modelling to construct the

artefacts. Hevner [43, 44] states that rigor cycle provides the past knowledge about a

topic based on the state of the art, the existing artefacts and processes in the research

domain. Application of the rigor cycle should ensure that contributions from the design

cycle are not merely interpretations of the existing knowledge but innovations.

The heart of Design Science methodology is the Design Science Research and the Design

Cycle. They represent the artefact construction activities. Artefacts are constructed

in an iterative way, with three activities: construction, evaluation and feedback. Arte-

facts resulting from every iteration are evaluated against the defined requirements and

should satisfy the acceptance criteria defined by the relevance cycle. This cycle depends

considerably on the other two cycles, i.e. relevance and rigor, since requirements are

obtained in the relevance cycle, and knowledge specified in the rigor cycle. Artefacts

implement the concepts and practices of the application domain. Artefacts should be
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strongly grounded, and validated using the outcomes from the previous cycles. Experi-

mental situations are the best scenario to validate artefacts [44]. It must be highlighted

that most of the elements obtained in the first phase resulted from real operations, not

from work in laboratory, and through the analysis performed in literature reviews.

For each generated artefact, rigor should be assessed with respect to its applicability

and generalizability in the environment. Artefact instantiation is used to evaluate the

feasibility of the process. Chapter 6 presents an example of instantiation of the ref-

erence model using the innovation assessment model based on Balachandra et al. [9]

extended with a questionnaire to collect data and applied to assess a Software intensive

Systems like Skype R©. The knowledge base is a live body that is extended with the

artefacts constructed and validated.

4.2.3 Concept networks synthesis

Design Science does not explain how to deal with the knowledge and data obtained

from, in this case, the SLR in a systematic way. This elaborated knowledge and data

should be in a form that it could be effectively deployed to construct the artefact, that,

in this thesis, is the reference model. Thematic Synthesis [25] provides a construction-

ist method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns within data. Thematic

Synthesis uses rigorous and explicit methods to provide answers to particular ques-

tions [99]. As it was pointed out by Creswell [23], thematic synthesis is the most useful

methodology in capturing the complexities from textual data, that is based on evi-

dences. Therefore to construct artefacts during the design cycle, Thematic Synthesis

was applied. A more detailed explanation of Thematic Synthesis is available in Annex

II.3.

The first phase of thematic synthesis consist of extracting data and coding documents.

The free line-by-line coding was applied to those paragraphs containing references to

product innovation assessment concepts, these annotated text are called “quotations”

in the terminology of Atlas.Ti R©. Each quotation could have one or more codes de-

pending on the number of concepts referred by the text. Fig 4.2 shows an example of

the coding phase using Atlas Ti R©.

After coding each document obtained from the SLR, the next step for each document

was to build a network of concepts to find themes and relationships between themes. It

is aligned with the definition of vocabulary and symbols to build artefacts proposed by

Hevner [43]. The network of concepts was built using the Atlas Ti R©facilities by adding

codes, quotations and displaying their neighbours and co-occurrences. It helped to

identify relationships between codes to build more abstract concepts. Fig 4.3 shows a
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Figure 4.2: Synthesis process: codes to quotations assignment for Balachandra et al.

paper [9].

part of the network obtained from the Balachandra et al. journal paper [9] representing

the product innovation factors and dimensions. Three main elements are displayed in

Figure 4.3: Codes, quotations and the relationships between concepts. Codes are repre-

sented by rounded squares, quotations are represented by small boxes and relationships

are lines between elements.

Aligned with Cruzes et al. [25], the next step is to build a model based on high-order

themes, according to the thematic synthesis terminology [25], to represent the problem

domain based on the identified concepts and themes. Relation between codes were

analysed to identify more complex relationships and abstractions. Considering rela-

tionships shown in Figure 4.3 they were synthesized to build the model represented

with high-order themes depicted in Figure 4.4. In that figure and to increase the un-

derstandability, all the core quotations were removed and only the main relationships

remain. As authors propose different factors and sources, in the model was required to

include codes to model source types (represented as “Source” in Figure 4.4) and specific

sources like Systematic Literature Reviews (represented as “SLR” in Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Code-quotations links used for analysis of Balachandra et al. paper [9] as

part of the synthesis process. Atlas-ti R©network view snapshot.

Figure 4.4: Code to code links used for synthesizing the reference model from Balachandra

et al. paper [9] analysis outcome. Atlas-ti R©network view snapshot.
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4.2.4 Schema design and integration

Finally, constructing the reference model from the obtained high-order themes is the

next step. To accomplish this objective conceptual modelling has been used. Wieringa

explains in [113] how conceptual can be used in conjunction with design Science to build

IT models. The reference model was assimilated to a schema and the view integration

approach [32, 74, p.p. 315] was applied. The design cycle is an iterative process and

on each iteration, while each network of concepts is analysed, new parts of the model

are built (considered as an schema or view) and integrated with the rest of the model.

Each new high order model was considered as a view; views merging and restructuring

was performed such that the following qualitative criteria was respected: completeness

and correctness, minimality and understandability [10]. This is a powerful approach

because each individual view can be later reconstructed as external schemas after view

integration and each view actually designs its own conceptual schema from its require-

ments.

The second approach applied is view integration. Instead of building an upfront design

of the reference model what is not clearly aligned with the iterative behaviour of the

design cycle and thematic synthesis, an iterative building process has been applied. As

it was described above, on each iteration new schemas are built to capture concepts

in the codes and themes that were analysed and synthesised. In the view integration

approach, models emerge from requirements to compose a global conceptual model for

the problem under study.

Whenever a product is developed to reach the required quality level is essential so that

the product preforms as it was initially expected. This is the case of the product as-

sessment model, that can be classified as a conceptual model. For this reason quality

was a concern from the beginning of this research and it has been a concern during

all its process. An introduction to the assessment of quality of conceptual models is

provided in [69].

A narrative synthesis approach was followed to uncover the concepts used in the anal-

ysed publications and the relationships between those concepts. The trustworthiness

of a synthesis will depend on both the quality and the quantity of the evidence base it

is built on.

View integration and schema integration was performed following the guidelines and

recommendations proposed by Batini [10]. Quality was assured in model building pro-

cess. Batini introduced in [10] the foundations for view and schema integration, and

defined three criteria that should be respected, criteria later confirmed by Lindland et

al. [59]: completeness and correctness, minimality and understandability. The Lindland
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et. al [59] framework also suggests that a systematic evaluation of quality considers a

model’s syntax (how well does the model adhere to the rules of the modelling language),

semantics (how well the model reflect the reality modelled) and pragmatic (how well

is the model understood and used). It is generally agreed that IS stakeholders rely on

their perception of reality in order o evaluate semantic quality.

These criteria were applied as follows: every concept that existed as a high order

theme was included in the reference model. It covers the Completeness and Correctness

because the reference model contains all concepts present in any component schema

correctly. The integrated reference model must be a representation of the union of

the application domains associated with the schemas. Minimality refers that if the

same concept is represented in more than one component schema, it must be included

only once in the integrated schema, but maintaining its relationships. In our research,

whenever the same concept had a different name it was represented only once providing

Minimality. The last criteria, Understandability is related to assure that the integrated

schema should be easy to understand for the designer and the end user. This im-

plies that among the several possible representations of results of integration allowed

by a data model, the one that is (qualitatively) the most understandable should be

chosen. In our research, model schemas were specified using the Extended Entity Re-

lationship model [74] and represented by the Unified Modelling Language (UML)class

diagrams [78]. Class diagrams are commonly used to represent the Extended Entity

Relationship model schemas because actually classes are similar to entity types in many

ways providing Understandability. This integrated schema, that describes the reference

model, is displayed in Figure 4.13.

4.2.5 Threats to Validity

To study the validity of the artefacts designed in our research is an important issue.

Wieringa [110] reported that design validation is a knowledge task performed to check

whether the designed artefacts have been implemented correctly. The challenge of va-

lidity is to reduce the uncertainty about artefacts when there is no practical evidences

yet [111]. Three main relevant questions must be addressed in design validation: in-

ternal validity through the causal and value questions and external validity about the

application of designed artefacts to other contexts.

Internal validity is focused on demonstrate that artefacts designed and implemented

represents a solution to the problem in the context of the problem. A part of the Inter-

nal validity concerns to a causal claim, that is, in the scope of the problem to analyse

the effects that the solution proposed have in the environment where the implemented
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artefacts interact. In our research, the ability to assess product innovation through

questionnaires built and based on the reference model provides the expected effect of

increase the knowledge about the innovation and the impact of factors that it one of

the goals of product innovation assessment as it was described in Chapter 2 Section

2.2.1.

The second part of the internal validity is related to value claim, that is to check if

the obtained effect is aligned with criteria derived from the environment. In the case

of our research one of our objectives was to be able to assess software products from

the innovation perspective. Artefacts implemented provides this functionality and let

researchers to assess products from the innovation perspectives, covering another goal

of product innovation assessment.

Additionally, as Wieringa [110] proposed external validity of a solution is analysing

whether the design argument remains valid if the domain and/or environment changes.

In the case of our research, the environment is defined by many application domains.

Documents resulting from the SLR described in Chapter 2 Section 2.1 refers to differ-

ent application domains like the ones presented by Table 1.1 in Chapter 1. Artefacts

built can be applied without any change to these domains, therefore it is expected that

artefacts could be used in some other application domains without any domain.

Summarizing the artefacts built in this thesis has probed demonstrated their internal

and external validity.

4.3 Building the software product innovation assessment

reference model

This section is framed in the application of Design Cycle of the Design Science research

methodology to build a reference model for product innovation assessment following the

methodology described in the previous section. The Design cycle was composed by three

phases: construction, evaluation and feedback. As it was mentioned in the previous

section the construction phase was driven by applying Thematic Synthesis. To construct

the reference model based in the literature resulting from the SLR, an iterative an

incremental approach has been applied after coding, building network of concepts and

finding their relationships. On each iteration a subset of codes and concepts concerning

to innovation have been considered to facilitate the application of conceptual modelling

by small increments. On first iterations, the most used codes were analysed, and in next

iterations more abstract concepts derived from the synthesis performed were included.

The construction process was finished when all codes and concepts were processed and
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Figure 4.5: Example of the coding of a quotation from which core concepts were derived.

Text is from Balachandra et al. paper [9]. Atlas-ti R©snapshot.

no changes were required to the constructed reference model. To present examples of

the process the publication of Balachandra et al. [9] was selected because as it was

reported in [117] they referred the most cited dimensions when evaluating product

innovation and they also provide a complete list of factors that could be considered as

the base for the evaluation process.

4.3.1 Core concepts subschema

The goal of the first iteration was to identify core concepts needed to represent prod-

uct innovation assessment. Those codes with the highest number of quotations were

included in the analysis. Quotations are raw data that are part of the text in publica-

tions representing relevant information for the research. Each quotation has assigned

a code or a list of codes.

Figure 4.5 shows an example of quotation and coding applied to the Balachandra et

al. [9] publication. In that publication, authors provided a table listing innovation

factors, dimensions and references to other publications where each factor was refer-

enced. In the table shown in Figure 4.5, column labelled with “Factor” represented the

name of the identified innovation factors; column labelled with “Type” represents the

dimensions proposed by Balachandra et al. Four different values were assigned to this

column: E (Environment), T (Technology), M (Market) and O (Organization); and fi-

nally columns with numbers between brackets represent references to publication where

each factor was defined or described. Each reference is either left blank or checked with

one of three values “+” (positive), “-” (negative), “* ” (both) representing the proposed

impact of that factor in the reference. So, Figure 4.5 highlighted in a box the text with

relevant data for the research, the factor “Av. of Resources, Raw Material” was coded

as factor, “E” was coded as “Environment” and finally “+” was coded as “positive”.

Figure 4.6 presents a subset of the generated network. Codes are represented as 3D-

rectangles labelled with the code name , quotations are represented as small boxes and

dependencies are represented by bidirectional arrows. Figure 4.6 shows that quotation

“6:7 ” in the top-right of the figure is connecting the code “Environment” with code
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Figure 4.6: Code network describing core concepts synthesis. Atlas-ti R©network view

snapshot

“Dimension” representing that Environment has been identified as a dimension by this

author. The same happened with quotations “6:5 ” and “6:8 ”.

Analysing quotations about factors, “6:13 ”, “6:19 ” and “6:37 ” shown that there are

relationships between factors and dimension and that they are characterized by an im-

pact type (positive, negative or both) that depends on the relationship. Based on the

dependencies obtained from the network of concepts, two main concepts were identified:

factors and dimensions. So Cooper [22] proposed between 10 to 15 factors focused on

5 dimensions, Balachandra et al. proposed 72 factors organized into 4 dimensions [9],

Jerayaj el al. [49] presented 135 factors, Klington et al. [54] proposed the application

of artificial intelligence over 23 factors organized into three dimensions or Tsai [103]

analyzed 5 dimensions through 24 factors covering the main product issues like concep-

tualization, skills, and organization. It is relevant the lack of consensus in the literature

about the number of factors and dimensions.

An additional issue while codding was that authors gave different names in the same

dimension for the same factor; i.e. Krishnan [55] used the name “Collecting and meet-

ing customer needs” while Balachandra et al. [9] uses “Meets customer needs/wants”

in the market dimension. Sometimes factors presented different levels of granularity

depending on the author; i.e., Montoya et al. [68] presented market competitiveness as

a factor, and Balachandra et al. [9] split this factor in three more detailed ones, namely

competitive environment, few competitors, and market analysis. This fact highlights

that there is a relationship between factors. It was modelled as a UML reflexive asso-

ciation labelled as related to in Figure 4.7.

Applying conceptual modelling in the building process, the first concept identified was
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Organization Market Technology Environment

Commitment of

project workers

Competitive

environment

Demand Push vs

Technology push

Available

Resources or Raw

material

Communication
Competitor

analysis
Risk Distribution

Government

Regulations

Correct

distribution

channel

Risk Distribution

High

performance/cost

proportion

Industry

restructure

opportunity

Create, Make

market interface
Early to market

Incremental

product

Public interest on

product

Demand for quick

result
Few competitors

Innovative

product
Risk Distribution

... ... ... ...

Table 4.1: Table showing evidence of how a factor can be assigned to several dimensions.

Based on [9].

Factors. Factors are concepts that characterize and impact product innovation. It was

modelled as a UML class. Class Factor represents innovation factors. Each factor is

identified by a factorId and is described by its factorName besides some other less

relevant fields.

Factors were grouped into Dimensions. Where dimensions represent abstract concepts

surrounding innovation factors. Dimensions were also modelled as a UML class. Class

Dimension represents innovation dimensions. Each dimension is identified by a dimId

and is described by its dimName. The literature enhanced that each factor could affect

to one or more dimensions. An example of this issue is shown in Table 4.1 extracted

from Balachandra et al. [9] representing a subset of factors and dimensions where e.g.

the factor Risk distribution highlighted in dark grey is assigned to three dimensions:

Market, Technology and Environment.

As it was mentioned above, the dimension-based representation let researchers apply

different levels of abstraction to model each dimension depending on the granularity of

the information required in the assessment. This relationship between factors and di-

mension was modelled as a UML association. Finally to have traceability about where

each factor and dimension was defined and used, the class Source and its relationships

were modelled. Fig 4.7 depicts the UML class diagram representing these concepts.
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Figure 4.7: Core concepts sub-schema for product innovation assessment. Core concepts

include factors, dimensions and source.

The generated model is guaranteed by construction, and following Wieringa [110] the

design end is reached when it is achieved one of the stakeholder goals. All the analysed

papers referred to this two core concepts: factors and dimensions. Concerning the

validity of this part of the model the twofold validity proposed by Wieringa [110] has

been considered: internal and external. Related to internal validity, the proposed part

of model satisfies the answer to the causal questions about if factors and dimensions

have effect in product innovation assessment models. It is clear that yes because all

the analysed model contains both concepts. External validity has also been achieved

because the analysed papers belongs to different contexts.

4.3.2 Innovation assessment models subschema

At it was described above and presented in Table 4.1, factors could be considered as

part of one or more than one dimension. Each factor has an impact and a weight that

have been modelled as attributes. Balachandra et al. [9] pointed out that the impact of
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a factor could be positive, negative or both depending on the assessment model. A posi-

tive impact means that the factor acts as an enabler of innovation and negative impact

means that it acts as an innovation blocker being aligned with the Cooper proposals

of factors acting as enablers or blockers [21]. Factors could have different impact types

on each dimension [9, 8].

Weight represents the relevance of a factor over a dimension in relationship with other

exiting factors in the dimension. As it is described in [117] factors impact could have

assigned a weight because not all factors have the same relevance rate [9, 8, 41, 103, 54].

To model specific information to identify each specific combination of factors, dimen-

sion, impacts and weight a class Model was defined. Each model is identified by a

modelId and is described by its modelName. Other relevant attributes are: modelVer-

sion, modelYear and modelDescription. A product innovation assessment model is a

composition of ModelItems. Finally, class Source represents those documents that have

been used to: on one side to document the model and on the other side, to justify the

relationship between factors and dimensions. This factor-dimension relationship could

be modelled as it is depicted in 4.8.

So it is possible to represent un-weighted innovation models with type of impact (pos-

itive, negative or both) as it was presented by Balachandra et al. [9] and also weighted

models like the one presented by Merrifield [66] or by Åstebro [8]. All these models

referred this two core concepts (factors and dimensions) with different impacts and

weights. As in the previous iteration, the external validity has been achieved because

the analysed papers belongs to different contexts

All these classes represent concepts needed to formalize product innovation assessment

models. They could be as complex and complete as needed to represent the fact under

evaluation.

Finally, As it is possible to identify in Fig.4.6 in product innovation assessment there is

a clear relationship between factors, dimensions and impact, the goal of this iteration

is to build a conceptual model to represent that relationship, considering that different

authors [21, 9, 8, 41, 103, 54] proposed similar solutions. Analysing core concepts re-

sulted from the first iteration, it was needed to introduce a more abstract structure to

model the relationship between factors and dimensions: ModelItem class.

4.3.3 Questionnaires subschema

The next iteration is focused on modelling the relationship between product innovation

models obtained in the second iteration and questionnaires. This relation is relevant
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Figure 4.8: Innovation assessment models sub-schema. This schema extends the Core

concepts sub-schema 4.3.1 with the classes to support the innovation assessment models

because as it is highlighted in the literature, questionnaires are the main artefact used

to perform product assessment [22, 9, 58, 55, 8, 96, 41, 54, 103]. Questionnaires are

composed by a set of questions that survey respondents must fulfil to get the assessment

of a product. Each question represents an innovation factor and the set of values to

assess it. But there is no agreement in the literature about the best nature to represent

factor values in questionnaires.

According to Tsai [31], it is very important that questionnaires were based on quali-

tative instead of quantitative values to reduce the uncertainty of answers provided by

questionnaire respondents. Analysed authors [55, 8, 54, 103] were agreed on the use

of discrete values like (Very Low, Low, Medium, High or Very High) as data input to

represent questions because they provide, even at early stages of the product devel-

opment, sufficient information to evaluate factors. Lately, questions are processed to

provide the assessment result. An additional problem identified by Lester [58] is that

the required information about factors is not always available. To manage this fact, an

additional value labelled Unknown it would be desirable. When a factor is evaluated

as Unknown means that there is still no information available for survey respondents,

and, therefore it is not clear how the factor is impacting in the product. Finally, it

happens that a factor, by several reasons, is not applicable to a product. In that case, a

new discrete value labelled Not Applicable has been added to each question. In the case

of Not Applicable, the factor is omitted in the evaluation. Summarizing the discrete

values proposed to each factor are: Not Applicable, Unknown, Very low, Low, Medium,

High or Very high. Figure 4.10 depicts an example of the representation of these values.
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Figure 4.9: Product innovation assessment questionnaire sub-schema.

To model the relationship between factors and their representation in questionnaires

the AssessmentLine class has been defined. An AssessmentLine represents a question

of a questionnaire defined to measure a product innovation factor. Each Assessment-

Line is derived from one and only one ModelItem, but a ModelItem could be represented

by more than one AssessmentLine depending on the mechanism to measure the factor.

An AssessmentLine has a LineId and a type. The attribute type determines the set of

values available for the question to measure the factor in the questionnaire.

The same product innovation model could be represented through different question-

naires. As it was reported by Astebro [8] and Balachandra et al. [9] when the number

of factors is large, the common solution is to select a subset of factors including only

those with the highest weights. Therefore, and to support this need, more than one

questionnaire could be required. In consequence, business analysts or researchers build

questionnaires based on product innovation assessment models to collect data.

To model questionnaires the UML class Questionnaire has been defined. Class Ques-

tionnaire models those attributes needed to identify an specific questionnaire like: ques-

tionnaireId, questionnaireName and questionnaireVersion. A Questionnaire is com-

posed by a set of AssessmentLine. Figure 4.9 depicts those classes and their relation-

ships to model product innovation assessment questionnaire knowledge.

Fig 4.10 shows an example of questionnaire based on the Balachandra et al. innova-

tion model. In Figure 4.10 dimensions are represented by containers with factors. Fig

4.10 displayed the Environment dimension. Each factor is represented as a rounded

square labelled with the factor name containing discrete values available to measure
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Figure 4.10: PInnoA tool snapshot displaying an example of evaluation questionnaire for

Skype. The underlying schema is compliant with 4.3.3.

the impact of the factor.

Concerning the internal validity this part of the model provides the ability to construct

different questionnaires depending on the needs and support let assessors to create

questionnaires to evaluate products selecting a subset of the most relevant factors of an

specific innovation model as it is proposed by Åstebro [8]. The model built is not depen-

dent of the domain, so that questionnaires could be applicable in different application

domains providing the external validity for the reference model.

4.3.4 Performed Assessments subschema

In previous iterations there are no elements to model data collected from question-

naires to each product. Therefore, the goal of the fourth iteration is to complete the

reference model with mechanisms to capture data gathered while assessing a product

from the innovation point of view. Product innovation assessment consists of assigning

values to each innovation factor for the product under assessment. Data gathered are

often supported by documentation that is important to maintain to increase the level

of knowledge about a product from the innovation perspective. The provided data

are mainly composed by two types of information: (i) product description, formed by

documents where products are described; and (ii) assessment support containing the

sources where the assessment values for each factor are based. Fig 4.10 depicts the part

of the proposed questionnaire to provide the sources for each factor. Where Sources
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Figure 4.11: Performed Assessments subschema. This sub-schema extends the subschema

questionnaire subschema 4.3.3 so that a given product assessment can be supported.

could be URL or files to upload to the server supporting the value selected if they are

available.

Fig 4.11 depicts those classes that model the concepts needed to represent data

gathered. So the class Source has been defined to capture the information related to

mentioned items (i) and (ii). Moreover, the class Product contains the specific product

description and its relationship with source refers to those documents where Products

are described. Finally, the class Assessed and its relationships with classes Assess-

mentLine, Product and Source represents the needed support to capture the product

innovation assessment data. Assessed stores the assessment value, date and time when

the assessment was performed. Time and date are relevant to provide traceability over

time about the assessment of products.

4.3.5 Product Innovation Assessment Reference Model

Fig 4.13 depicts a representation of the reference model integrating all the subschemas

described in the previous iterations.

Fig 4.12 shows a the result of an evaluation based on the Balachandra et al. product

innovation assessment model. The left part contains values assigned to each innovation

factor, the type of impact that the factor (positive, negative or both), weight and the

sources of this factor. For each dimension the following values are displayed: (i) total
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Figure 4.12: An example of product innovation assessment filled questionnaire display

of PInnoA tool fro SKype. The underlying schema is compliant with the Product Innova-

tion Assessment Reference Model schema 4.3.5 compliant. This figure displays the values

obtained and how the impact on the different dimensions

impact of the dimension obtained as result of the values provided in the questionnaire;

(ii) maximum impact that could be obtained in the dimension; (iii) most favourable

impact in the dimension. This value is calculated assigning the maximum impact

to those factors that are still unknown when the evaluation was performed; (iv) less

favourable impact in the dimension. This value is calculated assigning the less impact

to those factors that are still unknown when the evaluation was performed. With these

values it is possible to how relevant a dimension could be for a product.

The right part of the picture shows a chart representing the dimensions of the model

and for each dimension results obtained in the fourth values described above. This

values are presented by shapes describing areas of impact. This figure has been obtained

with a tool developed by authors in the scope of this thesis to build questionnaires based

on product innovation assessment models.

The internal validity of this part of the model, following the Wieringa approach [110]

provides answers to the causal and value question. Concerning to the causal question

about if the proposed reference model have effect in product innovation assessment

models. The answer is yes, because it provides support for those requirements related

to the ability to evaluate products. The proposed solution also represents an answer

to the value question that is: Does the reference model satisfy stakeholder criteria of

being able to assess product innovation? The answer is also yes, because this reference

model has been built based on the identified literature about factor to assess product

innovation and it has been constructed validating each iteration of the design process.

Finally, results applied to different application domains and to different products and

questionnaires provide the external validity to the reference model.
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Figure 4.13: Product innovation assessment reference model. This Figure represents the

result of integrating of the formerly obtained sub-schemas.
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4.4 The instantiating language

The software product innovation assessment reference model needs a mechanism to rep-

resent instances. To make feasible to instantiate the reference model, a domain specific

language has been defined. Chapter 3.1, Section 3.2 stated briefly that XML-Schemas

was selected to define the language and XML was selected to represent instances of the

reference model. This section describes the primitives of the domain specific language

to define instances of the reference model.

The process to transform the UML reference model was based on methods and algo-

rithms proposed by Wojnar et al.[116], Elmarsi et al [33] and Domı́nguez et al. [30].

Due to this language is being used as an input to build questionnaires and through the

questionnaires data to perform the assessment of product innovation will be collected,

only those primitives needed to model questionnaires will be defined. That is, primi-

tives to represent concepts, innovation models and assessment questionnaires.

The process to describe the language is driven by the following rules:

1. Innovation assessment model will be the root of the instance.

2. The process is driven from root to leaves.

3. XML labels will be implemented as an XML-Schema element.

4. Each element with the highest level of abstraction identified in the framework

overview will be the root of a hierarchy and will be implemented as an XML-

Schema element.

5. Each element with the highest level of abstraction identified in the framework

overview will be implemented as an XML-Schema complexType.

6. Each class will be implemented as an XML-Schema complexType.

7. Each class attribute will be implemented as an attribute in the terminology of

XML-Schemas.

8. Each class representing a collection will be implemented as an XML-Schema com-

plexType.

To start the language definition a type to model the root of the document. As it was

presented in Chapter 3.1, Section 4.4 the elements with the highest level of abstraction

that will be modelled are: concepts, innovation models and assessment questionnaires.

Applying rules 1, 2 and 4 the type to define the root of the document is as follows.
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Listing 4.1: “Product innovation assessment language root”

<xs:element name="innovation_assessment_model"

type="Tinnovation_assessment_model" />

<xs:complexType name="Tinnovation_assessment_model">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="concepts" type="Tconcepts" maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="innovation_model" type="Tinnovation_model"

maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="assessment_questionnaires"

type="Tassessment_questionnaire" maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

Following the rule 2, the next step is to proceed with the definition of complextTypes for

each XML-Schema element defined in Listing 4.1: concepts, innovation model and as-

sessment questionnaire. Applying rules 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the first element named

concepts provides the following primitives:<concepts>, <dimensions>, <dimension

...>, <factors> and <factor ...>. The XML-Schema to model these primitives and

an example of the use of this primitives are listed by Listing 4.2.

Listing 4.2: “Concepts hierarchy primitives and types”

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize concepts -->

<xs:complexType name="Tdimension">

<xs:attribute name="dimid1" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="dimName" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tdimensions">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="dimension" type="Tdimension"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tfactor">

<xs:attribute name="factorId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="definition" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tfactors">

<xs:sequence>
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<xs:element name="factor" type="Tfactor"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tconcepts">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="dimensions" type="Tdimensions"

maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="factors" type="Tfactors" maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize concepts -->

The next shows an example of instantiating these primitives:

<concepts>

<dimensions>

<dimension dimid1 = "dim01" dimName = "Organization" />

</dimensions>

<factors>

<factor factorId = "factor01" name = "Commitment of project

workers" definition = "It is the perception among the

project team than the project is going to be completed

successfully. Some factors contributing to commitment

include loyalty to project leader, ego satisfaction, and

a sense of liking for the project and the resulting new

product." />

</factors>

</concepts>

Applying now rules 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the second element named innovation model

provides the following primitives:<innovation model>, <model>, <model items> and

<model item ...>. The XML-Schema to model these primitives and an example of the

use of this primitives are listed by Listing 4.3.

Listing 4.3: “Innovation model hierarchy primitives and types”

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize innovation

models -->

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel">

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string" />
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<xs:attribute name="modelName" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelYear" type="xs:int" />

<xs:attribute name="modelVersion" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelDescription" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel_item">

<xs:attribute name="modItemIid" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="dimid1" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="factorId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="impact" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="weight" type="xs:float" />

<xs:attribute name="interpretation" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="help" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel_items">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="model_item" type="Tmodel_item"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tinnovation_model">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="model" type="Tmodel" maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="model_items" type="Tmodel_items"

maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize innovation

models -->

The next shows an example of instantiating these primitives:

<innovation_model>

<model modelId="modelBa1997u" modelName="Balachandra"

modelYear="1997" modelVersion="1.0"

modelDescription="Balachandra product innovation model

unweighted" />

<model_items>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid201" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor01" impact="positive"
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weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the team has the

perception about the success of the project and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; it is not clear if the

project is going to be finished." />

</model_items>

</innovation_model>

Finally, Applying rules 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the third element named assessment questionnaire

provides the following primitives:<assessment questionnaires>, <questionnaire>, <assessment lines>

and <assessment line ...>. The XML-Schema to model these primitives and an exam-

ple of the use of this primitives are listed by Listing 4.4.

Listing 4.4: “Assessment questionnaire hierarchy primitives and types”

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize assessment -->

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_line">

<xs:attribute name="lineId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="questionnaireId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modItemIid" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_lines">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="assessment_line" type="Tassessment_line"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tquestionnaire">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="assessment_lines" type="Tassessment_lines"

maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

<xs:attribute name="questionnaireId"

type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="version" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_questionnaire">
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<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="questionnaire" type="Tquestionnaire"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize assessment -->

The next shows an example of instantiating these primitives:

<assessment_questionnaires>

<questionnaire questionnaireId = "quest_u_1" modelId =

"modelBa1997u" name="complete" version="1.0">

<assessment_lines>

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_01" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid201" type="Radio1"/>

</assessment_lines>

</questionnaire>

</assessment_questionnaires>

A complete listing of the XML-Schema is available in Annex 7.3 Section 7.3 and a

complete example of an instance representing the Balachandra et al. [9] innovation

assessment model is available in Section 7.3.
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Chapter 5

Software Product Innovation

Assessment Tool

Software Product Innovation Assessment Tool (PIA-Tool) is a web ap-

plication developed to automate the assessment of software product inno-

vation. PIA-Tool is a highly adaptable and scalable tool that includes

functionalities to support the process to assess product innovation and to

positioning innovation.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 presents an overview of the

PIA-Tool features. Section 5.2 describes how innovation types of impact are

supported and added in the PIA-Tool application. Section 5.3 explains how

the innovation assessment and innovation positioning has been included in

PIA-Tool. Finally, Section 5.4 presents an overview of the application ar-

chitecture and the stakeholders involved in product innovation assessment.
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5.1 PIA-Tool overview

PIA-Tool is a web application implemented on the basis of a layered architecture. PIA-

Tool has been developed to provide support for software product innovation assessment,

but it could also be used to perform the assessment of any other kind of products from

the innovation perspective if it is customized with the appropriate dimensions and

factors. PIA-Tool has been developed to cover some of the needs identified in the Sys-

tematic Literature Review reported in Chapter 2 Section 2.3 like: to support weighted

and un-weighted assessment schemas, it is based on qualitative and discrete values or

it provides repositories to build a product innovation knowledge base.

It is reported by existing literature (e.g., [8], [9], [22], [41], [54], [55], [58], [96], and

Figure 5.1: PIA-Tool questionnaire general structure

[103]) that questionnaires are the main mechanism to data gathering. The core of PIA-

Tool are questionnaires representing software product innovation assessment models.

These questionnaires are structured in three main sections: assessment date, product

information and innovation factors. Fig 5.1 depicts the general structure of a ques-
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tionnaire. At the top of the questionnaire shown by Fig 5.1 is located the assessment

date section. This section captures date and time when the assessment is going to be

performed and also shows information of the innovation model and the questionnaire

to be fulfilled. This information is highly valuable to build trending charts of products

positioning.

The next section below to the assessment date is placed the product information sec-

tion. This first version of PIA-Tool just collects basic product information: version and

product name, company that developed the product and a brief product description.

These data were only collected to identify the product and not to provide a complete

description of it.

The next section at the bottom part of the questionnaire is the innovation factors. This

is the core of the questionnaire. It is structured in folders representing each folder a

Dimension. Fig 5.1 presents a questionnaire with four dimensions labelled as: Organi-

zation, Market, Technology and Environment. Only one dimension is visible at time.

Innovation factors are represented on each folder. Following Tsai [103] recommenda-

tions, each factor is represented by discrete values and the criterion scale proposed

is VP: Very Few, P:Few, F: Fair, G: High and VG: Very High. Due to the type of

assessment: weighted or un-weighted is a characteristic of the specific product inno-

vation assessment model used to build the questionnaire, this information is omitted

because it does not provide any relevant to the questionnaire respondent. Each factor

value could be justified with document files or URLs to access to resources that will be

added to the product innovation assessment knowledge base. Fig 5.2 shows the part of

the questionnaire to add documents to the knowledge base.

Figure 5.2: PIA-Tool Options to populate the knowledge base uploading files and anno-

tating URLs

5.2 Types of innovation impact

One of the findings of the SLR [117] described in Chapter 2 was that innovation factors

could impact positively, negatively or both. Cooper et al. [22] concluded that any factor

presents a positive impact acting as an enabler if its presence during the product devel-

opment process helps the company to achieve product goals in the scope of innovation.
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Label Value Positive (+) Negative (-) Both (*)

Very low 1 -1 -5

Low 2 -2 -2.5

Medium 3 -3 0

High 4 -4 2.5

Very high 5 -5 5

Table 5.1: Numeric values assigned to each discrete value of a type of innovation impact.

Negative impact is considered as a blocker, that is its presence makes it difficult for the

company to achieve product goals.

It was stated in Chapter 4 that product innovation assessment models consist of asso-

ciations between factors and dimensions with their corresponding impacts and weights.

Depending on the assessment goals, each type of impact could be represented in dif-

ferent ways: discrete values, continuous values, ranges or any other representation.

Following the recommendations given by Tsai [103] and other authors, in this thesis,

impact is represented by discrete values. Discrete values [55, 8, 54, 103] provide suffi-

cient information for evaluating factors even at early stages of the product development

when uncertainty over the product is still high.

PIA-Tool supports these three types of impact and their corresponding representation

as discrete values that will be assigned to the Assessment lines elements while building

a questionnaire. PIA-Tool has been implemented to be scalable and adaptable with

respect to innovation impacts and new representation of impacts could be provided.

In the case of factors with positive impact the proposed values are: Very low, Low,

Medium, High, or Very high. Where Very low represents that the factor has a mini-

mum impact in the development of the product and Very high represent that the factor

was highly relevant in the development of the product.

To represent negative impact, the same discrete values were proposed but with different

interpretation. In the case of negative impact Very high represents that the factor has

a maximum negative impact in the development of the product and Very low represent

that the factor impacted negatively very few in the development of the product.

Finally, to represent impact that could be either positive or negative depending on the

environment, the same discrete values were proposed; but the interpretation of this

factors is different than in the other two impacts. It has two meanings, values Very

low and low represents negative impacts of the factor a High and Very high represents

positive impacts of the factor. Value Medium represents that the impact is neither
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positive nor negative.

Each line of a questionnaire has assigned a representation for the type of impact of the

factor that is representing. The same factor could be represented by different types.

Table 5.1 presents the numeric values proposed to each discrete value on these three

types of impact following the Tsai [103] recommendations. The first column represents

discrete values and the rest of columns represents the innovation impacts considered

in PIA-Tool. These values are used during the assessment to obtain the impact of

innovation.

5.3 Assessment and Positioning process

PIA-Tool provides two levels of innovation assessment. The first one represents the as-

sessment of each dimension that exists in the innovation assessment model and that will

be referred in this section as dimension innovation assessment; therefore it is applied

only to dimensions. The second level of innovation assessment provides an integrated

view of the assessment of each dimension; it will be referred in this section as innovation

positioning.

The dimension innovation assessment process for a particular product is performed by

assigning values to each factor defined in the dimension. The process to assess a di-

mension consists of to iterate through all the factors of the dimension and collect the

discrete value assigned to each factor to summarize the total impact. Each value is

translated to the appropriate numeric value determined by the type of representation

assigned to Assessment line associated to the factor in the questionnaire. Table 5.1

shows the values considered in this thesis. In the case of weighted models, the factor

impact value is obtained as the product of the numeric value by the factor weight. In

the case of un-weighted models the impact value is the same than the numeric value.

The result of iterating through factors of a dimension is a numeric value representing

the total impact of the dimension.

There are two special situations while processing factors: the first is when a factor is

not applicable and the second is when there is not enough information to assess a factor.

Under specific situations some factors could be considered as not applicable, that is,

questionnaire respondent determines that some factors do not impact in the product

innovation and there are evidences of this fact, i.e. factor Patents in the technology

dimension is not applicable in the case of an open source project under a free software

foundation licence or factor R&D process well planned in projects without any research

activity.
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The second situation was pointed out by Lester [58] and it happens when at the mo-

ment of performing a product innovation assessment, there are no evidences about the

impact of the factor: it could impact in some degree or even it could not be applica-

ble under certain circumstances. The existence of Unknown factors is relevant during

the product innovation assessment process because they could derive in three different

situations: (i) the factor is not applicable, so that is should not be considered during

the assessment; (ii) the factor is applicable with the most positive impact; and (iii) the

factor is applicable with the most negative impact.

The assessment process is affected by the existence of Not Applicable and Unknown

factors. In the case of Not Applicable factors they are omitted in the assessment to not

affect neither positive or negative in the total impact of the affected dimension. In the

case of the existence of Unknown factors the impact of the affected dimension could be

different. To analyse the impact the following measures are obtained:

• Real impact value, it represents the impact considering that Unknown factors

have not impact yet.

• Maximum impact value, it represents the maximum impact achievable considering

that all the Unknown factors are applicable; that is in the case of factors with

positive or both impacts, they are considered with the most positive value. In

the case of factors with negative impact the are considered with the less impact

as possible.

• Minimum impact value, it represents the minimum impact achievable considering

that all the Unknown factors are applicable; that is in the case of factors with

positive they are considered with the less positive value. In the case of factors

with negative impact or both impacts the are considered with the most negative

impact as possible.

• Optimal impact value, it represents the highest impact achievable considering the

most favourable scenario for each factor. The most favourable scenario is achieved

when: (i) all the Unknown factors with positive or both impacts are impacting

positively with the highest value and (ii) those factors with negative impact are

considered as Not Applicable to the product.

For those dimensions having factors with only positive of both impacts, the Maximum

and Optimal impact values are the same. In the case of dimensions with negative

impact, the optimal impact value could be greater than the Maximum impact value.

Finally a chart representing these four values is built to show in a graphical way how
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much the impact could be. Finally, to be able to compare the obtained impact on

each dimension with the maximum and minimum achievable impact in the case of

application of all factors in the most and less favourable and optimal scenarios. The

most favourable impact means that all the factors are applicable with the maximum

impact; and the less favourable impact means that all the factors are applicable with

the lower impact. Both values represents the upper and lower limits of the impact over

a dimension. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a dimension assessments.

Figure 5.3: Dimension assessment impact results and chart.

The algorithm to calculate the innovation impact of a dimension is listed below at

Listing 5.1.

Listing 5.1: “Algorithm to obtain the impact of a dimension”

Initialize variables

for each factor

Get value assigned to the factor

Obtain the numeric value

Update ideal values (minimum, maximum and optimal)

switch value

case ‘‘Not Applicable’’ : Do nothing

break;

case ‘‘Unknown’’ : update dimension impact

actual += 0

maximpact += maxvalue

minimpact += minvalue
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optimalimpact += optimalvalue

default : update real impact

actual += real

maximpact += real

minimpact += real

optimalimpact += real

end switch

end for each

Finally, after all dimensions have been assessed and all measures have been obtained

product innovation could be positioned. The positioning system is based on the same

structure and ideas proposed in [90] customized to product innovation assessment. The

positioning system is represented by a spider chart where each analysed dimension is an

axe of the chart. To present data of different axes with the same scale, results of each

dimensions have been normalized. The maximum value is 100% and the minimum is 0.

So that, dimensions can be analysed to have a better understanding of which dimension

has impacted more from the innovation perspective that is aligned with the ideas of

Balachandra et al. [9] and Åstebro [8]. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the innovation

positioning of Skype.

Figure 5.4: Product innovation positioning chart of Skype. Real impact.
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5.4 High level Architecture

To end this chapter a high level architecture is presented to show the main architectural

components, inputs and outputs of the complete system. Figure 5.5 depicts the main

inputs, outputs and stakeholders involved in PIA-Tool. PIA-Tool needs two types of

inputs: Product innovation assessment instance and data from the assessment and two

types of outputs are obtained after the assessment is performed: an extended knowl-

edge base and the Innovation positioning.

Product innovation assessment instance is prepared by researchers and/or product

Figure 5.5: PIA-Tool inputs and outcomes and main stakeholders

designers. They are in charge of identifying specific dimensions and factors to assess

product from the innovation perspective. The instance must be built using the spe-

cific language defined to represent product innovation assessment models described in

Chapter 4 Section 4.4. This instance of the model must be loaded previously to start

the assessment of products.

Assessment respondents provide data for the assessment of products through the ques-

tionnaire. This information is needed to perform the assessment. Not all the informa-

tion must be collected at the beginning of the assessment process, but a questionnaire

could be completed later when additional information was available. For those data

without evidences, the Unknown value must be selected.

Concerning outputs, all the information (values, documents and URLs) provided by re-

spondents is included in the knowledge base. This information is useful to justify values
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given to each factor. The innovation positioning summarizes the relevance of factors

of each dimension. It helps to have a better understanding of product innovation that

is one of the objectives that is aligned with the ideas highlighted by Balachandra et

al. [9] and Åstebro [8].

These types of output could be very useful to:

• Researchers to increase the level of understanding of innovation factors and to

know how factors are impacting in product innovation.

• CEOs and Product designers to help them to take decisions at different levels

like: company, team, market or project as it was reported by Krishnan et al. [55].

• Innovators and Entrepreneurs to help them to understand which innovation fac-

tors were relevant in the success of previous products. It also helps them to create

new products and add value to an organization as it was reported by Axel [50].

PIA-Tool mainly comprises three main blocks: Questionnaire weaving module, Assess-

ment module and Knowledge management module. Figure 5.6 depicts these modules

and their dependencies.

Questionnaire weaving module is the one responsible of building questionnaires using

product innovation assessment model instances based on the product innovation ref-

erence model. The input of this module is the model instance and outputs are the

questionnaires described in the instance. These questionnaires are available to perform

the product innovation assessment when it is needed.

Assessment module is the one responsible of performing the assessment by obtaining

the measures needed to get results for each dimension and to position the product in-

novation. Two sub-modules comprises the assessment module: Dimension assessment

and Innovation positioning. The Dimension assessment sub-module iterates for each

factor impacting the dimension obtaining their assessment value, dimension measures

of: Maximum impact value, Minimum impact value, Optimal impact value, Upper limit,

Lower limit and Optimal upper limit and building the Dimension chart. The innovation

positioning combines dimension measures to obtain the positioning chart.

Finally, Knowledge base module is responsible to update the knowledge base with rel-

evant data obtained from questionnaires: values for each factor and documents and

URLs justifying those values in the case that they were provided. Values and URL are

stored in a product innovation database and documents are added to a product inno-

vation repository. Both, database and repository will be very helpful for researchers,

CEOs, innovators and entrepreneurs to have a better understanding of innovation fac-

tors and how impacted in the innovation assessment of products.
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Figure 5.6: PIA-Tool high level architecture
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Chapter 6

Instantiating the Reference

Model

The goal of this chapter is to instantiate the reference model to per-

form the assessment of innovation for a software product. Following the

recommendation of Wieringa [110], to build an instance to assess software

product innovation based on a list of factors and questionnaires is a way

to demonstrate the internal validity of the proposed reference model. In

addition, building an instance enables to check that guidelines provided by

Hevner [43] have been applied in an appropriate way to build IT artefacts.

This chapter is structured in three main sections. Section 6.1 describes the

innovation model instance that has been applied to build assessment ques-

tionnaires. Section 6.2 describes how the assessment has been performed to

assess a successful product such as Skype from the perspective of product

innovation. Section 6.3 how the assessment has been performed to assess a

failed product such as Google Wave from the perspective of product inno-

vation.
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Figure 6.1: Product innovation assessment reference model.

6.1 Software product innovation assessment model selec-

tion

This section describes the process followed to select the model to assess product in-

novation. Model selection is based on the reference model depicted in Figure 6.1 and

described in Chapter 4 Section 4.3. The product innovation assessment model is com-

posed by three main elements: the innovation model, questionnaires and the assessment

of products. The following sections present how each element is being instantiated to

assess products.

6.1.1 Innovation model

A software product assessment innovation model is a combination of factors and di-

mensions used to assess product innovation. Each factor assigned to a dimension has

a type of impact (positive, negative or both) and a weight. In a innovation model, a

factor could impact into one or more than one dimensions. The innovation model built

in this chapter as a proof of concept to assess software products is organized in four

dimensions: Environment, Market, Organization and Technology. As it was obtained

as a result of the SLR[117] reported in Chapter 2 Section 2.3, these four dimensions
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were the most cited in the literature when assessing product innovation.

To drive the impact of factors over dimensions, an un-weighted approach was selected,

that is all factors have the same impact when assessing product innovation. Even when

a weighted approach based on frequencies of citations for each factor, the un-weighted

approach was selected because there is not an agreement on how to assign weights

to factors; so Galbraith et al.[41] combined the application of Delphi processes[91] and

statistical analysis to assign weights to factors. Also Tsai[103] applied weighted factors,

but using AI (fuzzy logic) to calculate the weights. In the same direction, Klintong[54]

also proposed the application of other AI techniques such us Artificial Neural Network

or Genetic Algorithms to assign weights to factors.

The list of factors proposed is based on the one proposed by Balachandra et al. [9]. This

list of factors is quite exhaustive and most of them have been also proposed by other

authors in the literature. Two dimensions: market and organization are composed by

a large number of factors; the common solution reported by Åstebro [8] is to select

a subset of factors to define a coverage limit of the to achieve a determined level of

confidence in the analysed factors. It was reported in the SLR [117] that, in average,

with 50% of the factors is enough to achieve a confidence rate of 70%. This means that

assessing only 50% of the factors with the highest frequencies the confidence achieved

is 70% for each dimension.

Annex III.1 presents the complete list of factors classified by dimension, their impact

type and the list of factors needed to achieve a confidence of 70%.

6.1.1.1 Environment dimension

Environment represents a number of different aspects related with political and social

factors impacting at different levels in the innovation of a software product. Some

factors are due to interaction with external providers like Raw material or Risk Distri-

bution but some others reflect un-tangible factors like Political/Social factors or Public

interest on product. Sometimes innovation can not be success in some products if the

environment is not ready to support it, though in most of the cases this is not so im-

portant, it can become critical in times of hostilities and market-induced shortages.

Annex III.1, Table 1 identifies 7 factors proposed by Balachandra el al.[9] impacting in

the environment. Only two of them were clearly considered as relevant factors by the

literature analysed by Balachandra et al. [9]. The rest of the factors were identified by

only one publication. The total number of citations is 11. Most of the factors have

both impact (negative or positive) depending on if they have been considered or not

during the product development. If companies do not consider the environment while
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developing their products, the probability to build a success product is very small. In

the case of the Environment dimension five factors are needed to achieve the confidence

rate greater than 70% (73%).

6.1.1.2 Market dimension

There is universal agreement that market is an important dimension. Market is an

overloaded term and in the scope of this thesis is defined in terms of product as “the

market for a particular item is made up of existing and potential customers who need

it and have the ability and willingness to pay for it.” [17]

Many factors around the market dimension have been identified in the literature. An-

nex III.1, Table 2 presents the list of factors collected by Balachandra et al. [9] from 19

studies that were considered that have impacted in product innovation. The market

dimension addresses several issues like market maturity, market needs, market com-

petitors and how to access to the market.

Annex III.1, Table 2 identifies 21 factors. The total number citation of factors is 41.

Most of the factors have positive impact in the market dimension, that is that they act

as enablers to produce successful products. But some others like Early to market or

Slow growth market present a negative impact implying that if a market is not mature

enough to accept the product or the market growth is still slow then new products are

giving chances to secondary offerings to build more successful products based on the

missing features of the earlier products. Finally, some other factors could have positive

or negative impact depending on if other considerations. So, Life cycle of product,

Market analysis or Meet customer needs/wants present this behaviour. So, if a market

analysis has performed in advance, the chances to build a innovative product adapted

to the market needs are greater than in the case of absence of this analysis.

Summarizing, market dimension is highly dependent of the context and it could have

different impact under different situations. In the case of the Market dimension 11

factors are needed to achieve the confidence rate greater than 70% (80%); but it is rec-

ommended to consider 13 factors due to this is the border of factors having a frequency

greater that 1, and there are no clear arguments to dismiss two of the proposed factors

with greater than 1.

6.1.1.3 Organization dimension

Organization dimension refers to those factors directly related with companies and their

ability to get the new product into the market. These factors measure organizational
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aspects of a company related to team organization like or “Commitment of project

workers”, company strategy like “Emphasize Marketing” or “Technology tied to busi-

ness strategy” and project management like “High Level Management support”. This

is the most studied dimension in the literature and the list of factors is wider than in

other dimensions.

Annex III.1, Table 3 comprises 36 factors. The total number citation of factors is 74.

Most of the factors (90%) have positive impact in the organization dimension, that

is that they act as enablers to organize how to produce successful products. Only

three: Understanding market, Newness to firm and Use outside communication could

have positive or negative impact depending on if they were considered or not. Under-

standing to market presents both impacts because if companies do not understand the

market, they could build a wrong product or to offer a product to the market in the

wrong way; what represents a negative impact for the company. But in the opposite, if

companies understand the market, they could build and present the product in accor-

dance to the needs of the market, representing an positive impact in the product. The

analysis of Newness to firm is similar; if the product under development is completely

new to firm, the time needed to put the product in the market could be greater than

expected giving opportunities to other firms to take advantage in the market. This

represents a negative impact in the product. No specific negative factors related to this

dimension have been identified in the literature.

In the case of the Organization dimension 17 factors (less than 50%) are needed to

achieve the confidence rate greater than 70% (74%). It is the same situation than

in the market dimension, the border of selected factors is determined by a frequency

greater than 1.

6.1.1.4 Technology dimension

Technology dimension represents those factors related with those platforms, techniques

and devices that are needed to build the new product. Products using new technologies

have a greater chance of success in the market. This dimension is closer to software

products than Market and Organization because the nature of software: high depen-

dence of technology, intangible, malleable and low threshold to enter in the market[82].

The degree of innovativeness from the technology is an important consideration [9].

Mansfield [63] identified that, concerning technology factors, in general companies that

invested money on finding markets for new technologies (technology-push) had less

success probabilities than those companies driven by market (demand-pull) due to the

probability of technical completion is expected to be high in a well market specified
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problem. As it was concluded by Balachandra et al. [9], the influence of technology

factors is highly dependent on other contextual factors related to the innovativeness of

the technology.

Annex III.1, Table 4 comprises 13 factors. The total number citation of factors is 24.

Most of the factors (85%) have positive impact in the technology dimension, that is

that Technology acts as an enabler to produce successful products. Only two factors

Product liability and Utility present a non positive impact. So, Product liability has

negative impact because it measures the responsibility of the company to ensure that

innovative products are safe and they do not cause injury to users [70, 85]; that in the

case of software is derived from bugs or missing requirements. These injuries could

affect to the firm reputation.

In the case of Utility, it could have both (negative and positive) [51] depending on user

perception. So, when the product is considered as useful to a wide range of customers

it will have a positive impact but when it is not clear how useful is to customers, or it

is only useful to a small group of customers it will produce a negative impact. In the

case of the Technology dimension six factors are needed to achieve the confidence rate

greater than 70%. This dimension presents the same behaviour that Market and Or-

ganization dimensions and the border of selected factors is determined by a frequency

greater than 1.

6.1.2 Questionnaire

The next element of the product innovation assessment model is questionnaires. A

questionnaire represents the template to data gathering for product innovation assess-

ment models. The reference model depicted in Figure 6.1 shows that each item of

innovation models could be represented by several ways. This representation is done

through associating one or more than one Assessment lines in questionnaires depending

on the type of inputs that will be requested to respondents. In the case of the product

innovation assessment model that is being instantiated, and derived from the types of

impacts associated to each pair factor-dimension, three types of Assessment lines have

been defined.

The first type of Assessment line was defined to represent factors with positive impact.

Following the recommendations given by Tsai [103] and other authors, we built ques-

tionnaires based on qualitative questions representing factors rated by discrete values

to reduce the uncertainty of answers. The proposed values are: Very low, Low, Medium,

High, or Very high. Where Very low represents that the factor has a minimum impact

in the development of the product and Very high represents that the factor played a
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Label Value Positive (+) Negative (-) Both (*)

Very low 1 -1 -5

Low 2 -2 -2.5

Medium 3 -3 0

High 4 -4 2.5

Very high 5 -5 5

Table 6.1: Numeric values assigned to each discrete value of an assessment line in terms

of the impact.

relevant role in the development of the product. Each discrete value has assigned a

numeric value that it is shown in Table 6.1 to measure its innovation impact.

Figure 6.2: Questionnaire built assess software products.

For those factors with negative impact, the same discrete values were proposed.

In the case of negative impact the interpretation of values is the following: Very high

represents that the factor has a maximum negative impact in the development of the

product and Very low represent that the factor impacted negatively very few in the
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development of the product. Each discrete value has assigned a numeric value that it

is shown in Table 6.1 to measure its innovation impact.

Finally, for those factors with both impacts, the same discrete values were proposed.

The interpretation of this factors is different than the other two. It has two meanings,

values Very low and low represents negative impacts of the factor a High and Very high

represents positive impacts of the factor. Value Medium represents that the impact is

neither positive nor negative. Numeric values to to measure its innovation impact are

shown in Table 6.1.

Two additional facts could happen when assessing innovation factors: the first is that

a factor is not applicable to an specific product, i.e. factors related to research in a

non research product. The second is that there are no evidences about the impact

of the factor with the existing information available of a product. To support these

two specific situations, two additional values have been added to each Assessment line:

Not Applicable and Unknown. So, Not Applicable means that the factor must not be

considered in the assessment of the product because there are evidences that the factor

does not impact in the product.

Unknown value means that there are no evidences about the impact of the factor: it

could impact in some degree or even it could not be applicable under certain circum-

stances. The existence of Unknown factors is relevant during the assessment process

because they could derive in three different situations: (i) the factor is not applicable,

so that is should not be considered during the assessment; (ii) the factor is applicable

with the most positive impact; and (iii) the factor is applicable with the most negative

impact.

Figure 6.2 shows an screen-dump of the questionnaire build to perform the product in-

novation assessment. This questionnaire is available at http://pia-tool.eui.upm.es/piassessment/

6.2 Skype assessment

Skype c©was created in 2003 by two entrepreneurs from Sweden and Denmark: Niklas

Zennstrm and Janus Friis. Skype is a software product that supports several types of

communications over IP (VoIP), such as text communications, voice and video. When

it first came into the market, Skype was entirely based on a peer-to-peer architecture.

Apart from the servers used to download the software and authenticate users, the

application ran entirely on users’ computers. As a result of this structure, adding a

new user costs to Skype one-tenth of a cent, as it was reported in Fortune magazine in

2004 [40]. However, Skype was not the first Internet-telephony application; it was not
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even the first one based on a peer-to-peer architecture[105]. However, the experience

that the Skype team gained developing KaZaA and a clear focus on voice quality and

ease of use resulted in an application that surpassed the quality of existing Internet-

telephony applications and was offered for free. Thus, one of its main strengths is voice

communication that is free of cost between Skype users anywhere in the world. It also

supports special calls, at a very low cost, between a computer and land-line or mobile.

In less than two years after its launch, the Skype peer-to-peer solution for VoIP attained

leadership in the global market in VoIP. Therefore, Skype is an exemplar innovative

product and this is why it is interesting to analyze it through the product innovation

assessment model.

6.2.1 Data collection methodology

A literature review (LR) was conducted to collect available information regarding inno-

vation factors that could have impacted if the success of Skype. Following the guidelines

published by Kitchenham [53], adapted to accept handmade search, the LR comprised

three main phases: planning the review, which aims to develop a review protocol; con-

ducting the review, which executes the planned protocol in the previous phase; and

reporting the review, which involves relating the review steps to the community. The

review protocol mainly involves defining the objective, the formal search strategy to

identify the entire population of material to be considered, in the case of few search re-

sults in some factors, a hand search will be performed; and, finally, the data extraction

and synthesis strategies.

For the SLR of Skype, the review objective was to identify those factors characterizing

the innovation of Skype. To that end, we conducted a search in the set of electronic

databases and consultants shown in Table 6.2 and defined the inclusion criteria (IC)

and exclusion criteria (EC) to determine whether every potential material should be

considered for the SLR. Finally, the extraction process involved identifying the date re-

quired to fulfil the review objective. Toward this end, we used Atlas.ti R©that facilitates

the collection of studies to be reviewed, as well as the qualitative data analysis of these

studies by providing capabilities for storing and categorizing key concepts. Documents

were processed making quotations to paragraphs and assigning codes related to innova-

tion factors. The synthesis process involved product innovation factors of Skype from

the innovation perspective. As Table 6.2 shows, in the search for material on Skype,

we retrieved over 321 results, from which we selected 18 studies relevant to the review

objective according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
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Data source Retrieved Excluded Included

Electronic Databases

ACM Digital library 74 74 0

IEEE Xplore 5 3 2

Springer Link 27 26 1

ScienceDirect 11 8 3

White papers 20 0 0

Consultants

Tech Republic 74 73 1

Gartner 1 1 0

Digital Library Tech 9 9 0

Mckinsey Quarterly 17 17 0

The Register 1 1 0

Safari Books ProQuest 72 71 1

Hand searches 10 0 10

Total 321 303 18

Table 6.2: Data sourcesSLR

After analysing and processing these studies, we obtained evidences of factors using

Atlas.ti R©. The number of evidences for each factor is represented in tables Annex III.1,

1, 2, 3 and 4 in the column labelled Skype Evidence. Each evidence represents a part

of the document that is referring the innovation factor.

Next subsections present results obtained from the evaluation of Skype on each dimen-

sion: Environment, Market, Organization and Technology.

6.2.2 Environment dimension assessment

The environment dimension has been assessed through the list factors listed in Annex

III.1, Table 1. The total number of evidences obtained from the document to support

the assessment of this dimension was 19. Table 6.3 shows a summary of the results

gathered in the Skype assessment. All the factors were applicable to Skype but there is

only one factor, Public interest on product that was not able to get evidences to provide

an assessment value for it. Even when Skype has been considered as a useful software

product, there are no evidences about the interest of public sectors on using Skype.

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that concerning those factors that could have

both types of impact, two of them Political/Social factors and Government Regula-
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tions presented negative impact in the product. So, some Asian and Latin American

countries banned Skype services to limit the freedom to collect and talk about political

information which is unfavourable to the government[20]. Also some countries limited

Skype to access to their markets through the establishment of specific regulations to

protect local telecommunication companies [20, 107].

Figure 6.3: Skype environment dimension assessment results.

Factors impacting positively in the environment dimension Available Resources or

Raw material and Risk Distribution have been rated as Very High what represent that

they were highly relevant in the success of Skype. The experience acquired in previous

projects and the fact of contracting the same development team that developed KaZaA

contributed to build a successful product [65]. The use of Internet to distribute free

downloadable versions of the Skype also helped to stand out very fast from others IP

telephony providers[89]. Only one factor presented negative impact Product liability.

It was assessed with Very Few impact due to the risk of injuries produced by using

Skype is very limited [48].
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 2 1 0 3 0,43

High 0 0 0 0 0,00

Medium 0 0 0 0 0,00

Low 0 1 0 1 0,14

Very Low 0 1 1 2 0,29

Unknown 0 1 0 1 0,14

Not

Applicable
0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 7 1,00

Table 6.3: Skype assessment: statistics for Environment dimension

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.3. The impact of Environment in Skype is 6.5, but one of the factors

Public interest on product was rated as Unknown. Considering that this factor could

impact positively or negatively the final impact of Skype could change depending on the

assessment values. In the case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum

achievable impact is 11.5, and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum

achievable impact is 1.5.

Due to the existence of factors that could have negative impact in the innovation, the

lower limit for the impact is -23. The upper limit for the impact is 30, therefore, as

the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 6.5, it means that the impact

is around the 50% of the maximum expected. This value represents that factors with

negative impact are affecting in a significant way in the product.

6.2.3 Market dimension assessment

The market dimension has been assessed through the 21 factors listed in Annex III.1,

Table 2. The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support the

assessment of this dimension was 107. Table 6.4 shows a summary of the results gath-

ered in the Skype assessment. All the factors were applicable to Skype but 4 factors,

Life cycle of product, Market analysis, Early analysis of market and competitors and

Slow growth market were not able to get evidences to provide an assessment value for

them.
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Figure 6.4: Skype market dimension assessment results.

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that most of the factors with positive impact

(almost 80%) were assessed as High or Very High highlighting the relevance of the

market dimension in the Skype success. For those factors with both types of impact,

two of them Competitive environment and Meet customer needs/wants obtained the

highest positive value. In the case of Competitive environment VoIP was a new family

of products and the entrance barriers were low even when there were more competitors

but approaching from different routes [89]. In the case of Meet customer needs/wants

Skype provides features to satisfy needs of many different types of users letting them

flexibility in the way to use Skype [65, 89]. Concerning the other two factors, Life cycle

of product, Market analysis no evidences about the scheduled life cycle of the product

or the market analysis performed by Skype founders were found.

In the case of factors with negative impact, Early to market was assessed as Few impact

because even though the VoIP market was starting, there were some other solutions

facilitating the market growth [80, 65]. The other two factors and Slow growth market

were assessed as Unknown. The first one, Early analysis of market and competitors,

because it was not possible to get access (if exists) to the analysis of market and com-

petitors performed by the company and the second one Slow growth market because

the evidences found pointed out the opposite, that is, a fast growth of the market; so

it is expected that, at the end, this factor were assessed as Not applicable.
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 6 2 0 8 0,38

High 5 0 0 5 0,24

Medium 3 0 0 3 0,14

Low 0 0 1 1 0,05

Very Low 0 0 0 0 0,00

Unknown 0 2 2 4 0,19

Not

Applicable
0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 21 1,00

Table 6.4: Skype assessment: statistics for Market dimension

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.4. The impact of Market in Skype is 67. Considering the Unknown factors

the final impact of Skype could change depending on their assessment values. In the

case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact is 75,

and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact is

47. Considering that two unknown factors have negative impact, the optimal impact

achievable value could be 77 in the case of both factors were assessed as Not applicable

to Skype.

Due to the existence of factors that could have negative impact in the innovation, the

lower limit for the impact is -21. The upper limit for the impact is 90, therefore, as

the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 67, it means that the impact

is around the 80% of the maximum expected. This value represents that factors with

negative impact are not affecting in a significant way in the product and factors with

positive impact have had a high influence in the development of Skype.

6.2.4 Organization dimension

The organization dimension has been assessed through the 36 factors listed in Annex

III.1, Table 3. The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support

the assessment of this dimension was 79. Table 6.5 shows a summary of the results

gathered in the Skype assessment. Only one factor Quantitative project selection was

not applicable and the rest factors were applicable to Skype but 12 (33%) factors were

not able to get evidences to provide an assessment value for them. It is a high value
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and it could be derived from two main causes: a wrong search or that companies due

to their public/private policies do not publish their sensible information. Quantitative

project selection was not applicable because Skype was the only project of the company

when it was founded, so that no competition with other projects happened.

Figure 6.5: Skype organization dimension assessment results.

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that none of the factors have Very few or

Few impact, highlighting that organizational factors were also important in the success

of Skype. For those factors with both types of impact, two of them Understanding

market and Use outside communication were assessed as Unknown. The Newness to

firm factor was rated as Very High because the product was not completely new for

the company because the had some background [65] that let the company to develop

the right product for the targeted market.

In the case of factors with positive impact, for those that evidences were found, most of

them were assessed with High or Very High impact. Highly relevant factors discussed

in the analyzed literature about Skype were related with the technical background from

the organizational perspective. So Technology tied to business strategy, Technological

background of managers and Training and Experience of own people were three of the

factors with more evidences. This is due to the great influence of the technology in

the product in a company created around the product [65, 89, 80]. It also relevant to

highlight the number of evidences about the factor Effects on other business, highlight-

ing that the Skype project did not had internal competitions and some new business

opportunities were opened [35, 65, 89].
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 11 1 0 12 0,33

High 4 0 0 4 0,11

Medium 7 0 0 7 0,19

Low 0 0 0 0 0,00

Very Low 0 0 0 0 0,00

Unknown 10 2 0 12 0,33

Not

Applicable
1 0 0 1 0,03

Total 36 1,00

Table 6.5: Skype assessment: statistics for Organization dimension

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.5. The impact of Organization in Skype is 97. Considering the Unknown

factors the final impact of Skype could change depending on their assessment values.

In the case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact

is 157, and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact

is 97. The minimum and the real impact are the same due to there are no negative

factors unknown.

The lower limit for the impact is 24. The upper limit for the impact is 180, therefore,

as the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 97, it means that the impact

is around the 54% of the maximum expected. This value represents that organization

factors did not have the greatest impact in the development of Skype. They influenced,

but they were not the key of the Skype success.

6.2.5 Technology dimension assessment

The technology dimension has been assessed through the 13 factors listed in Annex

III.1, Table 4. The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support

the assessment of this dimension was 34. Table 6.6 shows a summary of the results

gathered in the Skype assessment. All the factors were applicable to Skype but two

factors, Problem definition and Directions for scientific development were not able to

get evidences to provide an assessment value for them. Only one factor presented

negative impact Product liability. It was assessed with Very Few impact due to the risk
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of injuries produced by using Skype is very limited [48].

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that concerning those factors that could have

Figure 6.6: Skype technology dimension assessment results.

both types of impact, Utility presented positive impact in the product because Skype

was perceived as a useful software product [65]. Demand Pull vs Technology push was

rated as Medium because even though technology was pushing it was over an existing

market, therefore both approaches were considered with the same importance [20, 65,

89, 80].

In the case of factors with positive impact most of them (7 of 8) for those that evidences

were found, were assessed with Very High impact what highlights the relevance of

technology factors in Skype what is also demonstrated by the large number of patents

of the company [47]. The Technology route, Probability of technical success, Innovative

product and Incremental product were factors with a relevant number of evidences. The

fact of join together two disruptive paradigms VoIP and P2P represented a challenge

and a risk for Skype [89]. Skype was the first company to deliver clear and consistent

calls over the Internet, and as a result, Skype is used in almost every country in the

world [65] adding continuously value to its customers [89].
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 7 1 0 8 0,62

High 0 0 0 0 0,00

Medium 1 1 0 2 0,15

Low 0 0 0 0 0,00

Very Low 0 0 1 1 0,08

Unknown 2 0 0 2 0,15

Not

Applicable
0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 13 1,00

Table 6.6: Skype assessment: statistics for Technology dimension

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.6. The impact of Technology in Skype is 42. Considering the Unknown

factors the final impact of Skype could change depending on their assessment values.

In the case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact

is 52, and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact

is 44. In this case the minimum value is greater than the actual because in the case of

application of the factor their positive impact increase the total value of the impact.

The lower limit for the impact is 1. The upper limit for the impact is 59, therefore,

as the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 42, it means that the impact

is around the 70% of the maximum expected. This value represents that technology

factors were very important in the development of Skype. The existence of factors with

negative impact did not affect in a significant way to the success of Skype.

6.2.6 Assessment results

Impacts obtained in previous subsections have been combined to build a radar chart

representing each dimension as radar axes. Figure 6.7 depicts a complete view of the

impact obtained in the evaluation. The radar chart presents four axes: Environment,

Market, Organization and Technology. Each dimension represents seven data series:

Optimal upper limit, Upper limit, Optimal achievable, Maximum achievable, Real,

Minimum achievable and Lower limit. A shape for each data series is coloured.
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Figure 6.7: Skype complete assessment results.

This chart compares the relevance of each dimension in relationship with other

dimensions. Since each axe have different number of factors and by extension different

upper limits, to be able to compare the impact of each dimension, values have been

normalized to a percentage scale. Therefore, the maximum value of each axe is 100%.

Figure 6.8: Skype assessment results. Real impact.

Figure 6.8 shows the real impact in relationship with the upper and lower impact
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of all the factors. Results highlight that Market (80%) and Technology(70%) were the

most relevant dimensions characterizing the innovation of Skype. Organization (54%)

and Environment (56%) were also important but impacted less than the others.

Figure 6.9: Skype assessment results. Maximum achievable results.

Figure 6.9 presents results considering the maximum and minimum impact in the

case of having evidences for the unknown factors. This chart highlights that the impact

of the Organization dimension could became as relevant as Market and Technology,

therefore the way as Skype was organized could be very important in the success of

Skype. In the case of the less favourable scenario Fig. 6.10 depicts that the situation

remains in the behaviour of all dimensions.
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Figure 6.10: Skype assessment results. Minimum achievable results.

6.3 Google Wave assessment

Google Wave is a real-time communication and collaboration platform developed by

Google. Google Wave incorporates several types of web technologies, including email,

instant messaging (IM), wiki, online documents, and gadgets [1]. Google Wave it-

self represented a new approach aimed at improving communication and collaboration

through the use of a combination of established and emerging web technologies.

Google Wave was boosted in 2009. This project was managed by Lars and Jens Ras-

mussen that were the managers of a previous success project “Google Maps” [38]. It

was an innovative platform to collaborative software development integrating instant

messaging, wikis and social networks.

Google Wave was considered one of the biggest failures, in 2010 it was discontinued

and was definitively retired after three years in 2012.

6.3.1 Data collection methodology

A literature review was conducted to collect information about Google Wave. As it was

retired in 2012 some two main type of documents were found: documents describing

Google Wave features and how to work with it and documents analysing the arguments

of its failure from different perspectives.

Following the guidelines published by Kitchenham [53], the literature review comprised
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three main phases: planning the review, conducting the review and reporting the re-

view. The review protocol mainly involves defining the objective, the formal search

strategy to identify the entire population of material to be considered, in the case of

few search results in some factors, a hand search will be performed; and, finally, the

data extraction and synthesis strategies.

For the SLR of Google Wave, the review objective was to identify those factors charac-

terizing the innovation of Google Wave. To that end, we conducted a search in the set

of electronic databases and consultants shown in Table 6.7 and defined the inclusion

criteria (IC) and exclusion criteria (EC) to determine whether every potential material

should be considered for the SLR. Finally, the extraction process involved identifying

the date required to fulfil the review objective. Toward this end, we used Atlas.ti R©that

facilitates the collection of studies to be reviewed, as well as the qualitative data analy-

sis of these studies by providing capabilities for storing and categorizing key concepts.

Documents were processed making quotations to paragraphs and assigning codes re-

lated to innovation factors. The synthesis process involved product innovation factors

of Google Wave from the innovation perspective. As Table 6.7 shows, in the search for

material on Google Wave, we retrieved over 291 results, from which we selected 25 rel-

evant references (books, research and white papers) to the review objective according

to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. After analyzing and processing these studies,

Data source Retrieved Excluded Included

ACM Digital library 196 196 0

IEEE Xplore 2 1 1

Springer Link 39 35 4

ScienceDirect 25 22 3

Gartner 4 0 4

Google books 10 7 3

Safari Books ProQuest 5 2 3

Hand searches 20 13 7

Total 301 276 25

Table 6.7: Data sourcesSLR

we obtained evidence of factors using Atlas.ti R©. The number of evidences for each

factor is represented in tables Annex III.1, 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the column labelled Google

Wave Evidence. Each evidence represents a part of the document that is referring the

innovation factor.
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Next subsections present results obtained from the evaluation of Google Wave on each

dimension: Environment, Market, Organization and Technology.

6.3.2 Environment dimension assessment

The environment dimension has been assessed through the list factors listed in Annex

III.1, Table 1. The total number of evidences obtained from the document to support

the assessment of this dimension was 7. Table 6.8 shows a summary of the results

gathered in the Google Wave assessment. Not all the factors were applicable to Google

Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 1 0 0 1 0,14

High 0 0 0 0 0,00

Medium 0 0 0 0 0,00

Low 0 0 0 0 0,00

Very Low 1 1 0 2 0,29

Unknown 0 1 1 2 0,29

Not Applicable 0 2 0 2 0,29

Total 7 1,00

Table 6.8: Google Wave assessment: statistics for Environment dimension

Wave; Political/Social factors and Government regulation were rated as Not applicable.

Google wave did not depend of political factors, its target was software development

teams. In addition, no specific regulations have been published to this type of software.

Another two factors were rated as Unknown because it was not able to get evidences

to provide an assessment value for them. So, Public Interest on product and Product

liability. Even when Google Wave was considered as a useful software product, there

are no evidences about the interest of public sectors on using it. It happens the same,

there are no evidence about injuries for companies that adopted Google Wave derived

to the fact of using the software.

Other two factors were rated with Very low : Risk distribution and Industry restructure

opportunity. Google chose to limit the Google Wave users during its beta-version by

means of invitation-only, and lately opened to all users but with the same invitation

policy[52]. This distribution was a hype but limited the way on Google Wave could be

adopted. The fact of existing many tools available in the market covering partially the

same functionality than Google Wave reduced its impact. Google Wave by itself it was
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not better than the combination of the other toools [52].

Finally, only Available Resources or Raw material has been rated with Very High due to

the previous successful experience in other project in the company and the use [18, 38].

Figure 6.11: Google Wave environment dimension assessment results.

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.11. The impact of Environment in Google Wave is 1, but two factors were

rated as Unknown.Product liability impacted negatively and Public Interest on product

could impact positively or negatively the final impact of Google Wave; therefore the

final impact could change depending on the assessment values. In the case of both

having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact is 5, and in the

case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact is 9.

Due to the existence of factors that could have negative impact in the innovation, the

lower limit for the impact is -23. The upper limit for the impact is 30, therefore, as

the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 1, it means that the impact is

around the 45% of the maximum expected. This value represents that Environment

affected negatively to the innovation of Google Wave.

6.3.3 Market dimension assessment

The market dimension has been assessed through the 21 factors listed in Annex III.1,

Table 2. The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support the

assessment of this dimension was 59. Table 6.9 shows a summary of the results gathered

in the Google Wave assessment. All the factors were applicable to Google Wave but
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4 factors, Early analysis of market and competitors, High contribution market, Market

analysis and Sales/Profit potential were not able to get evidences to provide an assess-

ment value for them.

Figure 6.12: Google Wave market dimension assessment results.

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that very few factors were rated as Very High

or High only 15 % of the factors, highlighting that the market was one of the dimensions

were Google Wave had problems. For those factors with both types of impact, most of

them had negative impact. Only Market analysis was rated as unknown, because there

is no evidence about if Google performed that analysis or not.

One of the recurrent concerns about Google Wave was the their features were covered

by other existing tools and the market was strong enough to limit the success of Google

Wave [52, 18, 61]. As consequence, even the expectations created were very high, de-

velopers were not satisfied with the product deployed[52].

In the case of factors with negative impact, Early to market was assessed as Medium

impact because it is possible that market in 2009 was not ready enough to have a frame-

work integrating all the features provided by Google Wave [52, 27]. Slow growth market

was assessed as Medium because even the market was quite mature in 2010, there were

very few collaborative environments like Google Wave and Google distribution policies

limited the impact of Google Wave.
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 2 0 0 2 0,10

High 1 0 0 1 0,05

Medium 3 1 2 6 0,28

Low 1 1 0 2 0,10

Very Low 5 1 0 6 0,28

Unknown 2 1 1 4 0,19

Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 21 1,00

Table 6.9: Google Wave assessment: statistics for Market dimension

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted

in Figure 6.12. The impact of Market in Google Wave is 16.5. Considering the Unknown

factors the final impact of Skype could change depending on their assessment values.

In the case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact

is 30.5, and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact

is 8.5. Considering that one of the unknown factor has negative impact, the optimal

impact achievable value could be 87 in the case of being assessed as Not applicable to

Google Wave.

Due to the existence of factors that could have negative impact in the innovation, the

lower limit for the impact is -21. The upper limit for the impact is 90, therefore, as

the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 16.5, it means that the impact

is less than 15% of the maximum expected. This fact emphasize the market dimension

was one of the causes why Google Wave failed.

6.3.4 Organization dimension

The organization dimension has been assessed through the 36 factors listed in Table

3. The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support the assess-

ment of this dimension was 75. Table 6.10 shows a summary of the results gathered

in the Google Wave assessment. All the factors were applicable to Google Wave but 9

(25%) factors were not able to get evidence to provide an assessment value for them.

It is a high value and it could be derived from two main causes: a wrong search or that

companies due to their public/private policies do not publish their sensible information.
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Figure 6.13: Google Wave organization dimension assessment results.

A deep analysis of factors pointed only 5 factors (15%) were rated as Very few or Few

impact. For those factors with both types of impact, two of them Understanding market

and Newness to firm were rated as Medium due to the numeric values assigned to each

qualitative data imply that they are not impacting very in the organization dimension;

Use outside communication were rated as Few what represents a negative impact over

the organization dimension. The fact of distributing beta-versions of Google Wave

did not were useful to detect that the product was not achieving the expectations of

developers [52].

In the case of factors with positive impact, all the Unknown factors belongs to this

type. This is relevant because this fact represents that the innovation impact is, in the

worst case the impact of this dimension is the obtained value. Highly relevant factors

discussed in the analyzed literature about Google Wave related with the technical

background from the organizational perspective but none concerning to internal details

of the project plan. So, Create, Make market interface, Markets and Technique are

strength and Correct distribution channel were three of the factors with more evidences.

This is due to the great influence of the market dimension over the product [52, 18, 61].

It is also relevant the high number of factor rated as Very High: 13 (36%) what highlight

the huge relevance of the organization dimension in the building process of Google Wave.

With values gathered from the questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted in

Figure 6.13. The impact of Organization in Skype is 102.5. Considering the Unknown

factors the final impact of Google Wave could change depending on their assessment

values. In the case of having the maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable

impact is 147.5, and in the case with the most negative impact, the minimum achievable
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Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 13 0 0 13 0,36

High 3 0 0 3 0,08

Medium 4 2 0 6 0,17

Low 0 1 0 1 0,03

Very Low 4 0 0 4 0,11

Unknown 9 0 0 9 0,25

Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 36 1,00

Table 6.10: Google Wave assessment: statistics for Organization dimension

impact is 111.5. Both values are greater than the obtained value due to the fact of all

Unknown factors present positive impact in this dimension.

The lower limit for the impact is 24. The upper limit for the impact is 180, therefore,

as the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 97, it means that the impact

is around the 65% of the maximum expected. This value represents that organization

factors were very important in the development of Google Wave.

6.3.5 Technology dimension assessment

The technology dimension has been assessed through the 13 factors listed in Table 4.

The total number of evidences obtained from the documents to support the assess-

ment of this dimension was 27. Table 6.11 shows a summary of the results gathered

in the Google Wave assessment. All the factors were applicable to Google Wave but

two factors, High performance/cost proportion and Product liability were not able to

get evidences to provide an assessment value for them. Only one factor presented neg-

ative impact Product liability it was assessed as Unknown impact due to there are no

evidence about injuries for companies that adopted Google Wave derived to the fact of

using the software.

A deep analysis of factors pointed out that concerning those factors that could have

both types of impact, had different assessment while Utility presented positive impact

in the product because Google Wave was perceived as a useful software product but

very complex to use [52, 61]. Demand Pull vs Technology push was rated as Very Few

because Google Wave was influenced more by the existing technologies and tools than

by new user needs [101, 38].
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Figure 6.14: Skype technology dimension assessment results.

In the case of factors with positive impact, they did not presented a uniform distri-

bution, three of them were assessed with Very High or High values, other three with

Few or Very Few and most of them, 5 with Medium value. This fact, pointed out that

technology was not the main driver of this product. The number of distinct evidences

is not very large, the same arguments have highlighted several times by different au-

thors citing the same sources. Google Wave architecture and the Federation Protocol

were the main contributions Google Wave. [38, 101, 18] With values gathered from the

Value
Positive

impact

Both

impacts

Negative

impact
Total Rate

Very High 1 0 0 1 0,09

High 1 1 0 2 0,15

Medium 5 0 0 5 0,38

Low 1 0 0 1 0,08

Very Low 1 1 0 2 0,15

Unknown 1 0 1 2 0,15

Not Applicable 0 0 0 0 0,00

Total 13 1,00

Table 6.11: Google Wave assessment: statistics for Technology dimension

questionnaire, the result of the assessment is depicted in Figure 6.14. The impact of

Technology in Skype is 26. Considering the Unknown factors the final impact of Google
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Wave could change depending on their assessment values. In the case of having the

maximum positive impact, the maximum achievable impact is 30, and in the case with

the most negative impact, the minimum achievable impact is 22. Due to the collected

values, variations will not be very large.

The lower limit for the impact is 1. The upper limit for the impact is 59, therefore,

as the impact obtained for the environment dimension is 42, it means that the impact

is around the 45% of the maximum expected. This value represents that technology

factors were not very important in the development of Google Wave.

6.3.6 Assessment results

Impacts obtained in previous subsections have been combined to build a radar chart

representing each dimension as radar axes. Figure 6.15 depicts a complete view of the

impact obtained in the evaluation. The radar chart presents four axes: Environment,

Market, Organization and Technology. Each dimension represents seven data series:

Optimal upper limit, Upper limit, Optimal achievable, Maximum achievable, Real,

Minimum achievable and Lower limit. A shape for each data series is coloured. This

Figure 6.15: Google Wave complete assessment results.

chart compares the relevance of each dimension in relationship with other dimensions.

Since each axe have different number of factors and by extension different upper limits,

to be able to compare the impact of each dimension, values have been normalized to

a percentage scale. Therefore, the maximum value of each axe is 100%. Figure 6.16
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6.3 Google Wave assessment

Figure 6.16: Google Wave assessment results. Real impact.

shows the real impact in relationship with the upper and lower impact of all the factors.

Results highlight that that only the Organization dimension have a relevant impact,

and from the innovation point of view, neither Market nor Technology nor Environment

have a great innovation impact. Considering the most favourable scenario for those

Unknown factors the situation is improving, but the situation is still unbalanced having

organization as the unique dimension that is driving the innovation. This situation is

the same in the case of considering the less favourable scenario, where Organization

maintains its promising behaviour and the rest of dimension get worse. Fig. 6.17 and

Fig. 6.18 depict this behaviour.
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Figure 6.17: Google Wave assessment results. Maximum achievable results.

Figure 6.18: Google Wave assessment results. Minimum achievable results.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter presents and analyses the main contributions of this thesis.

Conclusions are framed respecting to the objectives proposed at the begin-

ning of the research and formulated as research questions.

It also presents future research to extend results that have already been

obtained.
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7.1 Conclusions

This thesis was focused on the identification of the elements to permit the assessment of

Software intensive System from the innovation point of view. As result of this research

the following conclusions have been obtained.

This thesis represents a first step to assess systematically product innovation of Soft-

ware intensive Systems through the definition of a framework for software product

innovation assessment. This framework comprises: a reference model and an assess-

ment tool that, based on instances of the reference model, enables the assessment and

positioning the innovation of a product.

This reference model that has been proposed is based on a combination of innovation

factors and dimensions to produce product innovation models. The reference model

also includes components to support the building of assessment questionnaires and

data collection to perform the assessment of innovation. The reference model is valid

by construction as it was justified in Chapter 4. The reference model has been rig-

orously built from the existing knowledge in other application domains and following

the guidelines of Design Science combined with Thematic Synthesis and Conceptual

Modelling. The reference model was built to be complete, correct, minimal and under-

standable. It is complete and correct because it contains all concepts present in any

component schema correctly. It is minimal because for each concept referred in the

literature that is represented in more than one schema, it has been included only once

in the reference model. Finally, the reference model has been represented using UML

diagrams to increase its understandability.

The reference model has been modelled to assess innovation of Software intensive Sys-

tems due to it was reported in Chapter 2.1 that there were no assessment models

specifically defined to software. The reference model has been built based on concepts

and dimensions documented in the existing literature related to different application

domains. In consequence, the proposed reference model is valid for SiS but it is also

applicable to other application domains.

A compilation of definitions of innovation factors and their corresponding interpretation

to software has been also performed. Based on these factors and dimensions, the refer-

ence model has been instantiated to perform the assessment of SiS. The instance was

based in the innovation model proposed by Balachandra et al. [9] and a questionnaire

has been built to collect data of the assessment of software products. Two software

products have been assessed: Skype and Google Wave. Skype has been selected as

an example of successful product from the innovation perspective. Skype was selected
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to check if it is possible to represent the innovation impact in the case of successful

products. Google Wave has been also selected but as an example of a failed product. In

both cases, the assessment based on the reference model provided values to understand

which were the factors and dimensions that impacted more positively and negatively

in their success or failure.

An assessment tool has been built to automate the assessment process. This tool

provides two levels of assessment: dimension and positioning. Assessment at level

of dimension let researchers to know the impact of innovation factors in a dimension

when they are applied to a specific product. Positioning provides a general overview

of the impact of innovation for a product. Positioning let researchers to know which

dimension or dimensions have impacted more deeply in a product. Due to the nature

of software and the multiple perspectives that could be considering while assessing

software products, the assessment tool has been built to be adaptive and customizable.

• Adaptive means that new factors impacting SiS and new questionnaires to collect

data could be added without changes in the framework. This need is imposed

because software market is changing very fast and innovation in software product

is a live body of knowledge that must be adapted.

• Customizable means that researchers are able to customize both the list of factors

and dimension to assess product innovation and the mechanisms to data gathering

depending on the specific goals of research.

Software Product Innovation is affected by external circumstances that hamper the

impact to be an accuracy measure. So that to enclose the impact of product innovation

when some innovation factors are still unknown, three additional measures were defined

Maximum impact value, Minimum impact value and Optimal impact value. In addition,

the assessment tool also enables researchers to study the behaviour of the innovation

impact in a product overtime due to the ability to store the history of the assessment

performed to a product.

Finally, all the research questions have been addressed and could be resumed as follows.

Software product innovation assessment has been characterized and formalized as a

reference model. The reference model could be instantiated to perform the assessment

of software products to cover two different approaches:

• Predictive, when the assessment is performed in first stages of the product devel-

opment to know how innovation factors are impacting in the product.

• Analytic, when the assessment is performed when the development has been fin-

ished as it is applied to provide a better understanding of the influence of each
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innovation factor and to capture the knowledge behind the success or failure of

the developed product.

Software product innovation assessment could also be applied at any organizational

level, the reference model could be instantiated with different innovation factors to

measure innovation at project level, at department level or at firm level.

The last, but not the least, the fact of having a reference model enables researchers to

define and share product innovation assessment models with a common structure, so

that results could be analysed and compared with a greater level of confidence on results

than if they are analysing innovation assessment models with different structures.

7.2 Research contributions

This section presents the main results of this thesis, as well as the description of key

publications resulting from this research.

7.2.1 Results

These a the main results of this thesis:

1. A Systematic Literature Review of the product innovation assessment. The first

step of this research was to conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to anal-

yse software product innovation. This paper presented the results of an analysis

of the existing literature on software product evaluation models. The analysis

addressed the main existing evaluation schemas and their elements in terms of

dimensions, factors, strengths, and challenges.

2. A reference model of product innovation assessment. This reference model rep-

resents the information around product innovation assessment that is needed to

define software product innovation assessment models providing a unified notation

to represent them. It also provides a mechanism to automate questionnaires con-

struction based on the product innovation assessment models. Questionnaires are

used to perform the assessment of concrete products. To adapt the assessment to

specific products or markets, questionnaire customization is possible based on the

existing models. The reference model has been build based on currently available

literature on product innovation assessment, built using a research methodology

described within this paper, and taking special care of the quality of the model,

so that it can be a trustworthy model. An XML-Schema has been defined to
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represent instances of the reference model that will be used as inputs by the

tool to assess and positioning product innovation. The XML-Schema validates

instances of the XML files to provide consistence between the reference model

and the product innovation assessment tool.

3. A tool for assessing and positioning product innovation. This tool uses software

product innovation assessment models instantiated from the reference model and

provides questionnaires to perform the assessment and, based on data gathered

from the questionnaire, to position product innovation. The product innovation

assessment tool provides a solution to the problem reported by Lester [58] when

the required information is not always available. This fact has been addressed by

the definition of three additional measures: Maximum impact value, Minimum

impact value and Optimal impact value. These measures provide a clear range of

values where the impact is enclosed.

7.2.2 Description of key publications

Results of this thesis have been published in international conferences and workshops

authored or co-authored by the author of this thesis. Results that have not been pub-

lished yet will also be submitted to international journals and conferences during this

year. The list of publication is as follows:

(P1) Agust́ın Yagüe, Juan Garbajosa, Jennifer Pérez, Jessica Dı́az: Analyzing Soft-

ware Product Innovation Assessment by Using a Systematic Literature Review. HICSS

2014: 5049-5058 (Nominated to Best Paper Award)

This paper reported a systematic literature review of the specific topic of this thesis:

the assessment of product innovation. Results of this publication identified that prod-

uct innovation was impacted by factors organized into dimensions. It was also reported

that two main assessment schemas were identified in the literature. This publication

stated the basis for the next research activities focused on the definition of the model

to characterize the assessment of product innovation and the implementation of a tool

to assess and positioning product innovation based on the model.

(P2) Lilibeth Rodŕıguez, Jessica Dı́az, Juan Garbajosa, Jennifer Pérez, Agust́ın

Yagüe: A Framework for Positioning and Assessing Innovation Capability from an Or-

ganizational Perspective. HICSS 2014: 3564-3573

This paper stated the bases of framework for positioning and assessing product inno-
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vation from the organization perspective. The contribution of this paper to the thesis

was the overall structure of the framework comprising: a model and a tool to assess

and positioning innovation. Publication P2 was focused only in one of the dimensions

that impacts on product innovation and it covered both the innovation process and the

product. In parallel, a deep analysis of the literature was conducted and reported in P1

(P5) Carlos Fernández, Daniel López, Agust́ın Yagüe, Juan Garbajosa. Towards

estimating the value of an idea. Profes ’11: Proceedings of the 12th International Con-

ference on Product Focused Software Development and Process Improvement

This paper outlined a framework for innovation that will facilitate organizations to iden-

tify new ideas and to estimate their potential value. Two main results were achieved:

the identification of sources of innovation and a short list of elements that could be

needed to estimate the value of ideas.

(P3) Jessica Dı́az, Jennifer Pérez, Juan Garbajosa, Agust́ın Yagüe: Change-Impact

Driven Agile Architecting. HICSS 2013: 4780-4789 (Nominated to Best Paper Award)

This paper studied Change impact analysis technique applied to Agile Architecting.

Publication P3 was nominated to the Best Paper Award of the conference. Change

Impact Analysis is a powerful tool that helps to determine the effects over a product

resulting from changes on their characteristics. Even though it was a promising result,

it was not in the main focus of this thesis about the assessment of product innovation

and it was considered as future work to be done.

(P4) César Gutiérrez, Juan Garbajosa, Jessica Dı́az, Agust́ın Yagüe: Providing a

Consensus Definition for the Term ”Smart Product”. ECBS 2013: 203-211

This paper contributed to this research through the meta-model of the definition of

”Smart Thing”. Smart Things are defined in a context and can be represented as

a set of characteristics. Characteristics that in the case of Smart Products could be

instantiated among others as: self-organized, adaptiveness, autonomy, personalization

or context-aware.

7.3 Further research

The proposed framework elements identified in this thesis will open additional re-

searches to extend the work that has been performed.

The reference model characterizes product innovation assessment through factors and
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dimensions. Additional work could be done to extend the reference model to manage

variables associated to each innovation factor. In the reference model proposed in this

research, Factors are seen as whole, but factors could also be considered as complex

structures composed by variables. Therefore, additional exploratory research work is

still needed to identify and the specific variables affecting each innovation factor.

Concerning to the PIA-Tool presented in this thesis, two main research lines are opened.

The first is to research about the impact of innovation factors on different products and

the study the impact of different weights related to innovation factors. The second one

is related to extend the implemented tool to add new functionality such as:

• To add trending charts to show the evolution of a product positioning overtime.

• To add trending charts to show the evolution of factors between products and

families overtime.

• To add product families to characterize product.

• To add automatic identification of accuracy limits for each dimension to optimize

the size of questionnaires.

• To combine questionnaire results for assessed products to build composed views

of product innovation assessment.

Additionally, it could be also interesting the integration of Change impact analysis over

those innovation factors that are still unknown to improve the innovation impact over

products and to assess companies in the adoption of some innovation factors. In the

same direction, the application of technical debt principles to select those factors to

improve to maximize the return on investment of companies.

PIA-tool could also be applied to instantiate more software products to create a knowl-

edge base and to collect data to perform an statistical analysis of the impact of each

factors over software products.
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Annex I. Definitions

This annex presents definitions available in the literature that have been considered

relevant in the scope of this thesis.

Annex I.1 Innovation

Below are described some relevant definitions of innovation available in the literature.

• The word “innovation” refers to creating or improving goods, services, or methods

of production.[42]

• Innovation:application of the existing stock of knowledge in new combinations

and new ways to meet some human need. [73]

• Schumpeter innovation is reflected in novel outputs: a new good or a new quality

of a good; a new method of production; a new market; a new source of supply;

or a new organizational structure, which can be summarized as doing things

differently. [24]

• The Oxford dictionary defines of innovation as a new method, idea, product,

etc.[84]

• innovation is the embodiment, combination, or synthesis of knowledge into a new

idea, method, or device. [83]

• Another definition of innovation is a new idea, method, process, or device that

creates a higher level of performance for the adopting user.[73]

• Innovation is the adoption of new practices in a community.[28]

• Innovation may not be limited to new ideas or a single view, but different views

deal with different angles on innovation[81].
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Annex I.2 Software Intensive Systems

• Software-intensive systems are complex programmable systems exhibiting prop-

erties such as adaptive behaviour and dynamically changing structure. [114]

• Software-intensive systems are programmable systems that include: dynamic evo-

lutionary systems, exhibit adaptive and anticipatory behaviour, process not only

data but knowledge, are under user control. [114]

• A software intensive system (SIS) is a system where software represents a signif-

icant segment in any of the following points : system functionality, system cost,

system development risk, development time. [88]

• Systems in which software interacts with other software, systems, devices, sensors

and with people are called software-intensive systems.[115]

• A software-intensive system is any system where software contributes essential

influences to the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system

as a whole. IEEE Std 1471-2000. [46]
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Annex II. Research

methodologies for building a

reference-model

This annex describes the research methodologies combined to build a

reference-model to assess product innovation. This annex is structured into

four sections, Section 7.3 describes Design science as a research method-

ology. Section 7.3 presents the application of the guidelines provided by

Hevner [43] to build the proposed reference-model. Section 7.3 describes

Thematic Synthesis as a research methodology. Finally, Section 7.3 shows

how the integration of both methodologies was applied to build the proposed

reference-model.
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Figure 1: Design Science cycles.

Annex II.1 Design Science

Design science [43] is an iterative research method based on the problem-solving paradigm

to create and validate artefacts designed to solve a problem. Artefacts are built fol-

lowing existing natural laws and behavioural theories restricting the problem mixed

with the intuition and other capabilities of researchers. Intuition during the design

process represents a weak point of the methodology as long as it is directly dependent

on researcher’s personal skills without any support from a given method.

Design science is both a process and a product. The process is the sequence of activities

to be performed to produce the artefact. The product is the desired artefact that is

evaluated against a knowledge base providing feedback to improve the quality of the

artefact or to get a better understanding of the product. Design science provides the

following features: (i) it is systematic, Hevner [43]and Wieringa [111] justified why it

is a method that can be specifically applied to build IT models; (ii) artefacts are con-

structed through cycles enabling that artefacts being adapted when the environment

changes; (iii) as it is proposed by Wieringa [111] artefacts are constructed and validated

against requirements and a knowledge base. Design Science defines feedback loops at

different levels so that these artefacts are validated.

Summarizing, Design Science is a powerful research methodology providing a complete

framework to design IT artefacts. The strength of this method is that the framework

covers two research sides: structural components and the process to provide feedback

and validate results. The weakness is the high dependence on the researcher’s skills.

The design science framework is depicted in Figure 1
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The application of Design science in the construction of IT artefact provides the follow-

ing benefits: (i) the artefact built is strongly supported by a knowledge base containing

the body of knowledge that have been previously validated by the community; (ii) the

rigor is achieved by applying existing foundations and methodologies, therefore arte-

facts are validated while they are constructed; (iii) models are built using conceptual

modelling as it is described by Wieringa [112].

Design science is composed by three main blocks: environment, design science research

and knowledge base. Environment frames the problem under study. It imposes goal

criteria and constraints upon the artefacts to be constructed [43]. It is concerned

by different sources: people, organizations and technology. Environment provides the

business needs as they are perceived and documented by people in the scope of organi-

zations. Needs are assessed through organizations context (business strategy, culture,

structure ...) and the available technology.

Summarizing, environment represents the problem as is perceived by researchers and

it is affected by all the mentioned components. The knowledge base provides those

concepts from and through Design Science research is accomplished [43] that is the ba-

sis for researchers to work on solutions. The knowledge base is composed by artefacts

representing foundations and methodologies from prior research activities facilitating

the inclusion of the existing knowledge and understanding of a problem domain when

building artefacts. Methodologies provide computational and mathematical methods

to evaluate the defined artefacts.

Results of design science research are evaluated against the existing environment and

business needs. In the case of successful evaluation, results are added to the knowledge

base for further research and practice. The core of the methodology is called Design

Science Research. It has two main blocks: build design artefacts and processes and

Evaluate. Build design artefacts and processes block is focused on the construction of

artefacts and application of theories and methodologies. It is different if is applied to

design systems or to design research. When designing systems, the existing knowledge

to solve organizational problems is applied using those practices available in the knowl-

edge base. In this situation, design-science research addresses unsolved problems or

improves existing solutions through the existing knowledge.

Design science applied to design research provides artefacts and methods to increase

the knowledge that later is used to solve other known problems. A common problem is

that the existing knowledge is not always available or, even, is non-existent [87]. In that

situation, efforts on trial-and-error have to be performed to create the new artefacts.

The second block, Evaluate requires the definition of the appropriate metrics, data-
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Figure 2: Design Science cycles.

gathering and analysis processes to evaluate the artefact under construction. Evalu-

ation uses the methods available in the knowledge base like: observations, analytics,

experiments, tests or descriptions. Design science research proposes three cycles so that

feedback can be provided as is depicted in Figure 2: a) the relevance cycle boosts and

drives the design cycle, b) the rigor cycle grounds and increases the knowledge base

with results from the research, and c) the design cycle produces appropriate artefacts.

The three cycles are presented in the following paragraphs.

Relevance cycle. The Design research starts at level of the application domain. It is

represented in terms of research requirements describing a market opportunity, a new

problem to be solved or any potential issue to be researched, representing the business

needs. At the same time are defined the acceptance criteria for evaluation of design

artefacts in the application domain. An important issue is that the relevance cycle

captures the business needs that they are iteratively included in the research process.

After the relevance cycle, the design cycle starts. When design is finished and research

results are available, they are passed again to the environment through the relevance

cycle to be assessed against the acceptance criteria defined at the business level. The

cycle iterates to solve deficiencies detected in the developed artefact or if is needed to

change/adapt research requirements. This loop is repeated until the research is consid-

ered finished.

Design cycle. It is the heart of Design science. It is a rapid iteration of activities

to build and evaluate artefacts. This is considered as the hardest work of design sci-

ence. Building is the activity to create/refine artefacts. This activity works at level

of product (the generated artefact) or process (how the artefact is built). At the end

of the iteration, artefacts are evaluated against the defined requirements to satisfy the

acceptance criteria. They are studied under controlled environments to check that they

are in the scope of the current research. Artefacts should be strongly grounded, and

validated using the outcomes from previous cycles.

The cycle is repeated until the artefact is considered finished and ready for validation
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in the application environment. While each cycle is running, new knowledge could be

ready for the inclusion in the knowledge base. There are no specific rules to implement

the design cycle and results could be grounded through different research methods. For

each generated artefact, rigor should be assessed with respect to its applicability and

generalizability in the environment.

Rigor cycle. The rigor cycle addresses how the research is conducted [43]. Rigor

is derived from effective use of the knowledge base. Hevner [43, 44] stated that rigor

cycle provides the past knowledge about a topic based on the state of the art and the

existing artefacts. In conclusion, the main goal of this cycle is to design/maintain the

knowledge base. This cycle is deeply dependent on the researcher skills. The expected

outcomes to the knowledge base are: extension to theories, methods or existing arte-

facts, new artefacts and processes. The application of the rigor cycle should ensure

that contributions generated in the design cycle are not merely interpretations of the

existing knowledge.

Design Science known limitations. Design science presents also some known limi-

tations identified by Hevner [44]. Design science is still very young compared to other

disciplines. In addition, there are a small number of artefacts available in the knowledge

base to represent accurately all the business environments. As a direct consequence,

most of the advances in design science are based on the intuition of researchers and

trial-and-error experiments. Another important challenge is that technology runs faster

than research, and some design results are adopted by companies before they appear in

the research literature, producing a lack of theoretical validation. In addition, there are

no specific rules to implement the design cycle and results could be grounded through

different research methods. This cycle is where design science could be combined with

other empirical methods (qualitative or quantitative). Last but not the least, as pointed

out by Markus [64] artefacts may not be generalized to different environments because

they are obtained from a single project in a controlled environment. Therefore, more

efforts are required to support the artefact generalization.

Annex II.2 Guidelines to apply Design Science

his section presents how to build a reference-model applying design science following

the guidelines proposed by Hevner [43]. In brief, these guidelines have been written to

create innovative artefacts (Guideline 1, G1) in the context of an environment and to

solve specific problems (G2). To validate the usefulness of the artefact is also important

(G3); but as important as validation is to prove that artefacts built are innovative to
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solve the problem (G4). Artefacts should be constructed in a rigorous way (G5) building

a problem space and defining mechanisms to find an effective solution (G6). Finally,

results should be communicated to audience (G7).

The following subsections describe how each guideline has been applied in the building

of the reference-model.

Guideline 1: Design as artefact

The first guideline proposed by Hevner [43] recommended designing solutions in terms

of artefacts as mechanisms to solve problems. Hevner described that theories, models,

constructs and methods applied in the development of information systems are the ap-

propriate tools to build IT artefacts. The key of applying design science is to identify

the artefacts and their types that will be built during the research.

In our research two are the main goals: the first is to build and IT artefact being a

reference-model for product innovation assessment models. The second is to build a tool

to enable the generation of questionnaires based on instances of the reference-model

representing product innovation assessment models. The reference-model will be build

based on the existing literature about the assessment of product innovation.

In addition, those instances built by instantiating the reference-model and assessments

performed with these instances could also be considered IT artefacts.

Summarizing four main types of artefacts will be produced: the reference-model, in-

stances of the reference-model to represent product innovation assessment models, a

tool to generate questionnaires based on instances of the reference-model and, finally,

assessments of products.

Guideline 2: Problem relevance

The second guideline is focused on the problem to be solved and how to justify the

need of the research. Problem relevance is related to describe the phenomena under

study and its environment to enable and drive the development of the artefact. The

phenomenon is the problem to solve described in terms of requirements. The problem

is framed in an environment that imposes constraints upon a system [43]. The prob-

lem relevance could be defined in different ways: describing the actual state and the

expected goals, describing processes among others.

In the case of our research, our interest is focused on product innovation assessment

applied to Software intensive Systems (SiS) from different perspectives: assessment

models, existing approaches, and the assessment process.
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Innovation in SiS plays an important role enabling information and communication

technologies (ICT) to contribute to be a driver of the global economic growth. In 2010,

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) pointed out that

ICT innovation is driving the growth in some sectors, such as the Internet [77]. Other

sectors like automotive or healthcare SiS are becoming complex [6] and innovation is

opening new market opportunities [87, 7].

Therefore, there is a need in companies to understand the impact of innovation in

their products, justifying the existence of models to assess product innovation. So, the

environment and business needs in the assessment process determine the type of the

assessment model, the dimensions and factors and their relationships that represent

the assessment model.

Guideline 3: Design evaluation

The third guideline is targeted in the validation of the artefacts designed. The utility,

quality, and efficacy of a design artefact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-

executed evaluation methods. Evaluation is the most critical component of design

science [43] because it analyses how the IT artefact is integrated with the environment.

Due the nature of design science based on iterative and incremental processes, the evalu-

ation feedback becomes essential in the design process. Design is complete and effective

when it satisfies the requirements and constraints determined by the environment and

business needs. Hevner [43] summarized typical evaluation methods like observational,

analytical, experimental, testing or descriptive. In the case of our research a descriptive

approach based on informed arguments is the most suitable. It consists of the use of

information from knowledge base to provide arguments to demonstrate the utility of

the artefacts. It was selected by the nature of the IT artefact that is expected to build

and the systematic process applied while building.

In addition, artefacts will be experimentally validated. Instances of the reference-model

will be built to check the feasibility of the reference-model and software products will

be assessed through these instances to get evidences of the impact of innovation factors.

Guideline 4: Research contributions

The fourth guideline provided by Hevner [43] was focused on the expected research

contributions at the end of the process. Design-science research must provide clear and

verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artefact, design foundations, and/or

design methodologies. At least one of these three types of contributions is expected: the
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artefact to solve the proposed problem; foundations to extend the existing knowledge

in term of models, methods or instantiations; and methodologies.

In the case of our research, there are no further works either about product innovation

assessment applied to software intensive systems or innovation factors to assess product

innovation. Therefore, the following contributions are proposed: a reference-model

based on dimensions and factors, a tool to build innovation assessment questionnaires

based on instances of the reference-model and assessment of different software products.

These contributions will help companies to advance our understanding of the impact

of some innovation factors in the scope of SiS.

Guideline 5: Research rigor

Rigor is the fifth guideline. Design-science research relies upon the application of rig-

orous methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design artefact. Rigor

addresses the way in which research is conducted. Hevner [43]reported that design

science needs the application of rigorous methods in the construction and evaluation of

the designed artefact.

One of the challenges of design science is how to conduct the design cycle. It has not

been clearly defined and depending on how design is performed the rigor could be im-

pacted.

In this stage and to increase the level of rigor in our research we propose to combine

design science with thematic synthesis in the building process. In this way, the process

to build the artefact is driven by the steps defined by thematic synthesis and the vali-

dation of the reference-model is done while the artefact is built. Additional validation

is achieved by the instantiation of existing product innovation assessment models to

demonstrate that feasibility of the artefact.

The inclusion of thematic synthesis does no impact directly on the design evaluation.

Nevertheless, models designed with thematic synthesis must be built to be successful,

with the acceptance criteria defined by the business needs. Therefore, the obtained

model and the environment will depend on each other; this should be considered in the

relevance cycle. The fact of applying thematic synthesis in the design cycle of design

science provides an IT artefact build over a well-grounded research methodology.

Artefact validation is an important task. As it was proposed by Wieringa [110], in

the building process of the reference-model two types of validity have been considered:

Internal and external. Through the internal validation the reference-model it is checked

against the defined requirements in the context of software products. External validity

is based on the application of the reference-model to different application domains to
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understand if the model is instantiated as it was predicted and to understand what

would happen with changes in the model.

Guideline 6: Design as a search process

The sixth guideline addresses the building process. Hevner [43] provided recommen-

dations to drive the design activities. He proposed to consider the artefact design as a

search process to discover an effective solution but no specific guidelines to drive the

research were provided. Abstraction and representation techniques help researchers to

build the appropriate artefacts. The integration of design science with other research

methodology enrich the design process. This process is driven by the requirements that

are defined and constrained by the environment.

In our research we complemented design science with thematic synthesis in the design

activities. The fact of using thematic synthesis helps to build the artefact in an iter-

ative and incremental way using conceptual modelling and view integration following

the Wieringa recommendations [113]. The artefact design process was driven by the

concepts identified in the product innovation assessment domain. Each new identified

concept is added to the artefact and then the evolved artefact is evaluated against re-

quirements to check that no constraints have been omitted. In the next section we will

describe how the design process has been performed.

Guideline 7: Communication of research

The last guideline proposed by Hevner [43] is related to how results will be disseminated.

Design-science research must be presented effectively both to technology-oriented as

well as management-oriented audiences. The communication research must describe

how to use the artefacts build; but also the benefits offered by the artefact.

In the case of our research, two levels of communication will be managed: one to

researchers and the other to business. The communication with researchers will cover

details about how the reference-model has been developed, implemented and could be

instantiated. This level enables other researchers to enrich and extend the reference-

model. The second communication level is materialized in the assessment of products

by instantiating the reference-model. The expected audience are those companies that

are developing SiS and that they want to assess their products from the innovation

point of view.

In addition, as one of the artefacts is a web tool to perform the assessment of products

from the innovation perspective, the website will reinforce the communication channel.
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The website will establish the repeatability of the assessment and will let researchers

to build knowledge about the impact of innovation factors on software products.

Annex II.3 Thematic Synthesis

Thematic Synthesis is research synthesis for identifying, analysing, and reporting pat-

terns from data [25, 99]. As a research synthesis, it integrates findings concerning to

a research question extracted from the observation of different sources. Thematic syn-

thesis organizes data over different aspects and these data are enriched with details to

facilitate their understanding and the reporting.

Thematic synthesis is built over steps. The first approach presented by Thomas and

Harden [99] is based on three steps: coding, theme grouping and analytical themes.

Later in 2011, Cruzes and Dyb enriched the approach with guides and recommenda-

tions for Software Engineering [25]. The approach proposed, and that was applied in

this research, consists of five steps: extract data, code data, translate codes into themes,

create a model of high order themes and assess the trustworthiness of the synthesis.

The first activity consists of document selection. It has two well identified actions: the

first one is to select of a set papers obtained from search results satisfying the selection

criteria. At this first stage is enough to read the title and the abstract. The second part

consist of reading the entire papers and proceed with data extraction. Data extraction

is a key part of the work. Before starting with data extraction is highly recommended

to read the entire part of the publications get immersed with data. During this step,

initial ideas and draft versions of patterns could be shaped.

Data extraction is based on the selection of texts to be analysed in an explicit and

consistent way. These texts could be available in the knowledge base or if not, they

could be added to it to increase the level of knowledge. The relevant information to be

collected is: publication details (author, years, title, abstract, aims), context descrip-

tion(subject, technologies, environment) and findings (results, events, quotes).

Next step is Coding. It consists of identifying the relevant concepts across the data set

previously selected. Each concept, category, finding or result have an assigned code.

These codes could already exist in the knowledge base or could be added as new codes.

Codes are descriptive labels that are applied to parts of the text under study[25]. A

good code is one that captures the qualitative richness of the phenomenon [13]. Codes

could refer either to concepts or links between concepts or context characteristics. Cod-

ing is a risky process because it is a critical step in thematic synthesis. Cruzes and

Dyb̊a[25] highlighted that the use of general codes, assigning codes out of the context
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and identify what one wants to read and not what is written are the most typical prob-

lems when coding.

The third step is to translate code into themes. Codes represent the pieces of informa-

tion valuable for the research, but they cover so many different points of view that they

are not manageable. Therefore they should be translated into themes with higher level

of abstraction. Codes provides significance and identity to a set of codes by capturing

the nature of the experience as a whole[29]. Themes help researchers to elaborate cog-

nitive maps of the phenomenon.

The fourth step is to create a model of higher-order themes. Researchers should ex-

plore codes and their relations to create a model of high order themes. The model

should be driven by the original research questions and it is grounded in the emerged

contents. As it was pointed out by Cruzes and Dyb̊a[25], models can be represented

in different ways: description of high order themes, taxonomies, a model or a theory.

These outputs from qualitative studies can be helpful in the generation of hypothesis

about causal links between analysed data[14]. Cruzes and Dyb̊a[25] proposed to build

the model in four steps:

1. Review theme by theme and mappings between codes and themes obtained in the

previous step.

2. Identify the links between themes and annotating evidences.

3. Assess the obtained links with prior researches if they are available.

4. Create the appropriate outputs.

Last step, but not the least, is an attempt to assess the trustworthiness of the synthe-

sis results. It depends on the quality and the quantity of the found evidences. The

results to be trustworthy should be, at least, credible, conformable, stable over time

and transferable. Presenting results in a way that allows readers to find other interpre-

tations is a way to increase the trustworthiness of results because they will contribute

to enrich readers knowledge about the research topic. Figure 3 depicts the steps of the

methodology.

Annex II.4 Extending design science with thematic synthe-

sis

This section describes how both research methodologies have been integrated to provide

a more powerful framework to build the product innovation assessment reference-model.
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Figure 3: Thematic synthesis overview.

First subsection presents a brief overview of thematic synthesis and the second describes

the integration of both research methodologies.

Integrated research framework

Figure 10 shows the complete research framework extending design science with the-

matic synthesis to build a reference-model to assess innovation in Software intensive

Systems. The artefact building process was driven by the guidelines provided by

Hevner [43] to conduct design science research.

The first step is to determine the research environment where to apply design science.

In the previous section and also reported in [117] were pointed out that there is need

in the market to understand the factors that impacts on innovation when creating

successful products but no global assessment models focused on product have been

developed. Our goal in this research is fill this gap having an artefact representing

a reference-model to support the product innovation assessment of software products.

The environment for this research is represented by the existing literature about assess-

ment models applied to product innovation. To determine the environment, a SLR was

conducted and reported in [117]. As result of the SLR 13 publications were identified

referring to product innovation assessment models, stating the problem relevance and
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Figure 4: Example of free-line annotation and coding.

covering the guideline 2 proposed by Hevner [43].

Those documents revealed that product innovation assessment is performed through

factors classified into families and giving values to each factor on each dimension. It

was also reported that depending on the weights assigned to factors two types of assess-

ment are commonly used: un-weighted and weighted. If all of the factors have the same

weight, the model is considered un-weighted, that is, all of them have the same impact.

In the case of having different weights the assessment model is considered weighted.

The reference-model must support the instantiation of the existing assessment models

to provide its validity what represents acceptance criteria for the developed artefact.

The next step is to start the design cycle. This cycle has been implemented by applying

thematic synthesis. As Creswell reported [23] it is the most useful methodology to cap-

ture complexity from evidences. Thematic synthesis provides a rigorous constructionist

method to provide answers to specific questions [25, 99]. Source data, representing ev-

idences, are analysed through five steps to build high-order models.

The first two steps for data extracting and coding were performed by free-line anno-

tation. The use of tools for qualitative analysis helps to manage a huge number of

annotations and codes. In the case of our research, Atlas Ti R©were used to handle

the annotations (or quotation in Atlas.Ti R©terminology) and codes. Each quotation

could have assigned one or more codes depending on the number of concepts referred

by the text. Figure 4 shows an example of the free-line annotation and coding. The

line highlighted was quoted and labelled its elements: the name, dimension and impact

of the factor.

The next step was to process codes and translating to themes. I.e., all the codes refer-

ring to innovation factors were grouped into a theme code Factor. The same was done

with the rest of the concepts annotated in the analysed documents. At the end of the

third step, all the documents representing the environment were annotated, coded and

categorized. The fourth step was to create a model based on high-order concepts. It is

not a simple task. As it is proposed by Dyb̊aand Cruzes the use of visual representation

and the building of thematic maps are highly recommended. These thematic maps were
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Figure 5: Example of network of concepts built by Atlas.Ti.

built with the Atlas.Ti R©facilities to build network of concepts to show relationships

between themes. This process is performed to each document of the environment. Fig-

ure 5 depicts a view of the network obtained when processing the Balachandra et al.

journal paper [9] representing product innovation.

The network is composed by three main elements: quotations obtained from the free-

line annotation, codes and relationships between concepts. Increasing the level of ab-

straction from Figure 5 removing quotations, a more conceptual view is obtained and

depicted in Figure 6.

Managing the networks for each document and integrating the obtained views, a high-

order model was synthetized. For each concept existing on available views, it was

analysed and integrated in the reference model to achieve: completeness, correctness

and minimality. Therefore, each view was integrated into a global schema that will

become the reference-model for product innovation assessment. This synthesis was ac-

complished by the integration of conceptual modelling with design science as it was

explained by Wieringa in [113]. The reference-model obtained is depicted in Figure 7.

The last step about trustworthiness of the synthesis it was achieved by the construction

process. The obtained reference model is complete in the scope of the defined environ-

ment due to all the documents obtained in the SLR were processed and analysed. The

reference-model is also correct in the scope of the environment because it satisfies the

acceptance criteria defined with the environment. The product innovation assessment
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Figure 6: Abstraction obtained from a network of concepts.

Figure 7: Reference-model for product innovation assessment.
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Figure 8: Assessment questionnaire built for the Balachandra et al. model [9].

models provided by the environment could be instantiated from the reference-model.

And finally it is the minimal model that represents product innovation assessment mod-

els since each identified concept in the environment has been added once and only once

in the model. Figure 8 shows the assessment questionnaire built by instantiating the

reference-model for the model described by Balachandra el al. [9]; and Figure 9 shows

the result of the assessment of Skype.

Finally artefacts produced in design science are included in the knowledge base. In the

case of our research, two artefacts were added to the knowledge base: the reference-

model for product innovation assessment and a tool to build questionnaires based on

instances of the reference-model. Figure 10 shows the complete framework extending

design science with thematic synthesis to identify the product innovation reference-

model in Software intensive Systems. The environment is represented by the existing

literature available in the market. Each document of the environment is analysed to

identify the factors and dimensions applying thematic synthesis in the design cycle.

Finally when artefacts are validated against the environment they are included in the

knowledge base.
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Figure 9: Result of the product innovation assessment of Skype.

Figure 10: Proposed framework integrating Design science and thematic synthesis.
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Annex III. Description of factors

This annex describes the innovation factors that have been applied in

the evaluation of software products described in Chapter 6. This annex is

structured into two sections, Section 7.3 presents the list of factors for each

dimension considered in the assessment of software products. The list of

factors was proposed by Balachandra et al. [9] and they represent factors

that are identified in the literature as factors that impact in product inno-

vation. Factors are organized into four dimensions: Environment, Market,

Organization and Technology.

The description of each factor is available in the literature, but these defini-

tions are not specific to software products. Section 7.3 presents each factor

as it is described in the literature and in the case of different meanings

applied to software, an interpretation is provided. So, each factor is rep-

resented by its general definition, impact, interpretation in the case of SiS

and, finally, guidelines to rate the impact of the factor.
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Annex III.1 List of factors

This annex presents a table with the list of factors impacting on each dimension. These

tables are structured as follows: column Factor represents the name of the factor, col-

umn Effect represents the type of impact of each factor. It could be positive (repre-

sented by +), negative (represented by -) or both (represented by *). Column Freq.

(Frequency) represents how many times a factor has been considered relevant by the

literature analysed by Balachandra et al [9]. Column Rate represents the ratio between

its frequency and the total number of factors citation of the table, this value provides

additional information about the relevance of the factor. Column Aggreg. Rate (Ag-

gregate Rate) obtain the accumulated sum of rates. Column Skype contains values

obtained in the evaluation of Skype. Finally, column Evidences represents the number

of evidences of each factor identified in the literature to support the results for Skype.

All the tables are sorted by column Frequency. The last row on each table represents

the total number of factors citations and evidences; they are obtained as the sum of

columns Rate and Evidences.

The analysis of the evolution of the aggregate rate, reveals an asymptotic behaviour of

this value. Fig 11 shows this behaviour in the case of the factors proposed by Balachan-

dra et al. [9]. This behaviour permits that when the number of factors is large, such

as for organization or market dimensions, to define an accuracy limit, to determine the

number of factors that could be used in the evaluation to achieve a determined level

of confidence [8]. This method ensures that those factors with the highest frequency

have been considered in the evaluation. Therefore, not all the factors are used in the

assessment process. There is a bold line on each table to represent that accuracy limit

around 70%. It was reported by [117] that the average to achieve this accuracy rate

is 50% of the factors. This means that with only 50% of the factors with the highest

frequencies is achieved an accuracy limit of 70% for each dimension.
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Figure 11: Design Science cycles.
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Annex III.2 Factor’s definition

The complete list of references for each factor is available in literature review performed

by Balachandra et al.[9] in Table III. These definitions have been obtained from the

referred literature and, in some cases, additional references have been included. Each

factor is presented as follows: first a brief factor explanation, then the impact type

(positive, negative or both), the third how the factor could be interpreted from the

Software Intensive System perspective, and finally how to measure the factor consid-

ering a discrete scale composed by five values: very low, low, medium, high and very

high.

Annex III.2.1 Environment

Available Resources or Raw material

• Explanation: Raw material is a material or substance used in the primary

production or manufacturing of a good. The more certain the supply of nec-

essary raw materials or components, the greater are the chances of business

success.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it concerns with the components

(software and hardware) and their stability needed to implement the system.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when all the components are

available and stable and with Very low when most of the needed resources

will be provided by external companies or when they are not mature enough.

Government Regulations

• Explanation: It represents when the legislative and executive branches set

and enact laws that determine how a specific task, business, or industry are

supposed to run.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when government regulations are

defined and no changes are expected and with Very low when there are no

government regulations yet but they are expected to be defined in the future

what could require companies to make extensive changes resulting in greatly

Increased costs for the final product. In this case Very low represents a

negative impact.
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Industry restructure opportunity

• Explanation: A new entrant can become the dominant competitor when

it makes technological breakthroughs in a stagnant industry, particularly

when the new entrant has strong patent protection and competitors are

small and fragmented. Also a basic innovation in an existing market offers

opportunities to capture downstream use or application markets.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is breaking the

market and competitors are small and fragmented and with Very low when

the product is part of a market with many competitors. In this case Very

low represents a negative impact.

Political/Social factors

• Explanation: It represents political or social factors that could impact in

product development like Antitrust, Ecology, Foreign exchange, Geography

or Sovereign rights.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values:. It should be rated with Very high when product development is

not affected by political or social factors outside the company and with Very

low when product development depends on political or social institutions.

In this case Very low represents a negative impact.

Public interest on product

• Explanation: Public interest is a principle by which the government can

request that sensitive documents are not used as evidence in a trial, on the

grounds that to do so would be against the public or national interest [86].

It represents in which the whole society has a stake and which warrants

recognition, promotion, and protection by the government and its agencies.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is considered

as relevant to a mass population or market and with Very low when the

product is targeted to a tight market or population.
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Product liability

• Explanation: The legal liability a manufacturer or trader incurs for produc-

ing or selling a faulty product; in that case the product could be innovative

but the impact is reduced. It measures the responsibility of the company to

ensure that products are safe and do not cause injury to users [70, 85].

• Impact type: Negative.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, however, is now the principle control-

ling element in many industrial and consumer products. It is so pervasive

that it is found in just about every product that is labelled electronic. Soft-

ware can cause products to do strange and even terrifying things. Software

bugs and errors could mean injuries or damages.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the risk of injuries is high

and with Very low when the risk of injuries is very low, but they could

happen. In the case of no injuries risk, this factor should be rated as Not

Applicable.

Risk Distribution

• Explanation: The commercial success of the product does not depend on

the narrow line of production and market. Therefore, it measures how the

environment could affect to the product distribution.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it measures if the product success is

independent of distribution channel or if the distribution channel is limiting

the product.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product could be dis-

tributed by many distribution channels and markets and with Very low when

the distribution channel is very restrictive.
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Annex III.2.2 Market

Competitive environment

• Explanation: The competitive environment, also known as the market struc-

ture, is the dynamic system in which business competes. The state of the

system as a whole limits the flexibility of your business. It describes the ease

of market entry.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market entry barriers

are low and with Very low when it is hard to access to the market.

Competitor analysis

• Explanation: It is a strategic technique used to evaluate outside competitors.

The analysis seeks to identify weaknesses and strengths that a company’s

competitors may have, and then use that information to improve efforts

within the company. Three factors are important in analyzing the compe-

tition. The first is the ability of a competitor to take defensive measures; a

well-managed company with low costs and a strong cash flow might easily

fend off competitors. The second is patent protection; an innovation is likely

to have more success if it has strong patent protection against competitors.

The third is the pace of change in the technology; if innovation occurs quickly

in an area, a new development may be obsolete in only a few years.

• Impact type: positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when very few competitors are

in the market and with Very low there are several competitors providing

similar products or services.

Early analysis of market and competitors

• Explanation: It measures if a market analysis has been performed in ad-

vance. The competitor analysis may give the toughest time, especially if the

company is new to the marketplace.

• Impact type: Negative.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.
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• Values: It should be rated with Very high when a market analysis has not

been performed in advance to the product development and with Very low

when a market analysis has been performed before.

Early to market

• Explanation: It measures if the market is mature enough to accept the

product.

• Impact type: Negative.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market is not mature

to accept the product because the product is disruptive and with Very low

when the market is mature to accept the new product.

Few competitors

• Explanation: Few competitors mean fewer firms are competing for the same

customers and resources.“Relatively Few Competitors” will have a long-term

positive impact, which adds to its value. This statements will have a short-

term positive impact, which adds to its value. This qualitative factor will

lead to a decrease in costs.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when few competitors are in the

market and with Very low too many competitors are in the market.

High Contribution margin

• Explanation: The contribution margin is the marginal profit per unit sale,

and is the sum of a company’s turnover minus their direct costs. This factor

measures how flexible is the contribution margin.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation:In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company has flexibility

to fix the marginal profit and with Very low when the profit is fixed by the

market and the existing competitors.

Life cycle of product
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• Explanation: If the product is in the growth phase of its life cycle the rate

of new product introduction will be high, which leads to a higher degree

of success . If it is in the infancy stage the product may still not be fully

developed resulting in many false starts. On the other hand, a mature

product will require enormous resources in order to introduce new variations.

Most high technology projects are in the infancy or the growth stage.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is in the growth

phase and with Very low when the product is in the infancy or the market

is too mature.

Lower cost

• Explanation: It measures if the product is providing a lower cost than other

competitors existing in the same category. Will the product offer to the

customer in terms of unique features the lower cost?

• Impact type: positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when it is able to put on the

market the product at lower prices than competitors with the same features

and with Very low when there are some other products from competitors

with the same features and at lower prices.

Market analysis

• Explanation: An evaluation of the market for a company’s goods and ser-

vices. Research that offers assistance in forecasting price trends for stocks

and bonds. Market analysis may concentrate on fundamental factors in-

cluding earnings, inflation, and costs, or it may be directed at technical

considerations such as trading volume and price charts.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company has performed

a market analysis for the product before to be put in the market and with

Very low when there is not a market analysis for the product. It means a

high risk.
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Market existence

• Explanation: It measures if is there any existing market or if this product is

creating a new market. An existing marketing and distribution system which

can present and distribute the new product is a real asset to a project.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it could be interpreted as if the market

is ready to accept the new functionality provided the product.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market is mature enough

or is requesting new functionalities and it ready to accept new products and

with Very low when the market is comfortable with the existing products

and it is not demanding new functionalities.

Meet customer needs/wants

• Explanation: It measures if the product is developed because there is a

identified of customer needs/wants.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is driven by

a custormer who has a need and with Very low when there is no a final

customer defining the product.

Number of end users

• Explanation: It measures the number of end users in relationship with the

market size. In their enthusiasm, the originators may perceive their new idea

to be applicable in a number of widely unconnected markets . Unfortunately,

much fruitless effort will be spent in designing a general product which can

be used in a variety of situations . This results in a loss of focus in product

design.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the number of users is

enough to keep the product focused and with Very low when the number of

users is small, so that companies tend to design a general product reducing

the innovation.
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Perceived value

• Explanation: A customer’s opinion of a product’s value to him or her. It may

have little or nothing to do with the product’s market price, and depends

on the product’s ability to satisfy his or her needs or requirements. It is an

important marketing concept. It lies at the heart of marketing and deals

solely with the customer’s perception of a product. Perceived value is a

consolidated measure because it takes into account subjective perceptions

with limits placed on it by price and other objective costs.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation:In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the user consider that

product is providing a high value and customers perceive that the product

will help them and with Very low when it is not clear how much value is

providing the product.

Probability of commercial success

• Explanation: Even when the allocation of funding into different classifica-

tions increases the odds of funding a riskier R&D project, it is still necessary

to allocate funds within each classification. A possible approach for deciding

between projects is to use expected commercial value (ECV), which amal-

gamates the probabilities of success into a more standard net present value

calculation.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when it is expected a commer-

cial success and with Very low when it is unknown or it is not clear the

commercial success.

Rate of new product introduction

• Explanation: If new products or significant adaptations are introduced In

the market fairly regularly, say once in six months or less, it demonstrates

that there is a great deal of product Innovation taking place and that the

market has not stabilized. Therefore, any new product with improvements

over existing products has a good chance of being successful . For example

if one is in the digital watch industry, any new gimmick on a new watch
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design, provided it meets other market considerations, has a good chance

of success . Moreover, since so many different designs are being introduced,

another new one is unlikely to be seriously hurt in the market.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS the time frame is less than six month.

It is typical to launch new versions every three months. Due to the nature

of software the rate of new product could be high in opening market.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the number of product

introduction is growing for a market and with Very low the number of new

products in the market is very low or even null.

Response to growing markets

• Explanation: Emerging markets are those countries that have growing economies

and a growing middle class. Some of these countries were once poor, and

some still have high rates of poverty. Many are undergoing profound social

and political change for the better. A sector of the economy experiencing

a higher-than-average growth rate. Growth industries are often associated

with new or pioneer industries that did not exist in the past and their growth

is related to consumer demand for the new products or services offered by

the firms within the industry.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS growing markets are not related with

growing economies but to new sectors where SiS are applied.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is become a

pioneer in the market and with Very low the product does not belong to a

growing market but a well established market.

Risk Distribution

• Explanation: The commercial success of the product does not depend on

the narrow line of production and market. Therefore, it measures how the

environment could affect to the product distribution.

• Impact type: Positive. SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it measures if the

product success is independent of distribution channel or if the distribution

channel is limiting the product.

• Impact type: positive.
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• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it measures if the product success is

independent of distribution channel or if the distribution channel is limiting

the product accessing to the market.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market is accessible

without limitation of the existing distribution channels and with Very low

when the market distribution channel is very restrictive.

Sales/profit potential

• Explanation: It measures if the gross sale decreases that also affect the profits

by decreasing them because the gross sales are the total amount of the sale

before any discounts or allowances are made on the sale. If the gross sales

increase then the amount of profit also increases because the more company

sells the more the company has the potential to make more profit. It the

project will not be profitable enough around 40% before-tax return it should

be abandoned.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the factor is greater than

40 % and with Very low when the factor is less than 40%

Slow growth market

• Explanation: An increase in the demand for a particular product or service

over time. Market growth can be slow if consumers do not adopt a high

demand or rapid if consumers find the product or service useful for the price

level. For example, a new technology might only be marketable to a small set

of consumers, but as the price of the technology decreases and its usefulness

in every day life increases, more consumers could increase demand. A market

that currently exhibits low trading volumes and/or low volatility levels. The

term slow market can be used to describe a market with few issues coming up

for sale to investors through initial public offerings and secondary offerings in

the equity markets, or through new issuance in the corporate bond market.

• Impact type: Negative.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market growth is very

slow considering a mature market and with Very low when the growth is

slow but the market is quite new.
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Strength of market

• Explanation: Market strength is a broad term that can mean a lot of things,

depending on how we define it. Market strength can be a measure of a

market’s power to perform either on a relative basis (vs. other markets) or

on an absolute basis (vs. its own historical levels of momentum and investor

participation).

• Impact type: positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market has a huge

amount of potential users and there are some other products in the market

and with Very low when the market is not solid or it is starting.

Client acceptance

• Explanation: It refers to the final stage in the implementation process, at

which time the ultimate efficacy of the project is to be determined. Too

often project managers make the mistake of believing that if they handle the

other stages of the implementation process well, the client (either internal or

external to the organization) will accept the resulting project. In fact, client

acceptance is a stage in project implementation that must be managed like

any other.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is the last

stage of development and with Very low when the product is still under

development.
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Annex III.2.3 Organization

Commitment of project workers

• Explanation: It is the perception among the project team than the project

is going to be completed successfully. Some factors contributing to commit-

ment include loyalty to project leader, ego satisfaction, and a sense of liking

for the project and the resulting new product.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation:. In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the team has the perception

about the success of the project and with Very low it is not clear if the project

is going to be finished.

Communication

• Explanation: The need for adequate communication channels is extremely

important in creating an atmosphere for successful project implementation.

Communication is not only essential within the project team itself, but be-

tween the team and the rest of the organization as well as with the clients.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product could be devel-

oped with very few or none communication dependency with the customer

and with Very low when communication with customer or development team

is critical for the project success.

Correct distribution channel

• Explanation: The path through which product and services travel from the

vendor to the consumer or payments for those products travel from the con-

sumer to the vendor. A distribution channel can be as short as a direct

transaction from the vendor to the consumer, or may include several in-

terconnected intermediaries along the way such as wholesalers, distributors,

agents and retailers. Each intermediary receives the item at one pricing

point and moves it to the next higher pricing point until it reaches the final

buyer.

• Impact type: Positive.
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• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is focused on the different distri-

bution channels and the impact that these channels have in the product

distribution. Is the product available to direct download from Internet? Do

customer need special channels to access to the product?

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the success does not depends

on the distribution channel and with Very low when the product success

depends on the distribution channel.

Create, Make market interface

• Explanation: It determines the dependency relationship between the market

and the product and how the product will/is accessing to the market.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the access to the market

already exists and the product is going to use it and with Very low when it

is critical to have a clear interface to access to the market and the product

should create the interface.

Demand for quick result

• Explanation: An important part of evaluating the chances of carrying a

project through to a successful conclusion is evaluating the patience of the

supporting organization. Projects which start paying off soon are, everything

else being equal, to be preferred over projects that have a distant payout. If

there is not going to be enough patience, it may be best not to start. One of

the worst mistakes that can be made in starting a project is to adopt, under

pressure, an impossible time schedule and then miss the time check points

built into the schedule.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when there is patience enough

to start paying off and with Very low when there is not going to be enough

patience to start paying off soon.

Effectiveness of project manager

• Explanation: In high-tech firms the design features of the product can change

a number of tunes due to the changing nature of the technology, and to
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unexpected events in the wider environment. If the project manager can-

not effectively handle these changes and incorporate them into the design,

the project may become obsolete even before its completion. The effective-

ness with which the project manager handles changes in the technology and

adapts to the environment is a key factor in the successful completion of the

project.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the project requires that the

project manager handle changes in the environment and technology very fast;

therefore the project manager needs to have the ability to handle changes in

a fast way and with Very low when the project does not require to react in

a fast way when the environment or technology is changing and therefore,

the project manager does not need to be able to handle changes.

Effects on other business

• Explanation: When successful completion of a new project would put the

sponsoring organization in competition with one of its good customers for

another product. A perception that introducing a new project might hurt

existing profitable businesses will almost certainly defeat proposals that the

new project be implemented. One should try to identify such conflicts early.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when there are no other projects

at the same time for the same team in competition in the same company

and with Very low when there are other projects in competition in the same

company.

Emphasize Marketing

• Explanation: It determines if product type/innovation strategy is related to

R&D/marketing programs and the market environment, and that R&D/marketing

decisions, market characteristics, and product type/innovation strategy all

influence new product sales performance.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.
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• Values: It should be rated with Very high when sales do not depend on

marketing campaigns and with Very low when marketing decisions have a

deep impact on product sales.

Error free production

• Explanation: To measure how sensible is the product to errors while pro-

ducing it.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation In the case of SiS, this factor measures the level of testing

performed to assure that the product is error free.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is going to be

tested exhaustively previous to be on the market and with Very low when

no specific testing processes are needed.

High Level Management support

• Explanation: Top management’s support of the project may involve aspects

such as allocation of sufficient resources (including financial, manpower,

time, etc.) as well as project management’s confidence in their support

in the event of crisis. It represents how confident is the Top management in

the success of the project.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the Top management of the

company is supporting the project and with Very low when the project is

supported by departments but there is not a clear support from the com-

pany’s structure.

Inexpensive development

• Explanation: It measures the investment needed to develop the product.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way. Could

the product be developed with the resources available in the company?.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company has resources

enough to develop the product and with Very low when the company does

not have resources enough and it should make an investment to develop the

product.
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Internal competition

• Explanation: Competition from another project for similar resources, in

many cases, can act as a catalyst for successful project completion. The

demand for the resources can force the project leader and his team to put

in extra effort to complete the project successfully. Even if the groups are

not working on the same project, the simple presence of multiple demands

for resources may enhance the motivation of the project team.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is receiving

synergies from existing or previous development in the company and with

Very low when the project is not receiving synergies from other projects

from the company.

Management and other skills

• Explanation: It measures if the company has people involved to cover all

the skills that are needed in the product development.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when all the skills needed for the

project are covered by the company and with Very low when most of the

requested skills are missing.

Meeting cost schedules

• Explanation: It measures how frequently schedules are revised. As much

revision the cost is increased.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the project is managed in a

way where very few review meetings are need and schedules are revised very

few and with Very low when schedules are revised frequently.

Markets and Technique are strength

• Explanation: It measures the company strength in market and techniques.

As much strength is the company as better results will be obtained and it

will be easy to access to the market.
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• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company is strength

in the market and the technology needed to develop the product and with

Very low both market and technology are new for the company.

Monitoring and feedback

• Explanation: Monitoring and feedback refer to the project control process

by which, at each stage of the project implementation, key personnel receive

feedback on how the project is comparing to initial projections. Making al-

lowances for adequate monitoring and feedback mechanisms gives the project

manager the ability to anticipate problems, to oversee corrective measures,

and to ensure that no deficiencies are overlooked. For our model, Monitor-

ing and Feedback refers not only to project schedule and budget, but also

to monitoring performance of members of the project team.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is developed

with fast feedback loops and with Very low when the product is developed

without any feedback.

Newness to firm

• Explanation: It measures if the product is new to the company or not. A

product that is new to the firm is not a plus.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case od SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is not completely

new because the company has a background and with Very low when the

product is completely new and, therefore, the knowledge about both the

product and market is limited.

Organization plans

• Explanation: It measures if the organization has defined ideas about the

types of business it wants to be in and the directions in which it wants to

grow. These ideas are defined in long range plans, policies, statements of
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objectives and so forth. A project will be much more warmly received if it

fits these stated perceptions of the type of projects desired.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company has established

plans to develop the product and with Very low when there are no clear

directions in which the company wants to grow.

Potential interest of technical staff

• Explanation: In the evaluation of technical feasibility, the adequacy of tech-

nical staff resources to carry out a project are considered. The Environment

question is whether the project is likely to attract the interest and enthusi-

asm of the technical staff. If the technical staff does become interested in a

project, the members will work nights as well as days, improve their skills

related to doing the project and take an active rather than a passive role in

solving problems. The chances of a project succeeding are greatly enhanced

by real technical staff interest.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the technical staff is inter-

ested in the project and with Very low when there is no special interest in

the staff about the project.

Project mission

• Explanation: It measures if the product has clear and understandable goals

as well as ultimate benefits at the outset, not only by the project team

involved, but by the other departments in the organization. The goals of

the project are in line with the general goals of the organization.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the goal of the product are

clearly stated and aligned with the company and with Very low when the

neither the goals are stated nor the product is aligned with the company

strategy.

Project schedule
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• Explanation: Project schedule refers to the importance of developing a de-

tailed plan of the required stages of the implementation process. As devel-

oped in our model, Project Schedule/Plan refers to the degree to which time

schedules, milestones, manpower, and equipment requirements are specified.

Further, the schedule should include a satisfactory measurement system as

a way of judging actual performance against budget and time allowances.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product development

has been scheduled before starting the project and with Very low when the

schedule is being built as the product is developed.

Project Manager as a project champion

• Explanation: It focuses on the project champion by suggesting that the most

auspicious champion is the project manager himself and that his importance

becomes must critical toward the end of the development phase. It measures

the ability of the top management to push the project to become champion.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when there is a project leader or

a team with the ability to push the project when the development is stack

and with Very low when no one has the ability to push the project.

Qualified project manager

• Explanation: It measures if the company has a qualified project manager to

lead the product to be successful.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the project manager is

skilled enough to lead the project. He knows the product and the market

and with Very low when the project manager does not know the scope of

the project.

Quantitative project selection
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• Explanation: A quantitative project selection system-based on estimates of

project cost, duration, and probability of technical completion and market

estimates of sales and product life-was instituted by firms.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the project was selected

being the best evaluated considering among others: cost, duration or market

and with Very low when no quantitative data supports the project selection.

R&D process well planned

• Explanation: It measures if the R&D activities that are needed to develop

the product has been properly scheduled. It is only applied when the project

needs R&D activities.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when R&D activities are scheduled

and with Very low when R&D activities are performed as they happen.

Source of project ideas

• Explanation: It analyses where ideas come from. Two-thirds of the R&D

projects stemmed from the R&D department. But it does not mean a high

probability of technical completion. The projects stemming from the R&D

department may be less firmly based on market realities than those submit-

ted by the marketing (and other) departments, so they may be more likely

to be stopped short of technical completion because of lack of potential prof-

itability. On the other hand, because the R&D department understands the

technical aspects of R&D projects so well, it tends to be a better judge than

other departments of what is technically feasible.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the project is pushed by

the same department that proposed the idea and it has the skills enough

to develop the project and with Very low when the idea is proposed and

developed by different departments.

Staff of professionals
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• Explanation: It measures the level of qualification required to the staff.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the staff is composed by

professional and with Very low when the staff does not have special skills.

Strong sales force

• Explanation: It measures the availability of a strong sales force to put the

product into the market.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

All the existing distribution channels to put SiS in the market should be

considered.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the company has a strong

sales department to distribute the product and with Very low the company

does not have a strong sales department.

Technology tied to business strategy

• Explanation: Technology-push projects tend to be more ambitious and aimed

at larger potential payoffs, the probability of economic success (given com-

mercialization) may decrease as the percentage of R&D expenditures devoted

to demand-pull projects increases. Technology-push projects are harder to

sell to marketing, production, and other parts of the firm than those of

demand-pull projects.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the technology needed to

develop the product is part of the strategy of the company and with Very

low when the technology needed is not aligned with the company strategy.

Technological background of managers

• Explanation: It measures if managers have a technological background fa-

cilitating the development of the product.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.
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• Values: It should be rated with Very high when managers know the technol-

ogy needed to develop the product and with Very low when managers are

not familiar with the technology.

Timing

• Explanation: It measures if the product is developed when the interest in

it is high. There will be times when it is avoid for new projects and other

times when it has little interest in them. A new project surely has a better

Environment for acceptance when its timing is right.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case if SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when it is the right time in terms

off commitment, expenditures and satisfaction in the product line and with

Very low when the company is more focused on other product lines.

Training and Experience of own people

• Explanation: It measure if the project could be performed by the actual

staff of the company or if it depends on external people.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case if SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product could be devel-

oped with the available resources in the company and with Very low when

new people should be enrolled to the company to perform the product.

Trouble shooting

• Explanation: It is impossible to foresee every trouble area or problem that

could possibly arise. As a result, it is important that the project manager

make adequate initial arrangements for Trouble-Shooting mechanisms to be

included in the implementation plan. Such mechanisms would make it easier

to not only react to problems as they arise, but to foresee and possibly

forestall potential problems areas in the implementation process.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way

and also considering different technological alternatives for implementing

the product.
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• Values: It should be rated with Very high when product metrics have been

defined to prevent and detect problems and with Very low when no risk

analysis has been performed and there are no metrics to control the product

development.

Understanding market

• Explanation: Growing business without understanding your competitors is

risky. Market research can prepare you for changing markets and prevent

the product being left behind by the competition.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case if SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the market and the target

for the product have been clearly identified and with Very low when the

market has not been studied in advance to product development.

Use outside communication

• Explanation: It measure the impact of using external communication and

additional communication channels to develop the product.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when no outside communication

has been applied to develop the product; that is team did not needed ad-

ditional communication channels to develop the product and with Very low

when additional communication channels have been required in the devel-

opment delaying or increasing the complexity of the development.
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Annex III.2.3 Technology

Client acceptance

• Explanation: It refers to the final stage in the implementation process, at

which time the ultimate efficacy of the project is to be determined. Too

often project managers make the mistake of believing that if they handle the

other stages of the implementation process well, the client (either internal or

external to the organization) will accept the resulting project. In fact, client

acceptance is a stage in project implementation that must be managed like

any other.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is the last

stage of development and with Very low when the product is still under

development.

Demand Pull vs Technology push

• Explanation:

Technology-push projects tend to be more ambitious and aimed at larger

potential payoffs. Demand-pull means that there is market behind the prod-

uct. Technology-push projects are harder to sell to marketing, production,

and other parts of the firm than those of demand-pull projects. It is quite

likely that technology-push projects tend to be more risky than demand-pull

projects.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product could be cat-

egorized as demand-pull and with Very low when the product could be

categorized as technology-push.

Directions for scientific development

• Explanation: It measures if the product is opening new directions for scien-

tific development. These directions will promote new patents or new objects.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way but

extending the concept of patents to copyrighted software.
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• Values: It should be rated with Very high when new copyrights could be

derived from the product and the new directions and with Very low when

no new directions were associated to the product.

High performance/cost ratio

• Explanation: The cost-performance ratio is an equation used to balance the

cost of an item against its effectiveness. This process can help buyers with

making purchasing decisions by assigning rankings to a series of items based

on a variety of factors. Cost-performance can also be used to analyze trends

in production.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation:It is also known as price/performance ratio. The most

desirable outcome is that the item is low cost, but high performance. In the

middle of the scale are products that are either high performance and high

cost, or low performance and low cost. The least desirable ranking tends

to be for a product that is high cost, but low performance. As technology

has advanced, products have become more powerful and increasingly more

accessible to consumers.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product provides as

much performances as expected by customers with the lowest cost and with

Very low when the cost of the product is still high.

Incremental product

• Explanation: Incremental product innovation concerns an existing prod-

uct whose performance has been significantly enhanced or upgraded. This

again can take two forms. A simple product may be improved (in terms

of improved performance or lower cost) through use of higher performance

components or materials, or a complex product which consists of a number

of integrated technical subsystems may be improved by partial changes to

one of the subsystems.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when product could be put into

the market in an incremental way by adding new features and with Very low

when the product can not be put into the market incrementally.
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Innovative product

• Explanation: it measures if the product was highly innovative-totally new

to the market.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is completely

new to the market and with Very low when the product does not provide

any new features or it has very few new features.

Patents

• Explanation: Protected by a trademark or a brand name so as to establish

proprietary rights analogous to those conveyed by letters patent or a patent.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, a software patent is a patent that is

provided to enhance computer performance by means of a computer appli-

cation. There is no legal or conclusive definition for a software patent. This

and the topic of related intellectual property (IP) protection rights have

been intensely debated at all levels in the tech world. Different countries

have different restrictions on patenting software innovations.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the software has many

new components that have been copyrighted and with Very low when the

intellectual property is not relevant to the product.

Problem definition

• Explanation: It measures if the product is properly defined. Customer needs

for new products are difficult to articulate and sort out, because the cus-

tomers themselves may not be sure, the knowledge itself is often tacit, and

that knowledge may be embedded in a context of use and not retrievable

except by hands-on interaction with that context. To put problem definition

more positively, successful new products have more market knowledge than

failed ones.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when product features are well

defined and the product is goal is clear and with Very low when product

features are not defined or if the product does not have clear goals.
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Probability of technical success

• Explanation: If the project is proceeding along a fairly well defined techno-

logical route, and there are not many unsolved technological problems the

probability of success will remain the same as before or may even increase.

On the other hand, technological problems in some key area may make the

project unfeasible.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product technological

route is well defined and they are feasible and with Very low when there is a

high technological risk, that is, technology is not available and it is expected

some delays due to technology.

Product liability

• Explanation: The legal liability a manufacturer or trader incurs for produc-

ing or selling a faulty product. It measures the responsibility of the company

to ensure that products are safe and do not cause injury to users [70, 85].

• Impact type: Negative.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, however, is now the principle control-

ling element in many industrial and consumer products. It is so pervasive

that it is found in just about every product that is labelled electronic. Soft-

ware can cause products to do strange and even terrifying things. Software

bugs and errors could mean injuries or damages.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the risk of injuries derived

from the technology used is very low, but they could happen and with Very

low when the risk of injuries derived from the technology used is high. In

the case of no injuries risk, this factor should be rated as Not Applicable.

Risk Distribution

• Explanation: The commercial success of the product does not depend on

the narrow line of production and market. Therefore, it measures how tech-

nology could affect to the product distribution. It is related to risk that

customers may suffer product/service disruptions.

• Impact type:Positive.
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• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it measures how the environment could

affect to the product distribution. If the product success is independent of

distribution channel technology or if the distribution channel technology is

limiting the product.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product could be dis-

tributed by many distribution channels and markets and with Very low the

distribution channel is very restrictive.

Utility

• Explanation: It represents if the developed product is perceived as useful by

customers, that may result from a project is the utility of the product to

those who will buy and use it. It measures the level of utility of the product.

Utility should be judged in relation to other products the customer may use

to fulfill a need.

• Impact type: Both.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product is considered as

useful to a wide range of customers and with Very low when it is not clear

how useful is to customers or it is only useful to a small group of customers.

Technology route

• Explanation: A clear understanding of the technological route is a prerequi-

site for the success of a project. However in the high tech area the technolog-

ical route tends to he disjointed as new developments come on the horizon

fairly quickly. Nevertheless, the project should stay on the original techno-

logical track and not veer widely from that route . This is very important

in high tech firms.

• Impact type: Positive.

• SiS interpretation: In the case of SiS, it is interpreted in the same way.

• Values: It should be rated with Very high when the product technological

route is well defined and with Very low there was no agreement about the

technological route to be taken.
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Annex IV. XML files

This annex presents the XML files that are referred in the thesis. Section

7.3 presents the source XML-Schema file containing the product innovation

assessment language. Section 7.3 presents the source XML file with an

instance of a product innovation assessment model.
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Annex IV.1 Product innovation assessment language

This section presents the XML-Schema of the product innovation assessment language.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

elementFormDefault="qualified"

attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

<xs:element name="innovation_assessment_model"

type="Tinnovation_assessment_model" />

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize concepts -->

<xs:complexType name="Tdimension">

<xs:attribute name="dimid1" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="dimName" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tdimensions">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="dimension" type="Tdimension"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tfactor">

<xs:attribute name="factorId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="definition" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tfactors">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="factor" type="Tfactor"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tconcepts">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="dimensions" type="Tdimensions"

maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="factors" type="Tfactors" maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize concepts -->

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize innovation
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models -->

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel">

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelName" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelYear" type="xs:int" />

<xs:attribute name="modelVersion" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelDescription" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel_item">

<xs:attribute name="modItemIid" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="dimid1" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="factorId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="impact" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="weight" type="xs:float" />

<xs:attribute name="interpretation" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="help" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tmodel_items">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="model_item" type="Tmodel_item"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tinnovation_model">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="model" type="Tmodel" maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="model_items" type="Tmodel_items"

maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize innovation

models -->

<!-- Start Definition of types needed to formalize assessment -->

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_line">

<xs:attribute name="lineId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="questionnaireId" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="modItemIid" type="xs:string" />

<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_lines">
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<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="assessment_line" type="Tassessment_line"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tquestionnaire">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="assessment_lines" type="Tassessment_lines"

maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

<xs:attribute name="questionnaireId"

type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="modelId" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

<xs:attribute name="version" type="xs:string"></xs:attribute>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Tassessment_questionnaire">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="questionnaire" type="Tquestionnaire"

maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- End Definition of types needed to formalize assessment -->

<xs:complexType name="Tinnovation_assessment_model">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="concepts" type="Tconcepts" maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="innovation_model" type="Tinnovation_model"

maxOccurs="1" />

<xs:element name="assessment_questionnaires"

type="Tassessment_questionnaire" maxOccurs="1" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>
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Annex IV.2 Example of a product innovation assessment

reference-model instance

This section presents the XML source file representing an instance of a product inno-

vation assessment model. This file is the instance that was applied to assess Skype and

that was deeply described in Chapter 6.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<innovation_assessment_model>

<concepts>

<dimensions>

<dimension dimid1 = "dim01" dimName = "Organization" />

<dimension dimid1 = "dim02" dimName = "Market" />

<dimension dimid1 = "dim03" dimName = "Environment" />

<dimension dimid1 = "dim04" dimName = "Technology" />

</dimensions>

<factors>

<factor factorId = "factor01" name = "Commitment of project

workers" definition = "It is the perception among the

project team than the project is going to be completed

successfully. Some factors contributing to commitment

include loyalty to project leader, ego satisfaction, and

a sense of liking for the project and the resulting new

product." />

<factor factorId = "factor02" name = "Communication"

definition = "The need for adequate communication

channels is extremely important in creating an atmosphere

for successful project implementation. Communication is

not only essential within the project team itself, but

between the team and the rest of the organization as well

as with the clients." />

<factor factorId = "factor03" name = "Correct distribution

channel" definition = "The path through which product and

services travel from the vendor to the consumer or

payments for those products travel from the consumer to

the vendor. A distribution channel can be as short as a

direct transaction from the vendor to the consumer, or

may include several interconnected intermediaries along

the way such as wholesalers, distributors, agents and

retailers. Each intermediary receives the item at one

pricing point and moves it to the next higher pricing
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point until it reaches the final buyer." />

<factor factorId = "factor04" name = "Create, Make market

interface" definition = "It determines the dependency

relationship between the market and the product and how

the product will/is accessing to the market." />

<factor factorId = "factor05" name = "Demand for quick

result" definition = "An important part of evaluating the

chances of carrying a project through to a successful

conclusion is evaluating the patience of the supporting

organization. Projects which start paying off soon are,

everything else being equal, to be preferred over

projects that have a distant payout. If there is not

going to be enough patience, it may be best not to start.

One of the worst mistakes that can be made in starting a

project is to adopt, under pressure, an impossible time

schedule and then miss the time check points built into

the schedule." />

<factor factorId = "factor06" name = "Effectiveness of

project manager" definition = "In high-tech firms the

design features of the product can change a number of

tunes due to the changing nature of the technology, and

to unexpected events in the wider environment. If the

project manager cannot effectively handle these changes

and incorporate them into the design, the project may

become obsolete even before its completion. The

effectiveness with which the project manager handles

changes in the technology and adapts to the environment

is a key factor in the successful completion of the

project." />

<factor factorId = "factor07" name = "Effects on other

business" definition = "When successful completion of a

new project would put the sponsoring organization in

competition with one of its good customers for another

product. A perception that introducing a new project

might hurt existing profitable businesses will almost

certainly defeat proposals that the new project be

implemented. One should try to identify such conflicts

early." />

<factor factorId = "factor08" name = "Emphasize Marketing"

definition = "It determines if product type/innovation

strategy is related to R&amp;D/marketing programs and the
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market environment, and that R&amp;D/marketing decisions,

market characteristics, and product type/innovation

strategy all influence new product sales performance." />

<factor factorId = "factor09" name = "Error free production"

definition = "To measure how sensible is the product to

errors while producing it." />

<factor factorId = "factor10" name = "High Level Management

support" definition = "Top management\’s support of the

project may involve aspects such as allocation of

sufficient resources (including financial, manpower,

time, etc.) as well as project management\’s confidence

in their support in the event of crisis. It represents

how confident is the Top management in the success of the

project." />

<factor factorId = "factor11" name = "Inexpensive

development" definition = "It measures the investment

needed to develop the product." />

<factor factorId = "factor12" name = "Internal competition"

definition = "Competition from another project for

similar resources, in many cases, can act as a catalyst

for successful project completion. The demand for the

resources can force the project leader and his team to

put in extra effort to complete the project successfully.

Even if the groups are not working on the same project,

the simple presence of multiple demands for resources may

enhance the motivation of the project team." />

<factor factorId = "factor13" name = "Management and other

skills" definition = "It measures if the company has

people involved to cover all the skills that are needed

in the product development." />

<factor factorId = "factor14" name = "Meeting cost schedules"

definition = " It measures how frequently schedules are

revised. As much revisions the cost is increased." />

<factor factorId = "factor15" name = "Markets and Technique

are strength" definition = "It measures the company

strength in market and techniques. As much strength is

the company as better results will be obtained and it

will be easy to access to the market."/>

<factor factorId = "factor16" name = "Monitoring and

feedback" definition = "Monitoring and feedback refer to

the project control process by which, at each stage of
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the project implementation, key personnel receive

feedback on how the project is comparing to initial

projections. Making allowances for adequate monitoring

and feedback mechanisms gives the project manager the

ability to anticipate problems, to oversee corrective

measures, and to ensure that no deficiencies are

overlooked. For our model, Monitoring and Feedback refers

not only to project schedule and budget, but also to

monitoring performance of members of the project team."/>

<factor factorId = "factor17" name = "Newness to firm"

definition = " It measures if the product is new to the

company or not. A product that is new to the firm is not

a plus." />

<factor factorId = "factor18" name = "Organization plans"

definition = "It measures if the organization has

definite ideas about the types of business it wants to be

in and the directions in which it wants to grow. These

ideas are defined in long range plans, policies,

statements of objectives and so forth. A project will be

much more warmly received if it fits these stated

perceptions of the type of projects desired." />

<factor factorId = "factor19" name = "Potential interest of

technical staff" definition = "In the evaluation of

technical feasibility, the adequacy of technical staff

resources to carry out a project are considered. The

Environment question is whether the project is likely to

attract the interest and enthusiasm of the technical

staff. If the technical staff does become interested in a

project, the members will work nights as well as days,

improve their skills related to doing the project and

take an active rather than a passive role in solving

problems. The chances of a project succeeding are greatly

enhanced by real technical staff interest." />

<factor factorId = "factor20" name = "Project mission"

definition = "It measures if the product has clear and

understandable goals as well as ultimate benefits at the

outset, not only by the project team involved, but by the

other departments in the organization. The goals of the

project are in line with the general goals of the

organization." />

<factor factorId = "factor21" name = "Project schedule"
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definition = "Project schedule refers to the importance

of developing a detailed plan of the required stages of

the implementation process. As developed in our model,

Project Schedule/Plan refers to the degree to which time

schedules, milestones, manpower, and equipment

requirements are specified. Further, the schedule should

include a satisfactory measurement system as a way of

judging actual performance against budget and time

allowances." />

<factor factorId = "factor22" name = "Project Manager as a

project champion" definition = "It focuses on the project

champion by suggesting that the most auspicious champion

is the project manager himself and that his importance

becomes must critical toward the end of the development

phase. It measures the ability of the top management to

push the project to become champion." />

<factor factorId = "factor23" name = "Qualified project

manager" definition = "It measures if the company has a

qualified project manager to lead the product to be

successful." />

<factor factorId = "factor24" name = "Quantitative project

selection" definition = "A quantitative project selection

system-based on estimates of project cost, duration, and

probability of technical completion and market estimates

of sales and product life-was instituted by firms." />

<factor factorId = "factor25" name = "R&amp;D process well

planned" definition = "It measures if the R&amp;D

activities that are needed to develop the product has

been properly scheduled. It is only applied when the

project needs R&amp;D activities." />

<factor factorId = "factor26" name = "Source of project

ideas" definition = "It analyses where ideas come from.

Two-thirds of the R&amp;D projects stemmed from the

R&amp;D department. But it does not mean a high

probability of technical completion. The projects

stemming from the R&amp;D department may be less firmly

based on market realities than those submitted by the

marketing (and other) departments, so they may be more

likely to be stopped short of technical completion

because of lack of potential profitability. On the other

hand, because the R&amp;D department understands the
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technical aspects of R&amp;D projects so well, it tends

to be a better judge than other departments of what is

technically feasible." />

<factor factorId = "factor27" name = "Staff of professionals"

definition = "It measures the level of qualification

required to the staff." />

<factor factorId = "factor28" name = "Strong sales force"

definition = "It measures the availability of a strong

sales force to put the product into the market." />

<factor factorId = "factor29" name = "Technology tied to

business strategy" definition = "Technology-push projects

tend to be more ambitious and aimed at larger potential

payoffs, the probability of economic success (given

commercialization) may decrease as the percentage of

R&amp;D expenditures devoted to demand-pull projects

increases. Technology-push projects are harder to sell to

marketing, production, and other parts of the firm than

those of demand-pull projects." />

<factor factorId = "factor30" name = "Technological

background of managers" definition = "It measures if

managers have a technological background facilitating the

development of the product." />

<factor factorId = "factor31" name = "Timing" definition =

"It measures if the product is developed when the

interest in it is high. There will be times when it is

avoid for new projects and other times when it has little

interest in them. A new project surely has a better

Environment for acceptance when its timing is right."/>

<factor factorId = "factor32" name = "Training and Experience

of own people" definition = "It measure if the project

could be performed by the own people or if it depends on

external people." />

<factor factorId = "factor33" name = "Trouble shooting"

definition = "It is impossible to foresee every trouble

area or problem that could possibly arise. As a result,

it is important that the project manager make adequate

initial arrangements for Trouble-Shooting mechanisms to

be included in the implementation plan. Such mechanisms

would make it easier to not only react to problems as

they arise, but to foresee and possibly forestall

potential problems areas in the implementation process."
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/>

<factor factorId = "factor34" name = "Understanding market"

definition = "Growing business without understanding your

competitors is risky. Market research can prepare you for

changing markets and prevent the product being left

behind by the competition." />

<factor factorId = "factor35" name = "Use outside

communication" definition = "It measure the impact of

using external communication and additional communication

channels to develop the product." />

<factor factorId = "factor36" name = "Technology route"

definition = "A clear understanding of the technological

route is a prerequisite for the success of a project.

However in the high tech area the technological route

tends to he disjointed as new developments come on the

horizon fairly quickly. Nevertheless, the project should

stay on the original technological track and not veer

widely from that route . This is very important in high

tech firms." />

<factor factorId = "factor37" name = "Risk Distribution"

definition = "The commercial success of the product does

not depend on the narrow line of production and market."/>

<factor factorId = "factor38" name = "Competitive

environment" definition = "The competitive environment,

also known as the market structure, is the dynamic system

in which business competes. The state of the system as a

whole limits the flexibility of your business. It

describes the ease of market entry." />

<factor factorId = "factor39" name = "Competitor analysis"

definition = "It is a strategic technique used to

evaluate outside competitors. The analysis seeks to

identify weaknesses and strengths that a company\’s

competitors may have, and then use that information to

improve efforts within the company. Three factors are

important in analyzing the competition. The first is the

ability of a competitor to take defensive measures; a

well-managed company with low costs and a strong cash

flow might easily fend off competitors. The second is

patent protection; an innovation is likely to have more

success if it has strong patent protection against

competitors. The third is the pace of change in the
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technology; if innovation occurs quickly in an area, a

new development may be obsolete in only a few years." />

<factor factorId = "factor40" name = "Early analysis of

market and competitors" definition = "It measures if a

market analysis has been performed in advance. The

competitor analysis may give the toughest time,

especially if the company is new to the marketplace."/>

<factor factorId = "factor41" name = "Early to market"

definition = "It measures if the market is mature enough

to accept the product." />

<factor factorId = "factor42" name = "Few competitors"

definition = "Few competitors mean fewer firms are

competing for the same customers and resources.

Relatively Few Competitors will have a long-term positive

impact, which adds to its value. This statements will

have a short-term positive impact, which adds to its

value. This qualitative factor will lead to a decrease in

costs."/>

<factor factorId = "factor43" name = "High Contribution

margin" definition = "The contribution margin is the

marginal profit per unit sale, and is the sum of a

company\’s turnover minus their direct costs. This factor

measures how flexible is the contribution margin." />

<factor factorId = "factor44" name = "Life cycle of product"

definition = "If the product is in the growth phase of

its life cycle the rate of new product introduction will

he high, which leads to a higher degree of success . If

it is in the infancy stage the product may still not be

fully developed resulting in many false starts. On the

other hand, a mature product will require enormous

resources in order to introduce new variations. Most high

technology projects are in the infancy or the growth

stage." />

<factor factorId = "factor45" name = "Lower cost" definition

= "It measures if the product is providing a lower cost

than other competitors existing in the same category.

Will the product offer to the customer in terms of unique

features the lower cost?" />

<factor factorId = "factor46" name = "Market analysis"

definition = " An evaluation of the market for a

company\’s goods and services. Research that offers
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assistance in forecasting price trends for stocks and

bonds. Market analysis may concentrate on fundamental

factors including earnings, inflation, and costs, or it

may be directed at technical considerations such as

trading volume and price charts." />

<factor factorId = "factor47" name = "Market existence"

definition = " It measures if is there any existing

market or if this product is creating a new market. An

existing marketing and distribution system which can

present and distribute the new product is a real asset to

a project." />

<factor factorId = "factor48" name = "Meet customer

needs/wants" definition = "It measures if the product is

developed because there is a identified of customer

needs\/wants." />

<factor factorId = "factor49" name = "Number of end users"

definition = "It measures the number of end users in

relationship with the market size. In their enthusiasm,

the originators may perceive their new idea to be

applicable in a number of widely unconnected markets .

Unfortunately, much fruitless effort will be spent in

designing a general product which can be used in a

variety of situations . This results in a loss of focus

in product design." />

<factor factorId = "factor50" name = "Perceived value"

definition = "A customer\’s opinion of a product\’s value

to him or her. It may have little or nothing to do with

the product\’s market price, and depends on the

product\’s ability to satisfy his or her needs or

requirements. It is an important marketing concept. It

lies at the heart of marketing and deals solely with the

customer\’s perception of a product. Perceived value is a

consolidated measure because it takes into account

subjective perceptions with limits placed on it by price

and other objective costs." />

<factor factorId = "factor51" name = "Probability of

commercial success" definition = "Even when the

allocation of funding into different classifications

increases the odds of funding a riskier R&amp;D project,

it is still necessary to allocate funds within each

classification. A possible approach for deciding between
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projects is to use expected commercial value (ECV), which

amalgamates the probabilities of success into a more

standard net present value calculation." />

<factor factorId = "factor52" name = "Rate of new product

introduction" definition = "If new products or

significant adaptations are introduced In the market

fairly regularly, say once in six months or less, it

demonstrates that there is a great deal of product

Innovation taking place and that the market has not

stabilized. Therefore, any new product with improvements

over existing products has a good chance of being

successful . For example if one is in the digital watch

industry, any new gimmick on a new watch design, provided

it meets other market considerations, has a good chance

of success . Moreover, since so many different designs

are being introduced, another new one is unlikely to be

seriously hurt in the market." />

<factor factorId = "factor53" name = "Response to growing

markets" definition = "Emerging markets are those

countries that have growing economies and a growing

middle class. Some of these countries were once poor, and

some still have high rates of poverty. Many are

undergoing profound social and political change for the

better. A sector of the economy experiencing a

higher-than-average growth rate. Growth industries are

often associated with new or pioneer industries that did

not exist in the past and their growth is related to

consumer demand for the new products or services offered

by the firms within the industry." />

<factor factorId = "factor54" name = "Sales/profit potential"

definition = "It measures if the gross sale decreases

that also affect the profits by decreasing them because

the gross sales are the total amount of the sale before

any discounts or allowances are made on the sale. If the

gross sales increase then the amount of profit also

increases because the more company sells the more the

company has the potential to make more profit. It the

project will not be profitable enough around 40%

before-tax return it should be abandoned." />

<factor factorId = "factor55" name = "Slow growth market"

definition = " An increase in the demand for a particular
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product or service over time. Market growth can be slow

if consumers do not adopt a high demand or rapid if

consumers find the product or service useful for the

price level. For example, a new technology might only be

marketable to a small set of consumers, but as the price

of the technology decreases and its usefulness in every

day life increases, more consumers could increase demand.

A market that currently exhibits low trading volumes

and/or low volatility levels. The term slow market can be

used to describe a market with few issues coming up for

sale to investors through initial public offerings and

secondary offerings in the equity markets, or through new

issuance in the corporate bond market."/>

<factor factorId = "factor56" name = "Strength of market"

definition = "Market strength is a broad term that can

mean a lot of things, depending on how we define it.

Market strength can be a measure of a market\’s power to

perform either on a relative basis (vs. other markets) or

on an absolute basis (vs. its own historical levels of

momentum and investor participation)." />

<factor factorId = "factor57" name = "Client acceptance"

definition = "It refers to the final stage in the

implementation process, at which time the ultimate

efficacy of the project is to be determined. Too often

project managers make the mistake of believing that if

they handle the other stages of the implementation

process well, the client (either internal or external to

the organization) will accept the resulting project. In

fact, client acceptance is a stage in project

implementation that must be managed like any other." />

<factor factorId = "factor58" name = "Available Resources or

Raw material" definition = "Raw material is a material or

substance used in the primary production or manufacturing

of a good. The more certain the supply of necessary raw

materials or components, the greater are the chances of

business success." />

<factor factorId = "factor59" name = "Government Regulations"

definition = "It represents when the legislative and

executive branches set and enact laws that determine how

a specific task, business, or industry is supposed to

run." />
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<factor factorId = "factor60" name = "Industry restructure

opportunity" definition = "A new entrant can become the

dominant competitor when it makes technological

breakthroughs in a stagnant industry, particularly when

the new entrant has strong patent protection and

competitors are small and fragmented. Also a basic

innovation in an existing market offers opportunities to

capture downstream use or application markets." />

<factor factorId = "factor61" name = "Political/Social

factors" definition = "It represents political or social

factors that could impact in product development like

Antitrust, Ecology, Foreign eXChange, Geography or

Sovereign rights." />

<factor factorId = "factor62" name = "Public interest on

product" definition = "Public interest is a principle by

which the government can request that sensitive documents

are not used as evidence in a trial, on the grounds that

to do so would be against the public or national

interest. It represents in which the whole society has a

stake and which warrants recognition, promotion, and

protection by the government and its agencies."/>

<factor factorId = "factor63" name = "Product liability"

definition = "The legal liability a manufacturer or

trader incurs for producing or selling a faulty product.

It measures the responsibility of the company to ensure

that products are safe and do not cause injury to users."

/>

<factor factorId = "factor64" name = "Demand Pull vs

Technology push" definition = "Technology-push projects

tend to be more ambitious and aimed at larger potential

payoffs. Demand-pull means that there is market behind

the product. Technology-push projects are harder to sell

to marketing, production, and other parts of the firm

than those of demand-pull projects. It is quite likely

that technology-push projects tend to be more risky than

demand-pull projects." />

<factor factorId = "factor65" name = "Directions for

scientific development" definition = "It measures is the

product is opening new directions for scientific

development. These directions will promote new patents or

new objects." />
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<factor factorId = "factor66" name = "High performance/cost

proportion" definition = "The cost-performance ratio is

an equation used to balance the cost of an item against

its effectiveness. This process can help buyers with

making purchasing decisions by assigning rankings to a

series of items based on a variety of factors.

Cost-performance can also be used to analyze trends in

production." />

<factor factorId = "factor67" name = "Incremental product"

definition = "Incremental product innovation concerns an

existing product whose performance has been significantly

enhanced or upgraded. This again can take two forms. A

simple product may be improved (in terms of improved

performance or lower cost) through use of higher

performance components or materials, or a complex product

which consists of a number of integrated technical

subsystems may be improved by partial changes to one of

the subsystems." />

<factor factorId = "factor68" name = "Innovative product"

definition = "It measures if the product was highly

innovative-totally new to the market." />

<factor factorId = "factor69" name = "Patents" definition =

"Protected by a trademark or a brand name so as to

establish proprietary rights analogous to those conveyed

by letters patent or a patent." />

<factor factorId = "factor70" name = "Problem definition"

definition = "it measures if the product is properly

defined. Customer needs for new products are difficult to

articulate and sort out, because the customers themselves

may not be sure, the knowledge itself is often tacit, and

that knowledge may be embedded in a context of use and

not retrievable except by hands-on interaction with that

context. To put problem definition more positively,

successful new products have more market knowledge than

failed ones." />

<factor factorId = "factor71" name = "Probability of

technical success" definition = "If the project is

proceeding along a fairly well defined technological

route, and there are not many unsolved technological

problems the probability of success will remain the same

as before or may even increase. On the other hand,
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technological problems in some key area may make the

project unfeasible. " />

<factor factorId = "factor72" name = "Utility" definition =

"It represents if the developed product is perceived as

useful by customers, that may result from a project is

the utility of the product to those who will buy and use

it. It measures the level of utility of the product.

Utility should be judged in relation to other products

the customer may use to fulfill a need." />

</factors>

</concepts>

<innovation_model>

<model modelId="modelBa1997u" modelName="Balachandra"

modelYear="1997" modelVersion="1.0"

modelDescription="Balachandra product innovation model

unweighted" />

<model_items>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid201" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor01" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the team has the

perception about the success of the project and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; it is not clear if the

project is going to be finished." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid202" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor02" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product could

be developed with very few or none communication

dependency with the customer and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when communication with customer or

development team is critical for the project success."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid203" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor03" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

focused on the different distribution channels and the

impact that these channels have in the product

distribution. Is the product available to direct download

from Internet? Do customer need special channels to
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access to the product?" help = "It should be rated with

&lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the success does not

depends on the distribution channel and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the product success

depends on the distribution channel." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid204" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor04" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the access to the

market already exists and the product is going to use it

and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when it is critical

to have a clear interface to access to the market and the

product should create the interface." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid205" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor05" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when there is patience

enough to start paying off and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when there is not going to be enough

patience to start paying off soon." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid206" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor06" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the project

requires that the project manager handle changes in the

environment and technology very fast; therefore the

project manager needs to have the ability to handle

changes in a fast way and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the project does not require to react

in a fast way when the environment or technology is

changing and therefore, the project manager does not need

to be able to handle changes." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid207" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor07" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when there are no other

projects at the same time for the same team in
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competition in the same company and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when there are other projects in

competition in the same company." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid208" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor08" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when sales do not

depend on marketing campaigns and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when marketing decisions have a deep impact

on product sales." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid209" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor09" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, this

factor measures the level of testing performed to assure

that the product is error free." help = "It should be

rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

is going to be tested exhaustively previous to be on the

market and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when no

specific testing processes are needed." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid210" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor10" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the Top management

of the company is supporting the project and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the project is supported

by departments but there is not a clear support from the

company\’s structure." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid211" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor11" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way. Could the product be

developed with the resources available in the company?."

help = "It should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very

high&lt;/i&gt; when the company has resources enough to

develop the product and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when the company does not have resources enough and it

should make an investment to develop the product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid212" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor12" impact="positive"
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weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

receiving synergies from existing or previous development

in the company and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when

the project is not receiving synergies from other

projects from the company." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid213" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor13" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when all the skills

needed for the project are covered by the company and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when most of the

requested skills are missing." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid214" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor14" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way" help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the project is

managed in a way where very few review meetings are need

and schedules are revised very few and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when schedules are revised frequently."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid215" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor15" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the company is

strength in the market and the technology needed to

develop the product and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

both market and technology are new for the company."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid216" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor16" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

developed with fast feedback loops and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the product is developed without any

feedback." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid217" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor17" impact="both"
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weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is not

completely new because the company has a background and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

completely new and, therefore, the knowledge about both

the product and market is limited." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid218" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor18" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the company has

established plans to develop the product and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when there are no clear

directions in which the company wants to grow." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid219" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor19" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the technical

staff is interested in the project and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when there is no special interest in the

staff about the project." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid220" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor20" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the goal of the

product are clearly stated and aligned with the company

and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the neither the

goals are stated nor the product is aligned with the

company strategy." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid221" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor21" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

development has been scheduled before starting the

project and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the

schedule is being built as the product is developed."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid222" modelId="modelBa1997u"
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dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor22" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when there is a project

leader or a team with the ability to push the project

when the development is stack and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when no one has the ability to push the

project." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid223" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor23" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the project

manager is skilled enough to lead the project. He knows

the product and the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the project manager does not know the

scope of the project."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid224" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor24" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the project was

selected being the best evaluated considering among

others: cost, duration or market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when no quantitative data supports the

project selection." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid225" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor25" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when R&amp;D activities

are scheduled and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when

R&amp;D activities are performed as they happen." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid226" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor26" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the project is

pushed by the same department that proposed the idea and

it has the skills enough to develop the project and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the idea is proposed and
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developed by different departments." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid227" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor27" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the staff is

composed by professional and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the staff does not have special

skills." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid228" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor28" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way. All the existing

distribution channels to put SiS in the market should be

considered." help = "It should be rated with

&lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the company has a

strong sales department to distribute the product and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; the company does not

have a strong sales department." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid229" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor29" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the technology

needed to develop the product is part of the strategy of

the company and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the

technology needed is not aligned with the company

strategy." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid230" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor30" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when managers know the

technology needed to develop the product and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when managers are not

familiar with the technology." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid231" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor31" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when it is the right
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time in terms off commitment, expenditures and

satisfaction in the product line and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the company is more focused on other

product lines."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid232" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor32" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product could

be developed with the available resources in the company

and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when new people

should be enrolled to the company to perform the

product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid233" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor33" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way and also considering

different technological alternatives for implementing the

product." help = "It should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very

high&lt;/i&gt; when product metrics have been defined to

prevent and detect problems and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when no risk analysis has been performed

and there are no metrics to control the product

development." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid234" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor34" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case if SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the market and the

target for the product have been clearly identified and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the market has not

been studied in advance to product development." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid235" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor35" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when no outside

communication has been applied to develop the product;

that is team did not needed additional communication

channels to develop the product and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when additional communication channels have
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been required in the development delaying or increasing

the complexity of the development." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid236" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim01" factorId="factor36" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

technological route is well defined and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; there was no agreement about

the technological route to be taken. " />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid237" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor38" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the market entry

barriers are low and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when it is hard to access to the market." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid238" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor39" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when very few

competitors are in the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; there are several competitors providing

similar products or services." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid239" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor40" impact="negative"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when a market analysis

has not been performed in advance to the product

development and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when a

market analysis has been performed before." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid240" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor41" impact="negative"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the market is not

mature to accept the product because the product is

disruptive and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the

market is mature to accept the new product." />
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<model_item modItemIid = "mid241" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor42" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when few competitors

are in the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

too many competitors are in the market." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid242" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor43" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the company has

flexibility to fix the marginal profit and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the profit is fixed by

the market and the existing competitors." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid243" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor44" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is in

the growth phase and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when the product is in the infancy or the market is too

mature." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid244" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor45" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when it is able to put

on the market the product at lower prices than

competitors with the same features and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when there are some other products from

competitors with the same features and at lower prices."

/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid245" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor46" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the company has

performed a market analysis for the product before to be

put in the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when there is not a market analysis for the product. It
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means a high risk." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid246" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor47" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = " In the case of SiS it could

be interpreted as if the market is ready to accept the

new functionality provided the product. " help = "It

should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when

the market is mature enough or is requesting new

functionalities and it ready to accept new products and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the market is

comfortable with the existing products and it is not

demanding new functionalities." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid247" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor48" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

driven by a custormer who has a need and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when there is no a final

customer defining the product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid248" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor49" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the number of

users is enough to keep the product focused and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the number of users is

small, so that companies tend to design a general product

reducing the innovation." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid249" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor50" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the user consider

that product is providing a high value and customers

perceive that the product will help them and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when it is not clear how much

value is providing the product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid250" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor51" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = " In the case of SiS it is
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interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when it is expected a

commercial success and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when it is unknown or it is not clear the commercial

success." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid251" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor52" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS the time

frame is less than six month. It is typical to launch new

versions every three months. Due to the nature of

software the rate of new product could be high in opening

market." help = "It should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very

high&lt;/i&gt; when the number of product introduction is

growing for a market and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

the number of new products in the market is very low or

even null." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid252" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor53" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS growing

markets are not related with growing economies but to new

sectors where SiS are applied." help = "It should be

rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

is become a pioneer in the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; the product does not belong to a growing

market but a well established market." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid253" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor54" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = " In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the factor is

greater than 40 \% and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when the factor is less than 40\%" />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid254" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor55" impact="negative"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the market growth

is very slow considering a mature market and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the growth is slow but

the market is quite new." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid255" modelId="modelBa1997u"
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dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor56" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the market has a

huge amount of potential users and there are some other

products in the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the market is not solid or it is

starting."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid256" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor57" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is the

last stage of development and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the product is still under

development." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid257" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim02" factorId="factor37" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it

measures if the product success is independent of

distribution channel or if the distribution channel is

limiting the product accessing to the market." help = "It

should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when

the market is accessible without limitation of the

existing distribution channels and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the market distribution channel is

very restrictive." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid258" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor58" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it

concerns with the components (software and hardware) and

their stability needed to implement the system." help = "

It should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when

all the components are available and stable and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when most of the needed

resources will be provided by external companies or when

they are not mature enough." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid259" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor59" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated
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with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when government

regulations are defined and no changes are expected and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when there are no

government regulations yet but they are expected to be

defined in the future what could require companies to

make extensive changes resulting in greatly Increased

costs for the final product. In this case &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; represents a negative impact."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid260" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor60" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

breaking the market and competitors are small and

fragmented and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the

product is part of a market with many competitors. In

this case &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; represents a

negative impact." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid261" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor61" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when product

development is not affected by political or social

factors outside the company and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when product development depends on

political or social institutions. In this case

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; represents a negative

impact."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid262" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor62" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

considered as relevant to a mass population or market and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

targeted to a tight market or population."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid263" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor63" impact="negative"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, however,

is now the principle controlling element in many
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industrial and consumer products. It is so pervasive that

it is found in just about every product that is labelled

electronic. Software can cause products to do strange and

even terrifying things. Software bugs and errors could

mean injuries or damages." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the risk of

injuries is high and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

when the risk of injuries is very low, but they could

happen. In the case of no injuries risk, this factor

should be rated as &lt;i&gt;Not Applicable}."/>

<model_item modItemIid = "mid264" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim03" factorId="factor37" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS it

measures if the product success is independent of

distribution channel or if the distribution channel is

limiting the product." help = "It should be rated with

&lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product could be

distributed by many distribution channels and markets and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the distribution

channel is very restrictive." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid265" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor64" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product could

be categorized as demand-pull and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the product could be categorized as

technology-push." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid266" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor65" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way but extending the concept of

patents to copyrighted software." help = " It should be

rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when new

copyrights could be derived from the product and the new

directions and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when no

new directions were associated to the product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid267" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor66" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "It is also known as

price/performance ratio. The most desirable outcome is
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that the item is low cost, but high performance. In the

middle of the scale are products that are either high

performance and high cost, or low performance and low

cost. The least desirable ranking tends to be for a

product that is high cost, but low performance. As

technology has advanced, products have become more

powerful and increasingly more accessible to consumers."

help = "It should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very

high&lt;/i&gt; when the product provides as much

performances as expected by customers with the lowest

cost and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the cost

of the product is still high." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid268" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor67" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when product could be

put into the market in an incremental way by adding new

features and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the

product can not be put into the market incrementally." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid269" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor68" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

completely new to the market and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the product does not provide any new

features or it has very few new features." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid270" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor69" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, a

software patent is a patent that is provided to enhance

computer performance by means of a computer application.

There is no legal or conclusive definition for a software

patent. This and the topic of related intellectual

property (IP) protection rights have been intensely

debated at all levels in the tech world. Different

countries have different restrictions on patenting

software innovations." help = "It should be rated with

&lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the software has many

new components that have been copyrighted and with
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&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when the intellectual

property is not relevant to the product." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid271" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor70" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when product features

are well defined and the product is goal is clear and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when product features

are not defined or if the product does not have clear

goals." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid272" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor71" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

technological route is well defined and they are feasible

and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when there is a high

technological risk, that is, technology is not available

and it is expected some delays due to technology." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid273" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor72" impact="both"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is

considered as useful to a wide range of customers and

with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; when it is not clear how

useful is to customers or it is only useful to a small

group of customers." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid274" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor36" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product

technological route is well defined and with

&lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt; there was no agreement about

the technological route to be taken." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid275" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor57" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it is

interpreted in the same way." help = " It should be rated
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with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the product is the

last stage of development and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the product is still under

development." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid276" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor37" impact="positive"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, it

measures how the environment could affect to the product

distribution. If the product success is independent of

distribution channel technology or if the distribution

channel technology is limiting the product." help = "It

should be rated with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when

the product could be distributed by many distribution

channels and markets and with &lt;i&gt;Very low&lt;/i&gt;

the distribution channel is very restrictive." />

<model_item modItemIid = "mid277" modelId="modelBa1997u"

dimid1="dim04" factorId="factor63" impact="negative"

weight="1" interpretation = "In the case of SiS, however,

is now the principle controlling element in many

industrial and consumer products. It is so pervasive that

it is found in just about every product that is labelled

electronic. Software can cause products to do strange and

even terrifying things. Software bugs and errors could

mean injuries or damages." help = "It should be rated

with &lt;i&gt;Very high&lt;/i&gt; when the risk of

injuries derived from the technology used is very low,

but they could happen and with &lt;i&gt;Very

low&lt;/i&gt; when the risk of injuries derived from the

technology used is high. In the case of no injuries risk,

this factor should be rated as &lt;i&gt;Not

Applicable&lt;/i&gt;." />

</model_items>

</innovation_model>

<assessment_questionnaires>

<questionnaire questionnaireId = "quest_u_1" modelId =

"modelBa1997u" name="complete" version="1.0">

<assessment_lines>

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_01" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid201" type="Radio1"/>

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_02" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid202" type="Radio1" />
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<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_03" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid203" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_04" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid204" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_05" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid205" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_06" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid206" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_07" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid207" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_08" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid208" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_09" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid209" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_10" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid210" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_11" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid211" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_12" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid212" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_13" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid213" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_14" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid214" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_15" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid215" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_16" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid216" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_17" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid217" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_18" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid218" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_19" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid219" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_20" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid220" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_21" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid221" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_22" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid222" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_23" questionnaireId =
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"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid223" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_24" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid224" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_25" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid225" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_26" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid226" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_27" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid227" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_28" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid228" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_29" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid229" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_30" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid230" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_31" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid231" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_32" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid232" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_33" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid233" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_34" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid234" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_35" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid235" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_36" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid236" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_37" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid237" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_38" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid238" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_39" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid239" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_40" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid240" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_41" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid241" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_42" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid242" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_43" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid243" type="Radio2" />
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<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_44" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid244" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_45" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid245" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_46" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid246" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_47" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid247" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_48" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid248" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_49" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid249" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_50" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid250" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_51" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid251" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_52" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid252" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_53" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid253" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_54" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid254" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_55" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid255" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_56" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid256" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_57" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid257" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_58" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid258" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_59" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid259" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_60" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid260" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_61" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid261" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_62" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid262" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_63" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid263" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_64" questionnaireId =
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"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid264" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_65" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid265" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_66" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid266" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_67" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid267" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_68" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid268" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_69" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid269" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_70" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid270" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_71" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid271" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_72" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid272" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_73" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid273" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_74" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid274" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_75" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid275" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_76" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid276" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_1_77" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_1" modItemIid = "mid277" type="Radio1" />

</assessment_lines>

</questionnaire>

<questionnaire questionnaireId = "quest_u_2" modelId =

"modelBa1997u" name="Top_rated" version="1.0">

<assessment_lines>

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_10" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid210" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_25" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid225" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_08" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid208" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_15" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid215" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_31" questionnaireId =
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"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid231" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_01" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid201" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_04" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid204" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_13" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid213" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_29" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid229" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_32" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid232" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_02" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid202" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_05" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid205" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_09" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid209" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_14" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid214" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_22" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid222" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_36" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid236" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_37" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid237" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_44" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid244" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_46" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid246" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_42" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid242" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_43" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid243" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_45" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid245" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_47" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid247" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_48" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid248" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_49" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid249" type="Radio1" />
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<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_50" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid250" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_51" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid251" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_53" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid253" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_55" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid255" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_58" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid258" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_61" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid261" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_64" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid264" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_63" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid263" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_72" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid272" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_65" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid265" type="Radio2" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_67" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid267" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_69" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid269" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_71" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid271" type="Radio1" />

<assessment_line lineId = "line_u_2_74" questionnaireId =

"quest_u_2" modItemIid = "mid274" type="Radio1" />

</assessment_lines>

</questionnaire>

</assessment_questionnaires>

</innovation_assessment_model>
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